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March 20, 2013 
 
The Honorable Annise D. Parker, Mayor 
            
SUBJECT: REPORT #2013-08 

HOUSTON AIRPORT SYSTEMS DEPARTMENT (HAS) – FY2013 AUDIT FOLLOW-UP PROCEDURES  

Mayor Parker: 
 
The Office of the City Controller’s Audit Division has completed its follow-up procedures related to the 
FY2012 remediation efforts performed by Houston management.  As part of providing independent and 
objective assurance services related to efficient and effective performance, compliance, and safeguarding 
of assets, we perform follow-up procedures to ensure that corrective actions are taken related to issues 
reported from previous audits.

1
   

During FY2011, the Audit Division changed the Audit Follow-Up Process to utilize a risk-based approach, 
which contains two primary components: 

 Management Status/Self-Reporting 

 Fieldwork Testing/Verification 

Based on the procedures performed above, we obtained sufficient and appropriate evidence to render our 

conclusions as follows:
2
 

 There were a total of 84 findings contained in the five (5) reports issued during the scope period.
3
 

Our test work determined that eight (8) had been Closed.  The remaining 76 findings are Ongoing 

(not remediated) 

 In reviewing the remediation process associated with the 76 findings previously reported that are 
ongoing, 42 were deemed inadequate, yielding an overall assessment of Inadequate (High Risk 
and Impact) 

NOTE: Most of the content of this follow-up was related to Report 11-04, which was a Performance Audit 
of a large construction contract that the City entered into as executed on September 28, 2005. 

SIGNIFICANT REPORTABLE DEFICIENCIES 

During the MANAGEMENT STATUS/SELF REPORTING process of this Follow-Up Audit, HAS created 
significant delays and irregularities in support of their overall remediation process, specifically as it related 
to issues identified in Report 2011-04.  The result of the process executed by HAS reflected the following 
significant deficiencies: 

 An official response from executive management was never received to support their change in 
position (GAS 7.32 – 7.38)(IIA 2500, PA 2500-01) 

 Re-performed testing procedures were deficient in design and execution (GAS 6.03; 6.06 – 6.35; 
6.52)(IIA 2300, 2310, and 2320) 

 Existing evidence available from the original audit that was performed by construction audit 
specialists was not used to re-perform (GAS 6.03; 6.36; 6.40 – 6.44)(IIA 2210.A2) 

 Non-validated and inconsistent data was used to perform procedures (GAS 6.69 – 6.72) (IIA 2300, 
2310, and 2320) 

                                            
1
 IIA Standard 2500 - requires a process that “….auditors evaluate the adequacy, effectiveness, and timeliness of actions taken by 

management on reported observations and recommendations….” 
2 See Exhibit 1 for the Detailed Remediation Assessment -"FY2012 Audit Follow-Up Procedures Matrix"  
3
 Audit Report 11-04 contained 98 findings, of which 69 were relevant to the current follow-up procedures. 
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BACKGROUND  
 
The Office of the City Controller’s Audit Division has completed its follow-up procedures related 
to the FY2012 remediation efforts performed by management. As part of providing independent 
and objective assurance services related to efficient and effective performance, compliance, 
and safeguarding of assets, we also perform follow-up procedures to ensure that corrective 
actions are taken related to issues reported from previous audits.1  

 
The Audit Division (Division) Audit Follow-Up Process utilizes a risk-based approach, which 
contains two primary components:  

 Management Status/Self-Reporting  

 Fieldwork Testing/Verification  
 

MANAGEMENT STATUS/SELF REPORTING:  
During the 3rd quarter of the fiscal year, the current list of findings is reviewed and ranked 
according to three levels of risk (high, medium, and low). They are organized and identified by 
department and sent for management’s self-reported status as to progress of remediation based 
on their responses in the Audit Report. This information is then assessed by the audit team 
considering (1) responsiveness to the original issue and (2) resolution of the issue identified.  
 

FIELDWORK/TESTING VERIFICATION PHASE:  
During the first quarter of the subsequent fiscal year, the information obtained through the 
management status phase is used as a basis to select departments for follow-up testing. Using 
the results of weighted risk-ranked findings, while also ensuring complete review of all City 
Departments, 4-5 are then selected for follow-up. All findings for those departments are then 
tested for status (Ongoing, Closed, or Disagreed) and assessment of remediation process 
(Adequate or Inadequate and a ranking of High, Medium, or Low remediation risk), with 
consideration of the accuracy of management’s self-reported status.  
 
An Inadequate rating is assessed when the status of the findings are not as reported by 
management and/or the issues have not been addressed as originally committed to by the 
responsible management (consideration is given for changing environment that may require a 
different approach to solving the issue).   If a department’s remediation efforts have been 
assessed as Inadequate, a rating of magnitude is also attached, based on the risk ranking of 
the associated finding(s).  For example, a rating of Inadequate – Low Risk and Impact 
indicates that the remediation efforts are not sufficient; however, the risk to the City is Low. 

 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
1
 1 IIA Standard 2500 - requires a process that “….auditors evaluate the adequacy, effectiveness, and timeliness of 

actions taken by management on reported observations and recommendations….” 
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AUDIT SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES  
 

We identified all findings issued in all reports through the Office of the City Controller since 
FY2009 (this includes reports issued by outside professional services firms as well as those 
performed and issued exclusively by Audit Division professional staff).  
 
Based on the Process described above the six departments selected were:  

 Public Works and Engineering Department (PWE)  

 Houston Public Library (HPL)  
 Houston Emergency Center (HEC)  
 Houston Police Department (HPD) 
 Mayor’s Office 
 Houston Airport System (HAS) 

This report provides the results of the follow-up process as it relates to HAS and includes 84 
individual findings issued via five (5) formal audit reports during the period July 1, 2008 through 
March 31, 2012.  Of the 84 findings, 69 were communicated via Report No. 2011-04, HAS 
Construction Contract Performance Audit of Project 417F Phase 12.  At the date Report 2011-04 
was issued (April 13, 2012), general consensus, commitments and agreement to resolutions 
were reached.  The original reporting process included a lengthy validation and verification 
process involving the Controller’s Audit Division, HAS, and the Vendor (Clark Construction).  

The objectives of our Follow-Up Procedures were to determine:  

1. The Remediation Status for each open item  
2. If a process was in place to resolve the department’s universe of findings.  

 

PROCEDURES PERFORMED  

Audit procedures performed to meet the audit objectives and provide a basis for our conclusions 
were as follows:  

 Obtained and reviewed Management’s Self-reporting of Findings status;  

 Determined and requested the documentation necessary to support the status reported 
by management;  

 Performed Interviews with Management and relevant staff; and  

 Reviewed supporting documentation and other evidence provided for sufficiency and 
appropriateness.  

 

AUDIT METHODOLOGY 

We conducted Follow-Up Procedures in accordance with Generally Accepted Government 
Auditing Standards (GAGAS) issued by the Government Accountability Office (GAO) and The 
International Standards for the Practice of Internal Auditing as promulgated by The Institute of 
Internal Auditors. Those standards require that we plan and perform our work to obtain sufficient 
and appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based 
on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained meets these standards to 
support our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. 

                                                           
2
 The City entered into the construction contract with Clark on September 28, 2005.  The Audit Report identified 98 

total findings of which 69 were relevant to the current follow-up. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 

Based on the procedures performed above, we obtained sufficient and appropriate evidence to 
render our conclusions as follows:3 
 

 There were a total of 84 findings contained in the reports issued during the scope period. 
Our test work determined that eight (8) had been Closed.  The remaining 76 findings are 
Ongoing (not remediated) (Objective 1).  

 In reviewing the remediation process associated with the 76 findings previously reported 
that still apply, 42 were deemed inadequate, yielding an overall assessment of 
Inadequate – High Risk and Impact (Objective 2)  

 

SIGNIFICANT REPORTABLE DEFICIENCIES 
During the MANAGEMENT STATUS/SELF REPORTING process of this Follow-Up Audit, HAS 
created significant delays and irregularities in support of their overall remediation process, 
specifically as it related to issues identified in Report 2011-04.  The result of the process 
executed by HAS reflected the following significant deficiencies: 
 

 An official response from executive management was never received to support their 
change in position (GAS 7.32 – 7.38)(IIA 2500, PA 2500-01) 

 Re-performed testing procedures were deficient in design and execution (GAS 6.03; 
6.06 – 6.35; 6.52)(IIA 2300, 2310, and 2320) 

 Existing evidence available from the original audit that was performed by construction 
audit specialists was not used to re-perform (GAS 6.03; 6.36; 6.40 – 6.44)(IIA 2210.A2) 

 Non-validated and inconsistent data was used to perform procedures (GAS 6.69 – 6.72) 
(IIA 2300, 2310, and 2320) 

 Sufficient and appropriate evidence was not provided that refuted or substantiated a 
change in position from the original response(s) (GAS 6.56 – 6.66 emphasis 6.65) (IIA 
2300, 2310, and 2320) 

 Some resources were used that lacked independence (GAS 3.02 – 3.32) and 
construction audit experience which yielded unreliable and inconsistent results (GAS 
6.45 – 6.46)(IIA 1210, 1210.A1 and 2230) 

 The process, as a whole, involved numerous meetings, additional external costs, and 
substantial amount of time (approximately 445 additional hours incurred by the Audit 
Division within the Office of the City Controller).  (GAS 6.03; 6.05)(IIA 1220.A1) 

 
These procedures and changes in position represent significant irregularities and 
deficiencies in the remediation and monitoring process.  These factors, taken as a whole 
raise the risk of potential fraud, waste and/or abuse of City funds. (GAS 6.31 – 6.32; 7.21 – 
7.23) 

                                                           
3  
See Exhibit 1 for the Detailed Remediation Assessment -"FY2012 Audit Follow-Up Procedures Matrix"  
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Item Name Observation Amount
HAS Internal Audit Findings

(HAS Management Updated Responses)

Amount to Credit 

HAS
CTR Audit Assessment of Updated Responses Conclusion Remediation Process

1 Overstated 

Salaried Labor 

Costs

Salary rates billed differ from the

rate schedules in the contract. An

initial request to review and test

actual salary labor and burden

costs for salary costs recorded in

the job cost ledger was denied by

Clark. The Audit Team requested

HAS to intervene and persuade

Clark to provide such

documentation, however, HAS

was not successful. Total salaried

payroll for the time period tested

totaled $6,708,116, which is

approximately 10% of total job

costs billed. Alternatively, we

tested the rates to the rate

schedules in the contract for

$2,486,005 (excludes Phase 1

preconstruction) of the salaried

payroll expenses and determined

that HAS was overcharged

$181,299 (7.29%). Using the

7.29% extrapolated to the total

salaried expenses (excluding

Phase 1 preconstruction), HAS

was overcharged $460,073.69

460,073.69$     HAS analysis and calculations based on 40-hour week, actual job titles/rates date-period 

specific, 100% population, and all transactions including adjustments/reversals showed 

Clark owed HAS $91,359.07. Clark's calculations based on 37-hour week and most recent 

and highest job titles/rates showed that HAS owed Clark about $223,427.39. Note that the 

contract  showed only weekly rate in absolute amounts.                                                          

91,359.07$          Ongoing - HAS did not use the same salaried payroll amount 

from the Job Cost Ledger as the controller's office.  Further they 

used job rate schedules (provided by Clark) that were not 

included in approved amendments. 

Ongoing

Management has changed its 

original response.  The data used 

by both HAPMT and HAS 

management was not validated 

and thus lead to unreliable 

conclusions.  The response and 

status does not address the 

original issue nor does it outline 

a path for successful 

remediation.

Inadequate/ High

2 Overstated 

Hourly Labor 

Burden Costs

Hourly Labor Burden is overstated because 

several hourly employees did not participate 

in the medical insurance plan or vacation 

plan.  In addition, burden costs for all hourly 

employees are overstated by Field Flat 

Burden (bonuses based on annual bonus for 

entire company) and Training Burden.  Based 

on our sample, we calculate the burden rate 

was overstated by 7.6%.  Based on labor 

costs totaling $406,533.76 recorded in the job 

cost ledger, the burden overcharge is 

estimated to be $30,896.57.

30,896.57$       Internal Audit's opinion is burden costs are included in the markup percentage.  This 

would be impossible to determine.  

 $                      -   Ongoing - Neither HAPMT, nor HAS obtained the original 

workpapers or evidence gathered and used by the CTR Audit 

Team.  Therefore, there is no basis to respond nor modify or 

adequately support their position. 

Ongoing

HAS management changed their 

original response.  The most 

recent HAS' response does not 

address the original issue nor 

does it outline a clear path for 

successful remediation.

Inadequate/ High

Controller's Office Audit Division Follow-Up AssessmentOriginal Report HAS Follow-Up Response
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Item Name Observation Amount
HAS Internal Audit Findings

(HAS Management Responses)

Amount to 

Credit HAS
CTR Audit Assessment of Updated Responses Conclusion

Remediation 

Process

3 Billed Costs in Clark's 

Payment Estimate #61, 

Greater Than Costs 

Recorded in Job Cost 

Ledger

The job cost ledger 

through 6/30/10 lists 

costs totaling 

$65,688,627.90.  Per 

Application for Payment 

#61 (the final application 

for payment for Ph. 1) 

for the period through 

January 31, 2010, the 

cost of work totals 

$65,767,258.07 (Billed 

cost including fee of 

$68,517,978.77 less the 

fee calculated in 

compliance with the 

agreement of 

$2,750,720.70). This 

results in a difference of 

$78,630.17.

78,630.17$      HAPMT received the Billing in Excess of Costs from 

the Controller's Office.  The Auditor's calculation 

computes correctly, however HAPMT is unable to 

determine the appropriate calculation based on the 

provided information.

Ongoing - Neither HAPMT nor HAS performed 

substantive procedures to validate or verify the 

accuracy of the original finding.  The sequence of 

responses are also contradictory and inconclusive.

Ongoing

HAS Management's 

response is not based 

on the evidence 

provided, lacks 

independent analysis, 

and it does not 

address or seek to 

remediate the original 

issue identified.

Inadequate/ 

High

4 Miscellaneous Costs that 

Are Not Considered "Cost 

of the Work"

ConstructWare Journal 

Entry - Project 

Management System 

$60,000 recorded in 

November 2005 and 

$(50,000) recorded in 

January 2006. Clark has 

indicated that they plan 

on adding the $50,000 

back to the job cost 

ledger.

10,000.00$      See response in HAPMT Findings. Ongoing - Procurement of accounting software is 

expressly contained in the Construction Manager's 

Construction Phase Fee and not to be billed to HAS.

Ongoing

HAS Management's 

response is not based 

on the evidence 

provided, as cited 

from the contract 

language in the 

original finding and 

does not address or 

seek to remediate the 

original issue 

identified.

Inadequate/ 

Medium

5 Miscellaneous Costs that 

Are Not Considered "Cost 

of the Work"

Dell (invoice date - June 

5, 2007) - (10) 1 GB 

Memory Modules

1,034.55$        See response in HAPMT Findings. $1,034.55 Ongoing - Finding will be closed upon verification of 

credit receipt.

Ongoing

HAS is to receive the 

credit, finding will be 

closed upon 

verification of credit 

receipt.

Adequate/ 

Low

Original Report HAS Follow-Up Response Controller's Office Audit Division Follow-Up Assessment
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Item Name Observation Amount
HAS Internal Audit Findings

(HAS Management Responses)

Amount to 

Credit HAS
CTR Audit Assessment of Updated Responses Conclusion

Remediation 

Process

Original Report HAS Follow-Up Response Controller's Office Audit Division Follow-Up Assessment

6 Miscellaneous Costs that 

Are Not Considered "Cost 

of the Work"

FS Industries (invoice 

date May 19, 2008) - 

Forkliftable Building.  

The invoice for this 

purchase included two 

buildings totaling 

$12,116.08.  The total 

was recorded as job 

cost on this project, but 

one of the two buildings 

was shipped to Clark's 

San Antonio 

International Airport 

project.  As such, there 

was an overcharge of 

$6,057.54 to this project.

6,057.54$        See response in HAPMT Findings. Ongoing - Updates to management responses 

contradict earlier presentations of fact. 

Ongoing 

No information was 

provided to validate a 

credit given.

Inadequate/ 

Low

7 Miscellaneous costs that 

are not considered "Cost of 

the Work"

Software House (invoice 

date - July 16, 2008) - 

Software-AutoCAD

1,096.04$        See response in HAPMT Findings. Ongoing - Software is generally registered to a 

licensed user or group and not to machines or 

intangible objects.  Nothing was provided to support 

proper ownership to allow this cost.  This software is 

not part of the job cost, but rather is an overhead cost 

that should be absorbed by the CMAR fee.

Ongoing 

HAPMT and HAS 

Management's 

response do not 

address or seek to 

remediate the original 

issue identified.

Inadequate/ 

Low

8 Miscellaneous costs that 

are not considered "Cost of 

the Work"

Moffitt (invoice dated 

January 5, 2009) - 

Executive Search Costs 

for recruitment of Clark 

Safety Engineer in 

January 2009

21,900.00$      See response in HAPMT Findings. $21,900.00 Ongoing - HAPMT and HAS management responses 

agree with the original finding.

Ongoing

HAS to receive the 

credit, finding will be 

closed upon 

verification of credit 

receipt.

Adequate/ 

Medium

9 Miscellaneous costs that 

are not considered "Cost of 

the Work"

Project Management - 

Phase 1 Closeout 

Management Journal 

Entry dated October 12, 

2009.

1,491.43$        HAPMT received the Salaried Payroll Testing work 

paper from the Controller's Office.  HAPMT tied the 

title of the employees listed in the work paper to 

rates listed in Amendment 1 Exhibit 6.  Only one 

employee's name was listed in the contract 

document.  Based on the auditor's work paper, the 

contract rates calculate accurately and total an 

overcharge of $1,491.43.

$1,491.43 Ongoing - HAPMT and HAS management responses 

agree with the original finding.

Ongoing

HAS to receive the 

credit, finding will be 

closed upon 

verification of credit 

receipt.

Adequate/ 

Low

10 Insurance and Bond Costs 

that are not considered 

"Cost of the Work"

Excess Liability 

Insurance - 4th Quarter 

2007 GL<$5k Claims 

Reimbursement Journal 

Entry dated December 

31, 2007

1,017.27$        See response in HAPMT Findings. $1,017.27 Ongoing - HAPMT and HAS management responses 

agree with the original finding.

Ongoing

HAS to receive the 

credit, finding will be 

closed upon 

verification of credit 

receipt.

Adequate/ 

Low
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Item Name Observation Amount
HAS Internal Audit Findings

(HAS Management Responses)

Amount to 

Credit HAS
CTR Audit Assessment of Updated Responses Conclusion

Remediation 

Process

Original Report HAS Follow-Up Response Controller's Office Audit Division Follow-Up Assessment

11 Insurance and Bond Costs 

that are not considered 

"Cost of the Work"

Excess Liability 

Insurance - 1st Quarter 

2008 GL<$5k Claims 

Reimbursement Journal 

Entry dated April 28, 

2008

2,218.24$        See response in HAPMT Findings. $2,218.24 Ongoing - HAPMT and HAS management responses 

agree with the original finding.

Ongoing

HAS to receive the 

credit, finding will be 

closed upon 

verification of credit 

receipt.

Adequate/ 

Low

12 Insurance and Bond Costs 

that are not considered 

"Cost of the Work"

Excess Liability 

Insurance - 4th Quarter 

2008 GL<$5k Claims 

Reimbursement Journal 

Entry dated December 

31, 2008

5,000.00$        See response in HAPMT Findings. $5,000.00 Ongoing - HAPMT and HAS management responses 

agree with the original finding.

Ongoing

HAS to receive the 

credit, finding will be 

closed upon 

verification of credit 

receipt.

Adequate/ 

Low

13 Insurance and Bond Costs 

that are not considered 

"Cost of the Work"

Excess Liability 

Insurance - 4th Quarter 

2008 GL<$5k Claims 

Reimbursement Journal 

Entry dated December 

31, 2008

1,868.55$        See response in HAPMT Findings. $1,868.55 Ongoing - HAPMT and HAS management responses 

agree with the original finding.

Ongoing

HAS to receive the 

credit, finding will be 

closed upon 

verification of credit 

receipt.

Adequate/ 

Low

14 Insurance and Bond Costs 

that are not considered 

"Cost of the Work"

Excess Liability 

Insurance - Phase I 

Close-out Journal Entry 

dated October 13, 2009 

40,173.00$      HAPMT was provided calculated Liability Rates, 

based on expected revenues and policy premiums 

from 2005-2009, used for all Clark CMAR projects 

across the country.  HAPMT  received invoice 

documentation supporting premiums billed to Clark 

for some, but not all insurance providers.  

$40,173.00 Ongoing - The responses assume the estimation 

process and documentation is sufficient.  The finding is 

based on a lack of evidence to support a manual "close-

out" journal entry.

Ongoing

While the amount is 

accurately reflected as 

a credit owed to HAS, 

both HAMPT and HAS' 

responses do not 

address the original 

issue nor does it 

outline a clear path for 

successful 

remediation.

Inadequate/ 

Medium

15 Insurance and Bond Costs 

that are not considered 

"Cost of the Work"

Miscellaneous Insurance 

- Phase II Precon 

Journal Entry dated 

October 12, 2009

40,000.00$      HAPMT received the Builder's Risk policy from 

Zurich-American Insurance Company, indicating a 

total deposit premium of $132,741.  HAPMT also 

received six invoices from Zurich to Clark, four of 

which were billed to HAS, entirely to Phase 1, as 

Insurance in the original schedule of values.  Clark 

stated that the amounts in the invoices were billed to 

HAS incrementally throughout Phase 1 of the 

project.  Clark stated that all costs will be reconciled 

upon project completion.

$40,000.00 Ongoing - The responses assume the estimation 

process and documentation is sufficient.  The finding is 

based on a lack of evidence to support a manual 

journal entry.

Ongoing

While the amount is 

accurately reflected as 

a credit owed to HAS, 

both HAMPT and HAS' 

responses do not 

address the original 

issue nor does it 

outline a clear path for 

successful 

remediation.

Inadequate/ 

Medium
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Item Name Observation Amount
HAS Internal Audit Findings

(HAS Management Responses)

Amount to 

Credit HAS
CTR Audit Assessment of Updated Responses Conclusion

Remediation 

Process

Original Report HAS Follow-Up Response Controller's Office Audit Division Follow-Up Assessment

16 Insurance and Bond Costs 

that are not considered 

"Cost of the Work"

1 Year Maintenance 

Bond - Phase I Close-

out Journal Entry dated 

October 12, 2009

10,000.00$      See response in HAPMT Findings. $10,000.00 Ongoing - The responses provided do not specifically 

address the remediation, but rather relate to Clark's 

modified response.

Ongoing

While the amount is 

accurately reflected as 

a credit owed to HAS, 

both HAMPT and HAS' 

responses do not 

address the original 

issue.

Inadequate/ 

Low

17 Insurance and Bond Costs 

that are not considered 

"Cost of the Work"

Insurance Deductibles - 

Phase I Close-out 

Journal Entry dated 

October 13, 2009

50,000.00$      HAPMT received the Builder's Risk policy from 

Zurich-American Insurance Company, indicating a 

total deposit premium of $132,741.  HAPMT also 

received six invoices from Zurich to Clark, four of 

which were billed to HAS, entirely to Phase 1, as 

Insurance in the original schedule of values.  Clark 

stated that the amounts in the invoices were billed to 

HAS incrementally throughout Phase 1 of the 

project.  Clark stated that all costs will be reconciled 

upon project completion.

$50,000.00 Ongoing - The responses assume the estimation 

process and documentation is sufficient.  The finding is 

based on a lack of evidence to support a manual "close-

out" journal entry.

Ongoing

While the amount is 

accurately reflected as 

a credit owed to HAS, 

both HAMPT and HAS' 

responses do not 

address the original 

issue nor does it 

outline a clear path for 

successful 

remediation.

Inadequate/ 

Medium

18 Hurricane Ike costs that are 

not considered "Cost of the 

Work"

Hilton San Antonio 

Airport - Rooms, meals, 

beverages, etc. for 4 

Clark employees for 3 

nights each for the 

period 9/15/08 through 

09/18/08.

2,112.98$        See response in HAPMT Findings. $59.00 Ongoing - Finding will be closed upon verification of 

credit receipt.

Ongoing

HAS is to receive the 

credit, finding will be 

closed upon 

verification of credit 

receipt.

Adequate/ 

Low
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Item Name Observation Amount
HAS Internal Audit Findings

(HAS Management Responses)

Amount to 

Credit HAS
CTR Audit Assessment of Updated Responses Conclusion

Remediation 

Process

Original Report HAS Follow-Up Response Controller's Office Audit Division Follow-Up Assessment

19 Hurricane Ike costs that are 

not considered "Cost of the 

Work"

Senior Project 

Manager's Expense 

Report (JB000101) for 

the period September 

11, 2008 through 

November 22, 2008 

includes rooms, meals, 

beverages, etc. for 

several Clark employees 

in San Antonio and 

Houston; and airfare 

from San Antonio 

to/from Houston. Hotel 

room costs include 8 

room nights ($299 a 

night plus tax) at the 

Westin La Cantera 

Resort in San Antonio 

and 9 room nights ($269 

a night plus tax) at the 

Houston Marriott 

Medical Center Hotel. 

7,983.54$        See response in HAPMT Findings. $38.90 Ongoing - While additional costs are reasonable 

during an emergency situation, the time period of the 

expense reports extended beyond the emergency 

period.  Additionally, the amounts and locations are not 

"customary" but rather appear to be excessive.  

Ongoing

HAS is to receive the 

credit, finding will be 

closed upon 

verification of credit 

receipt.

Adequate/ 

Low

20 Houston costs that are not 

considered "Cost of the 

Work"

Project Executive's 

Expense Report 

(LG000029) included 

$1,300 for January 26, 

2008 - Tony's 

Restaurant in Houston 

included dinner and 

drinks for 8 people.  The 

business purpose shown 

on the expense report 

was "Houston Hobby 

Airport Expansion", but 

the restaurant receipt 

included a hand-written 

notation that said 

"Marketing - Continental 

Airlines Houston".  

Included in the 

$1,300.00 was $514.00 

for alcoholic beverages.  

1,300.00$        See response in HAPMT Findings. $1,300.00 Ongoing - Finding will be closed upon verification of 

credit receipt.

Ongoing

HAS is to receive the 

credit, finding will be 

closed upon 

verification of credit 

receipt.

Adequate/ 

Low

21 Houston costs that are not 

considered "Cost of the 

Work"

Project Executive's 

Expense Report 

(KC000016) for March 

2006 - Alcoholic 

beverage at Remington 

Bar (Houston)

11.00$             See response in HAPMT Findings. $11.00 Ongoing - Finding will be closed upon verification of 

credit receipt.

Ongoing

HAS is to receive the 

credit, finding will be 

closed upon 

verification of credit 

receipt.

Adequate/ 

Low
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Item Name Observation Amount
HAS Internal Audit Findings

(HAS Management Responses)

Amount to 

Credit HAS
CTR Audit Assessment of Updated Responses Conclusion

Remediation 

Process

Original Report HAS Follow-Up Response Controller's Office Audit Division Follow-Up Assessment

22 Travel costs that are not 

considered "Cost of the 

Work"

Project Executive's 

Expense Report 

(KC000016) for March 

2006 - Allocation of 2 

airline tickets for flights 

on American Airlines 

(Dallas-Santa Ana-

Dallas-Hobby-Dallas) 

and (Dallas-Hobby-

Dallas-Santa Ana-

Dallas)

600.00$           See response in HAPMT Findings. $600.00 Ongoing - Finding will be closed upon verification of 

credit receipt.

Ongoing

HAS is to receive the 

credit, finding will be 

closed upon 

verification of credit 

receipt.

Adequate/ 

Low

23 Travel costs that are not 

considered "Cost of the 

Work"

Project Executive's 

Expense Report 

(KC000025) for April 

2006 - Allocation of 

airline ticket on 

American Airlines 

(Hobby-Atlanta-Miami-

Washington DC-Dallas) 

Business Purpose per 

expense report - 

Washington DC 

551.65$           See response in HAPMT Findings. $551.65 Ongoing - Finding will be closed upon verification of 

credit receipt.

Ongoing

HAS is to receive the 

credit, finding will be 

closed upon 

verification of credit 

receipt.

Adequate/ 

Low

24 Travel costs that are not 

considered "Cost of the 

Work"

Project Executive's 

Expense Report 

(KC000034) for June 

and July 2006 - 2 airline 

tickets on American 

Airlines (Dallas-Los 

Angeles, Santa Anna-

Dallas) and (Dallas-

Santa Ana, Los Angeles-

Dallas) Business 

Purpose per expense 

report - Clark, LAX Tom 

Bradley

2,277.30$        See response in HAPMT Findings. $2,277.30 Ongoing - Finding will be closed upon verification of 

credit receipt.

Ongoing

HAS is to receive the 

credit, finding will be 

closed upon 

verification of credit 

receipt.

Adequate/ 

Low

25 Travel costs that are not 

considered "Cost of the 

Work"

Project Executive's 

Expense Report 

(KC000054) for January 

to March 2007 - Airline 

tickets on American 

Airlines (several Dallas-

Hobby-Dallas flights, 2 

of the tickets are for a 

family member ) and 

other charges - Dallas 

airport parking, mileage 

to Houston, etc.  

Expenses for the family 

member totaling 

$355.20 are not Cost of 

the Work.

355.20$           See response in HAPMT Findings. $355.20 Ongoing - Finding will be closed upon verification of 

credit receipt.

Ongoing

HAS is to receive the 

credit, finding will be 

closed upon 

verification of credit 

receipt.

Adequate/ 

Low
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Item Name Observation Amount
HAS Internal Audit Findings

(HAS Management Responses)

Amount to 

Credit HAS
CTR Audit Assessment of Updated Responses Conclusion

Remediation 

Process

Original Report HAS Follow-Up Response Controller's Office Audit Division Follow-Up Assessment

26 Travel costs that are not 

considered "Cost of the 

Work"

Project Executive's 

Expense Report 

(KC000054) for January 

to March 2007 - No 

support was provided for 

these expenses

572.16$           See response in HAPMT Findings. $572.16 Ongoing - Finding will be closed upon verification of 

credit receipt.

Ongoing

HAS is to receive the 

credit, finding will be 

closed upon 

verification of credit 

receipt.

Adequate/ 

Low

27 Travel costs that are not 

considered "Cost of the 

Work"

Project Executive's 

Expense Report 

(KC000066) for May 

2007 - Airline tickets, 

meals, cabs, etc.  

Airfare on American 

Airlines (Dallas-

Washington DC-Dallas 

2 tickets - for himself 

and a family member) 

Business Purpose per 

expense report - Officers 

Meeting.

1,037.98$        See response in HAPMT Findings. $1,037.98 Ongoing - Finding will be closed upon verification of 

credit receipt.

Ongoing

HAS is to receive the 

credit, finding will be 

closed upon 

verification of credit 

receipt.

Adequate/ 

Low

28 Travel costs that are not 

considered "Cost of the 

Work"

Project Executive's 

Expense Report 

(KC000066) for April 

2007 - Airline ticket on 

American Airlines  

(Houston to Dallas one-

way)

164.90$           See response in HAPMT Findings. $164.90 Ongoing - Finding will be closed upon verification of 

credit receipt.

Ongoing

HAS is to receive the 

credit, finding will be 

closed upon 

verification of credit 

receipt.

Adequate/ 

Low

29 Travel costs that are not 

considered "Cost of the 

Work"

Project Executive's 

Expense Report 

(LG000029) for January - 

February 2008 - 6 airline 

tickets on Southwest 

Airlines to/from Houston 

and San Antonio (4 

tickets) or Dallas (2 

tickets)

273.50$           See response in HAPMT Findings. $273.50 Ongoing - Finding will be closed upon verification of 

credit receipt.

Ongoing

HAS is to receive the 

credit, finding will be 

closed upon 

verification of credit 

receipt.

Adequate/ 

Low

30 Not Used

31 Travel costs that are not 

considered "Cost of the 

Work"

Hilton San Antonio 

Airport Hotel Invoice 

dated April 2008  - 5 

individuals, 2 nights 

each

1,389.30$        See response in HAPMT Findings. Ongoing:  Definitive documentation to support the five 

individual's attendance at the training was not provided 

by Clark or evaluated by HAPMT/HAS.

Ongoing

HAMPT and HAS 

Management's 

response does not 

adequately address or 

seek to remediate the 

original issue 

identified.

Inadequate/ 

Low
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Item Name Observation Amount
HAS Internal Audit Findings

(HAS Management Responses)

Amount to 

Credit HAS
CTR Audit Assessment of Updated Responses Conclusion

Remediation 

Process

Original Report HAS Follow-Up Response Controller's Office Audit Division Follow-Up Assessment

32 Travel costs that are not 

considered "Cost of the 

Work"

Senior Project 

Manager's Expense 

Report (JB000102) for 

October 2008 - airline 

tickets on Continental 

Airlines  (Houston-

Raleigh, Washington, 

DC-Houston) and 

Southwest Airlines  

(Raleigh-Baltimore) 

Business Purpose per 

expense report - PM 

Steering Committee

482.00$           See response in HAPMT Findings. $482.00 Ongoing - Finding will be closed upon verification of 

credit receipt.

Ongoing

HAS is to receive the 

credit, finding will be 

closed upon 

verification of credit 

receipt.

Adequate/ 

Low

33 Travel costs that are not 

considered "Cost of the 

Work"

Senior Project 

Manager's Expense 

Report (JB000103) for 

October and November 

2008 - airline change 

fee, meals, car rental, 

gas, cabs (Maryland); 

airline ticket on 

Southwest Airlines 

(Houston-Los Angeles-

Houston) Business 

Purpose per expense 

report - PM Steering 

Committee

559.59$           See response in HAPMT Findings. $559.59 Ongoing - Finding will be closed upon verification of 

credit receipt.

Ongoing

HAS is to receive the 

credit, finding will be 

closed upon 

verification of credit 

receipt.

Adequate/ 

Low

34 Travel costs that are not 

considered "Cost of the 

Work"

Senior Project 

Manager's Expense 

Report (JB000104) for 

December 2008 - hotel, 

meals, beer, cabs, etc. 

Business Purpose - PM 

Steering Committee 

Meeting in Los Angeles

315.46$           See response in HAPMT Findings. $315.46 Ongoing - Finding will be closed upon verification of 

credit receipt.

Ongoing

HAS is to receive the 

credit, finding will be 

closed upon 

verification of credit 

receipt.

Adequate/ 

Low

35 Travel costs that are not 

considered "Cost of the 

Work"

Senior Project 

Manager's Expense 

Report (JB000105) for 

January 2009 - airline 

ticket on Continental 

Airlines (Houston-

Baltimore-Houston); and 

hotel, etc. (Maryland) 

Business Purpose per 

expense report - PM 

Steering Committee

411.36$           See response in HAPMT Findings. $411.36 Ongoing - Finding will be closed upon verification of 

credit receipt.

Ongoing

HAS is to receive the 

credit, finding will be 

closed upon 

verification of credit 

receipt.

Adequate/ 

Low
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Item Name Observation Amount
HAS Internal Audit Findings

(HAS Management Responses)

Amount to 

Credit HAS
CTR Audit Assessment of Updated Responses Conclusion

Remediation 

Process

Original Report HAS Follow-Up Response Controller's Office Audit Division Follow-Up Assessment

36 Travel costs that are not 

considered "Cost of the 

Work"

Project Executive's 

Expense Report 

(LG000059) for October 

and December 2009 - 2 

airline tickets, on 

Southwest Airlines 

(Hobby-Dallas-Hobby) 

and (San Antonio-Hobby-

San Antonio); Dallas car 

rental; San Antonio and 

Washington DC meals, 

cabs, etc. Washington 

DC description listed as 

Officers Meeting. One of 

the Business Purposes 

per expense report was 

listed as San Antonio 

International Airport 

Expansion.

1,607.96$        See response in HAPMT Findings. $1,607.96 Ongoing - Finding will be closed upon verification of 

credit receipt.

Ongoing

HAS is to receive the 

credit, finding will be 

closed upon 

verification of credit 

receipt.

Adequate/ 

Low

37 Overstated Rental Costs 

for Vehicle

Rental costs from May 

2006 to July 2008 for a 

1999 Ford F150 Pickup 

Truck were charged to 

the project.  At the time 

that this rental was 

charged to the project, 

this vehicle should have 

been totally depreciated 

by Clark.  Only fuel, 

maintenance and 

insurance should have 

been the actual costs 

charged to the project.

14,475.00$      See response in HAPMT Findings. $0.00 Ongoing - None of the responses provided support 

"reasonable cost" as identified in the contract.  

Reasonable costs on a fully depreciated vehicle is 

related primarily to maintenance and actual 

consumption.

Ongoing

HAS Management's 

response is not based 

on the evidence 

provided and lacks 

independent analysis 

nor does it address or 

seek to remediate the 

original issue 

identified.

Inadequate/ 

Medium

38 Overstated Rental Costs 

for Jobsite Office Complex

Job Site Complex - The 

monthly rental charge 

for the job site trailers 

increased in June 2008 

from $2,500 a month to 

$3,500 a month. 

Therefore, an additional 

$1,000 was charged for 

13 months for a total of 

$13,000 to the project.

13,000.00$      See response in HAPMT Findings. $0.00 Ongoing - None of the updated responses provided by 

HAPMT or HAS recognize that the rent was an agreed 

rate, subject to an approval process to support any 

subsequent changes in those rates.

Ongoing 

HAPTM and HAS 

Management's 

responses are not 

based on the contract 

language, the evidence 

provided and lacks 

independent analysis 

Therefore, it does not 

address or seek to 

remediate the original 

issue identified.

Inadequate/ 

Medium
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Item Name Observation Amount
HAS Internal Audit Findings

(HAS Management Responses)

Amount to 

Credit HAS
CTR Audit Assessment of Updated Responses Conclusion

Remediation 

Process

Original Report HAS Follow-Up Response Controller's Office Audit Division Follow-Up Assessment

39 Not Used

40 Incorrect Calculation on 

Change Order to Clark 

Subcontractor - Jimerson 

Underground

Clark Change Order No. 

4 to Jimerson 

Underground -  The 

correct change order 

amount should have 

been $131,636.01 

instead of the $137,085 

amount issued.  

Jimerson used an 

incorrect markup of 10% 

on its sub-

subcontractor's work 

which resulted in an 

over-pricing of 

$5,448.99.

5,448.99$        See response in HAPMT Findings. $5,448.99 Ongoing - Finding will be closed upon verification of 

credit receipt.

Ongoing

HAS is to receive the 

credit, finding will be 

closed upon 

verification of credit 

receipt.

Adequate/ 

Low
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No. Item Name Observation Amount

HAS Internal Audit Findings

(HAS Management 

Responses)

Amount to 

Credit HAS
CTR Audit Testing Results Conclusion

Remediation 

Process

41 PRU1 Missing 

Supporting 

Documentation 

for Hourly Labor 

Workers 

Compensation 

Burden Costs

Supporting documentation 

(rates from the Workers 

Compensation insurance 

policies) for hourly labor 

Workers Compensation 

burden costs was 

requested from Clark 

several times during the 

audit.  Clark did not 

provide the requested 

information.  Based on our 

sample, we calculate the 

burden rate for Workers 

Compensation was 10.1%. 

Based on labor costs 

totaling $406,533.76 

recorded in the job cost 

ledger, the Workers 

Compensation burden for 

hourly employees is 

estimated to be 

$41,059.91.  

41,059.91$      See response in HAPMT 

Findings.

Ongoing - CTR Audit was not 

provided the information 

obtained by HAPMT.  Based on 

time and efficiency, CTR Audit, 

will perform testing during the 

next follow-up cycle.

Ongoing

Finding will 

be closed 

upon 

verification

Adequate / 

Low

HAS Follow-Up Response
Controlller's Office Audit Division Follow-

Up Assessment
Original Report
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No. Item Name Observation Amount

HAS Internal Audit Findings

(HAS Management 

Responses)

Amount to 

Credit HAS
CTR Audit Testing Results Conclusion

Remediation 

Process

HAS Follow-Up Response
Controlller's Office Audit Division Follow-

Up Assessment
Original Report

42 PRU2 Missing 

Supporting 

Documentation 

for General and 

Excess Liability 

Insurance Costs 

Excess Liability Insurance - 

Support for the rates used 

in the calculation to record 

costs in the job cost ledger 

were not provided.

376,333.86$    Clark should provide the 

missing supporting 

documentation or reimburse 

HAS

$376,333.86 Ongoing - While HAPMT and 

HAS management responses 

agree with the original finding, 

the timing of the credit due is in 

question.

Ongoing

HAS to 

receive the 

credit, finding 

will be closed 

upon 

verification of 

credit receipt.

Adequate / 

High
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No. Item Name Observation Amount

HAS Internal Audit Findings

(HAS Management 

Responses)

Amount to 

Credit HAS
CTR Audit Testing Results Conclusion

Remediation 

Process

HAS Follow-Up Response
Controlller's Office Audit Division Follow-

Up Assessment
Original Report

43 PRU3 Missing 

Supporting 

Documentation 

for Journal Entry 

made to 

Insurance & 

Bond Costs

Builders Risk Insurance - 

Phase 1 Closeout 

Management Journal Entry 

dated October 12, 2009

15,120.00$      Clark should provide the 

missing supporting 

documentation or reimburse 

HAS

$15,120.00 Ongoing - While HAPMT and 

HAS management responses 

agree with the original finding, 

the timing of the credit due is in 

question.

Ongoing

HAS to 

receive the 

credit, finding 

will be closed 

upon 

verification of 

credit receipt.

Inadequate/ 

Medium

44 PRU4 Missing 

Supporting 

Documentation 

for Journal Entry 

made to 

Insurance & 

Bond Costs

Protective Liability 

Insurance - Phase 1 

Closeout Management 

Journal Entry dated 

October 12, 2009

13,524.00$      Clark should provide the 

missing supporting 

documentation or reimburse 

HAS

$13,524.00 Ongoing - While HAPMT and 

HAS management responses 

agree with the original finding, 

the timing of the credit due is in 

question.

Ongoing

HAS to 

receive the 

credit, finding 

will be closed 

upon 

verification of 

credit receipt.

Inadequate/ 

Medium
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No. Item Name Observation Amount

HAS Internal Audit 

Findings

(HAS Management 

Responses)

Amount to 

Credit HAS
CTR Audit Testing Results Conclusion

Remediation 

Process

45 RP1 Clark Construction Group 

Project Executive - Related-

Party Transaction

Rent on a condominium in Houston was 

paid by Clark to Ezad Corp. from July 2006 

through September 2009. The lease of the 

condo was signed by Clark's Project 

Executive.  The Project Executive signed 

the lease agreement dated July 1, 2006 for 

both Ezad Corp (the lessor) and Clark 

Construction (the lessee).  The Harris 

County Appraisal District website 

(HCAD.org) for the Tax Year 2005 indicated 

that the condominium described in the 

lease agreement was owned by the Project 

Executive.  The Harris County Appraisal 

District website for the Tax Year 2010 

indicated that the condominium was owned 

by a family member of the Project Executive 

as of August 26, 2010.  This transaction 

appears to be in direct contravention of 

Clark's conflict of interest policy.

73,125.00$   See Clark's 

response.

73,125.00$       Ongoing - HAPMT and HAS 

management responses agree 

with the original finding.

Ongoing

HAS to receive the 

credit, finding will 

be closed upon 

verification of 

credit receipt.

Adequate/ 

High

46 RP2 Clark Construction Group 

Project Executive - Related-

Party Transaction

 A Caterpillar Skid Steer Loader Model 

236B was purchased from Paramount Fine 

Homes (invoice date - April 25, 2007).  The 

Dallas Better Business Bureau website 

(www.dallas.bbb.org) lists the Clark Project 

Executive as President of Paramount Fine 

Homes.  Both Ezad Corp. and Paramount 

Fine Homes have the same street address 

in Plano, TX.  This transaction appears to 

be in direct contravention of Clark's conflict 

of interest policy.

30,000.00$   See Clark's 

response.

30,000.00$       Ongoing - HAPMT and HAS 

management responses agree 

with the original finding.

Ongoing

HAS to receive the 

credit, finding will 

be closed upon 

verification of 

credit receipt.

Adequate/ 

Medium

HAS Follow-Up 

Response

Controller's Office Audit Division Follow-Up 

Assessment
Original Report
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No. Item Name Observation Amount

HAS Internal Audit 

Findings

(HAS Management 

Responses)

Amount to 

Credit HAS
CTR Audit Testing Results Conclusion

Remediation 

Process

HAS Follow-Up 

Response

Controller's Office Audit Division Follow-Up 

Assessment
Original Report

47 RP3 Clark Construction Group 

Project Executive - Related-

Party Transaction

Clark purchased a computer, plotter, and 

AutoCAD from Paramount Fine Homes 

(check date - February 5, 2008) and 

charged those costs to the project.  The 

Dallas Better Business Bureau website 

(www.dallas.bbb.org) lists the Clark Project 

Executive as President of Paramount Fine 

Homes.  Both Ezad Corp. and Paramount 

Fine Homes have the same street address 

in Plano, TX. This transaction appears to be 

in direct contravention of Clark's conflict of 

interest policy.

 $   11,484.40 See Clark's 

response.

 $      11,484.40 Ongoing - HAPMT and HAS 

management responses agree 

with the original finding.

Ongoing

HAS to receive the 

credit, finding will 

be closed upon 

verification of 

credit receipt.

Adequate/ 

Medium

48 RP4 Clark Construction Group 

Project Executive - Related-

Party Transaction

Clark purchased a 40 foot storage container 

for $2,500 from Paramount Fine Homes 

(invoice date - February 4, 2008) and 

charged the costs to the project.  The 

Dallas Better Business Bureau website 

(www.dallas.bbb.org) lists the Clark Project 

Executive as President of Paramount Fine 

Homes.  Both Ezad Corp. and Paramount 

Fine Homes have the same street address 

in Plano, TX. This transaction appears to be 

in direct contravention of Clark's conflict of 

interest policy. In addition, the invoice 

indicates that $1,500 was charged to 

Terminal "D" IAH - 112831 (another project) 

for a bookcase and secretarial section (not 

included in amount column).

 $     2,500.00 See Clark's 

response.

 $        2,500.00 Ongoing - HAPMT and HAS 

management responses agree 

with the original finding.

Ongoing

HAS to receive the 

credit, finding will 

be closed upon 

verification of 

credit receipt.

Adequate/ 

Low
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No. Item Name Observation Amount
HAS Internal Audit Findings

(HAS Management Responses)
Amount

CTR Audit Assessment of 

Updated Responses 
Conclusion

Remediation 

Process

49 U1 Inadequate or Missing 

Supporting Documentation 

for Change Orders to Clark 

Subcontractors - Summary

We reviewed subcontract change orders totaling $10,079,805 

which represented over 22% of the total recorded subcontract 

costs of $45,505,314 on the project through June 30, 2010.  Of 

the $10,079,805 in change orders reviewed we noted 

inadequate or missing documentation totaling $5,448,660.  The 

inadequate or missing documentation represents 54.1% of the 

         

As follows None Provided See Detail at U1.1 through 

U1.19

50 U1.1 Inadequate or Missing 

Supporting Documentation 

for Change Order to Clark 

Subcontractor - Fisk 

Electric

Clark Change Order No. 43 to Fisk Electric - Of the $166,473 

change order total, the documentation available in the change 

order file to support the $149,554.60 for Fisk (as shown on 

page 3 of the subcontract change order documents) did not tie 

to that amount.  In addition, supporting documentation for Fisk 

labor of $1,912.22 (as shown on page 4 of the subcontract 

change order documents) was incomplete - the Fisk Standard 

Estimate Report on file only showed the estimated number of 

man-hours with no labor rates.  

$151,466.82 None Provided -$            Ongoing - HAS and HAPMT 

responses were not complete nor 

was a definitive position stated 

by HAS.

Ongoing

HAS Management's Did 

not respond to this issue.

Inadequate/ 

High

51 U1.2 Inadequate or Missing 

Supporting Documentation 

for Change Order to Clark 

Subcontractor - Fisk 

Electric

Clark Change Order No. 45 to Fisk Electric - Of the $1,310,000 

change order total, there is missing supporting documentation 

or incorrect rates that result in exceptions totaling $617,739.

$617,739.00 None Provided  $             -   Ongoing - HAS and HAPMT 

responses were not complete nor 

was a definitive position stated 

by HAS.

Ongoing

HAS Management's Did 

not respond to this issue.

Inadequate/ 

High

52 U1.3 Inadequate or Missing 

Supporting Documentation 

for Change Order to Clark 

Subcontractor - Fisk 

Electric

Clark Change Order No. 46 to Fisk Electric - Of the $300,560 

change order total, there is missing supporting documentation 

for the breakers @ $6,755 and the permit and labels @ $250 

each for a total unsupported amount of $7,255 before markups.

$7,255.00 None Provided  $             -   Ongoing - HAS and HAPMT 

responses were not complete nor 

was a definitive position stated 

by HAS.

Ongoing

HAS Management's Did 

not respond to this issue.

Inadequate/ 

High

53 U1.4 Inadequate or Missing 

Supporting Documentation 

for Change Order to Clark 

Subcontractor - Beard 

Mechanical

Clark Change Order No. 7 to Beard Mechanical - The 

$1,713,000 increase was supported with a lump-sum proposal 

from Beard composed of several lump-sum amounts for the 

various components of the work scope.  There was no detailed 

support describing how those amounts were built up as 

required by the CMAR Agreement and subcontract general 

conditions for change orders.

$1,713,000.00 None Provided  $             -   Ongoing - HAS and HAPMT 

responses were not complete nor 

was a definitive position stated 

by HAS.

Ongoing

HAS Management's Did 

not respond to this issue.

Inadequate/ 

High

54 U1.5 Inadequate or Missing 

Supporting Documentation 

for Change Order to Clark 

Subcontractor - Beard 

Mechanical

Clark Change Order No. 22 to Beard Mechanical - The 

$224,630 increase was supported with a proposal from Beard 

for the specified work scope.  Of the $224,630 total we were 

able to find supporting documentation for all of the amount with 

the exception of pricing from Beard's sub-subcontractor 

Ashton.  At the time of our review there was no documentation 

on file for Ashton's $35,831.25 portion of the total change 

order.  The CMAR Agreement and subcontract general 

conditions require such documentation for change orders.

$35,831.25 None Provided  $             -   Ongoing - HAS and HAPMT 

responses were not complete nor 

was a definitive position stated 

by HAS.

Ongoing

HAS Management's Did 

not respond to this issue.

Inadequate/ 

High

55 U1.6 Inadequate or Missing 

Supporting Documentation 

for Change Order to Clark 

Subcontractor - Beard 

Mechanical

Clark Change Order No. 31 to Beard Mechanical - The 

$651,000 increase was supported with a lump-sum proposal 

from Beard for the specified work scope.  There was no 

detailed support describing how that amount was built up as 

required by the CMAR Agreement and subcontract general 

conditions for change orders.

$651,000.00 None Provided  $             -   Ongoing - HAS and HAPMT 

responses were not complete nor 

was a definitive position stated 

by HAS.

Ongoing

HAS Management's Did 

not respond to this issue.

Inadequate/ 

High

Ongoing

HAS Management's Did 

not respond to this issue.

Inadequate/ 

High

 $             -   

Original Report

56 Clark Change Order No. 1 to Rago Ltd. - The $450,000 "final 

negotiated price" increase was supported with a lump-sum 

proposal from Rago.  There was no detailed support on file 

describing how that amount was arrived at.

$450,000 

HAS Follow-Up Response Controller's Office Audit Division Follow-Up 

None Provided Ongoing - HAS and HAPMT 

responses were not complete nor 

was a definitive position stated 

by HAS.

U1.7 Inadequate or Missing 

Supporting Documentation 

for Change Order to Clark 

Subcontractor - Rago Ltd.
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No. Item Name Observation Amount
HAS Internal Audit Findings

(HAS Management Responses)
Amount

CTR Audit Assessment of 

Updated Responses 
Conclusion

Remediation 

Process

Original Report HAS Follow-Up Response Controller's Office Audit Division Follow-Up 

57 U1.8 Inadequate or Missing 

Supporting Documentation 

for Change Order to Clark 

Subcontractor - Patriot 

Erectors

Clark Change Order No. 24 to Patriot - There was no priced 

supporting documentation from the subcontractor on file for 

this change order.  

$85,299.00 None Provided  $             -   Ongoing - HAS and HAPMT 

responses were not complete nor 

was a definitive position stated 

by HAS.

Ongoing

HAS Management's Did 

not respond to this issue.

Inadequate/ 

High

58 U1.9 Inadequate or Missing 

Supporting Documentation 

for Change Order to Clark 

Subcontractor - Admiral 

Glass & Mirror

Clark Change Order No. 19 to Admiral - There was no 

supporting documentation from the subcontractor for this 

change order.  

$75,300.00 None Provided  $             -   Ongoing - HAS and HAPMT 

responses were not complete nor 

was a definitive position stated 

by HAS.

Ongoing

HAS Management's Did 

not respond to this issue.

Inadequate/ 

High

59 U1.10 Inadequate or Missing 

Supporting Documentation 

for Change Order to Clark 

Subcontractor - Admiral 

Glass & Mirror

Clark Change Order No. 22 to Admiral - The credit of $65,000 

and the adder of $35,764 that netted to the credit of $29,236 

were both supported with lump-sum quotations from Admiral.  

There was no detailed supporting documentation on file 

describing how those amounts were arrived at.

($29,236.00) None Provided  $             -   Ongoing - HAS and HAPMT 

responses were not complete nor 

was a definitive position stated 

by HAS.

Ongoing

HAS Management's Did 

not respond to this issue.

Inadequate/ 

High

60 U1.11 Inadequate or Missing 

Supporting Documentation 

for Change Order to Clark 

Subcontractor - Admiral 

Glass & Mirror

Clark Change Order No. 23 to Admiral - Clark could not find 

any documentation at all for this change order in their files.

$207,292.00 None Provided  $             -   Ongoing - HAS and HAPMT 

responses were not complete nor 

was a definitive position stated 

by HAS.

Ongoing

HAS Management's Did 

not respond to this issue.

Inadequate/ 

High

61 U1.12 Inadequate or Missing 

Supporting Documentation 

for Change Order to Clark 

Subcontractor - Byrne 

Metals Corp.

Clark Change Order No. 1 to Byrne - The $128,945 increase 

was supported with a lump-sum proposal from Byrne 

composed of three lump-sum amounts for the various work 

scopes.  There was no detailed support describing how those 

amounts were built up as required by the CMAR Agreement 

and subcontract general conditions for change orders.

$128,945.00 None Provided  $  7,428.00 Ongoing - HAS and HAPMT 

responses were not complete nor 

was a definitive position stated 

by HAS.

Ongoing

HAS Management's Did 

not respond to this issue.

Inadequate/ 

High

62 U1.13 Inadequate or Missing 

Supporting Documentation 

for Change Order to Clark 

Subcontractor - Byrne 

Metals Corp.

Clark Change Order No. 10 to Byrne - The $145,142 change 

order had a number of pieces of missing supporting 

documentation or improper calculations according to the 

contract.  We were only able to confirm pricing on $114,325.43 

with the remaining $30,816.57 being unsupported or in error.

$30,816.57 None Provided  $             -   Ongoing - HAS and HAPMT 

responses were not complete nor 

was a definitive position stated 

by HAS.

Ongoing

HAS Management's Did 

not respond to this issue.

Inadequate/ 

High

63 U1.14 Inadequate or Missing 

Supporting Documentation 

for Change Order to Clark 

Subcontractor - 

ThyssenKrupp Airport

Clark Change Order No. 5 to ThyssenKrupp - Of the $83,824 

change order total, there is missing supporting documentation 

for the demolition of Terminal C passenger loading bridges for 

$26,721.

$26,721.00 None Provided  $             -   Ongoing - HAS and HAPMT 

responses were not complete nor 

was a definitive position stated 

by HAS.

Ongoing

HAS Management's Did 

not respond to this issue.

Inadequate/ 

High

64 U1.15 Inadequate or Missing 

Supporting Documentation 

for Change Order to Clark 

Subcontractor - CST 

Environmental

Clark Change Order No. 4 to CST Environmental - There was 

no supporting documentation from the subcontractor on file for 

this change order.  We confirmed this with Clark's Procurement 

Manager - Purchasing.

$651,063.00 None Provided  $             -   Ongoing - HAS and HAPMT 

responses were not complete nor 

was a definitive position stated 

by HAS.

Ongoing

HAS Management's Did 

not respond to this issue.

Inadequate/ 

High

65 U1.16 Inadequate or Missing 

Supporting Documentation 

for Change Order to Clark 

Subcontractor - CST 

Environmental

Clark Change Order No. 5 to CST Environmental - There was 

no supporting documentation from the subcontractor on file for 

this change order.  We confirmed this with Clark's Procurement 

Manager - Purchasing.

$102,897.00 None Provided  $             -   Ongoing - HAS and HAPMT 

responses were not complete nor 

was a definitive position stated 

by HAS.

Ongoing

HAS Management's Did 

not respond to this issue.

Inadequate/ 

High

66 U1.17 Inadequate or Missing 

Supporting Documentation 

for Change Order to Clark 

Subcontractor - Lucia

Clark Change Order No. 12 to Lucia - There was no supporting 

documentation from the subcontractor on file for this change 

order. 

$147,200.00 None Provided  $             -   Ongoing - HAS and HAPMT 

responses were not complete nor 

was a definitive position stated 

by HAS.

Ongoing

HAS Management's Did 

not respond to this issue.

Inadequate/ 

High
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HAS Internal Audit Findings

(HAS Management Responses)
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CTR Audit Assessment of 

Updated Responses 
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Remediation 

Process

Original Report HAS Follow-Up Response Controller's Office Audit Division Follow-Up 

67 U1.18 Inadequate or Missing 

Supporting Documentation 

for Change Order to Clark 

Subcontractor - Lucia

Clark Change Order No. 14 to Lucia - The supporting 

documentation on file from Lucia was a single email with a 

lump-sum number totaling $84,070.  There was no back-up 

documentation for the pricing of that change order on file.  

Other documents that had been previously supplied by Lucia 

were struck-through as if indicating that they were not 

applicable.

$84,070.00 None Provided  $             -   Ongoing - HAS and HAPMT 

responses were not complete nor 

was a definitive position stated 

by HAS.

Ongoing

HAS Management's Did 

not respond to this issue.

Inadequate/ 

High

68 U1.19 Inadequate or Missing 

Supporting Documentation 

for Change Order to Clark 

Subcontractor - Chamberlin 

Waterproofing

Clark Change Order No. 11 to Chamberlin - Clark could not 

find any documentation at all for this change order in their files.

$312,000.00 None Provided Ongoing - HAS and HAPMT 

responses were not complete nor 

was a definitive position stated 

by HAS.

Ongoing

HAS Management's Did 

not respond to this issue.

Inadequate/ 

High

69 U2 Missing Supporting 

Timesheets for 2008 and 

2009 Hourly Labor Costs

Hourly Labor Timesheets for 2008 & 2009 cannot be provided 

by Clark; therefore, labor costs recorded are not supported.

$180,806.15 None Provided Ongoing - HAS and HAPMT 

responses were not complete nor 

was a definitive position stated 

by HAS.

Ongoing

HAS Management's Did 

not respond to this issue.

Inadequate/ 

High

70 U3 Not Used

71 U4 Salary Employees Not 

Listed On Rate Schedules

In our testing, only 20 of the 61 Salary employees charged to 

the job cost ledger are listed on Exhibit "6" in the Agreement 

documents.  We tested employees to the employees listed in 

Exhibit "6" for the 61 employees with salary costs totaling 

$2,529,612. Of that amount, $899,215 (35.55%) was paid to 

employees not listed in Exhibit "6".  Using the 35.55% 

extrapolated to the total salaried expenses (excluding Phase 1 

preconstruction), Clark has unsupported Salary charges of 

$2,242,709.15.  

$2,242,709.18 None Provided Ongoing - HAS and HAPMT 

responses were not complete nor 

was a definitive position stated 

by HAS.

Ongoing

HAS Management's Did 

not respond to this issue.

Inadequate/ 

High

72 U5 Missing Timesheets 

Supporting a Journal Entry 

for Salary Labor Cost 

Project Management - Phase 1 Closeout Management Journal 

Entry dated October 12, 2009.  Clark transferred salary labor 

costs totaling $89,396 from Phase 2 to Phase 1 job cost 

ledger.   In reviewing the supporting calculation, $1,491.43 is 

deemed to be a potential overcharge (Finding #18) due to 

rates billed are greater than rates in the contract.  No 

timesheets supporting the hours transferred were prepared by 

Clark's employees; therefore, these labor costs recorded are 

not supported.

$87,904.26 None Provided Ongoing - HAS and HAPMT 

responses were not complete nor 

was a definitive position stated 

by HAS.

Ongoing

HAS Management's Did 

not respond to this issue.

Inadequate/ 

High

73 U6 Not Used None Provided

74 U7 Not Used None Provided

75 U8 Not Used None Provided

76 U9 Missing Supporting 

Documentation for Costs 

charged to Motor Vehicle 

Expense

PHH-Vehicle Management Services invoice (#1529101) 

recorded June 25, 2007 - Clark could not find any 

documentation at all for this invoice in their files.

$5,712.38 None Provided Ongoing - HAS and HAPMT 

responses were not complete nor 

was a definitive position stated 

by HAS.

Ongoing

HAS Management's Did 

not respond to this issue.

Inadequate/ 

Low
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Item
Audit 

Report No.
Finding Title Finding Request for Information Ongoing/Closed

Remediation 

Process

77 2009-18 	QUARTERLY 
HOTEL RENT 

PAYMENT 

CALCULATIONS

(1) For the First Quarter 2005, rent calculations, $28,295.48 was used instead of the 

correct amount of $26,913.90 as a recoupment amount for the excess construction 

costs.	
	
(2) For the First Quarter 2005, rent calculations, $56,591.11 was used instead of the 

correct amount of $53,827.97 as a recoupment amount for the excess construction 

costs.	
	
(3) For the Second, Third, and Fourth Quarters 2005 rent calculations, $332,600 was used 

instead of the correct amount of $329,200 as MAG payments.  In 2006, for all quarterly 

rent calculations, $337,200 was used instead of $332,600.  Likewise, in 2007, for the First 

and Second Quarters, $333,000 was used instead of the correct amount of $337,200.	
	
The cumulative effect for 2005 resulted in an overpayment of $3,399, another 

overpayment of $4,601 in 2006, and an underpayment of $1,938 in 2007, for a total net 

overpayment amount of $6,062 for the audit scope period. This audit confirmed the 

overpayment amount and also identified the specific calculation errors that caused an 

overpayment of $6,062 by Marriott (Appendix B).

Actions Taken: HAS has issued the appropriate credits. Please see documents marked Exhibit A 

for details explanation.

Date Completed/To Be Completed:

Supporting Documentation:

Please provide the documentation to support the $6,062 credit to 

Marriott.

Closed

HAS received the 

appropriate credit 

amount on 8/19/2009.

Adequate/ 

Medium

78 2009-18 VENDING 

MACHINE FOOD 

SALES 

REVENUE 

PAYMENTS

The quarterly food and beverages revenues reported to the City do not include food sales 

from the vending machines located at Marriott.  	
	
The City is entitled to $1,444 (4%) of the food sales from vending machines and/or 

commissions paid to Marriott during the audit scope period.

Actions Taken: HAS recouped $943 underpayment through 2007.  Additional review by HAS has 

revealed continued underpayment of $889 for 2008 - 2010 which is being corrected.  HAS accounts 

receivable section will review quarterly detail to ensure future payment.  See Exhibit A and True up 

on concessions file received from the Hotel. 

Date Completed/To Be Completed:

Supporting Documentation:

Please provide the documentation to support the $943 receipt of  

underpayment with an explanation as to why the amount recouped 

wasn't $1,444, the underpayment amount identified in the finding.  Also, 

please provide an explanation of the process/controls that have been 

implemented to ensure payment to HAS related to vending 

commissions.

Closed

HAS received the 

appropriate credit 

amount on 10/1/2009.

Adequate/ Low

79 2009-18 BUSINESS 

SERVICES 

CENTER 

CONCESSION 

RENTAL 

PAYMENTS

The quarterly hotel rent payments do not include concession revenue for the Business 

Service Center rental office space operated by Marriott.  Marriott generates revenues from 

printing, copying, fax, and internet services from the Business Service Center.  The City 

looses concession rental payments based on the square footage occupied by the Business 

Service Center.	
	
The City is entitled to $8,357 (10%) of the sales generated by the Business Services 

Center during the audit scope period.

Actions Taken: HAS recouped $10,357 underpayment through 2007.  Additional review by HAS has 

revealed continued underpayment of $3,097 for 2008 - 2010 which is being corrected.  HAS 

accounts receivable section will review quarterly detail to ensure future payment.  See Exhibit A and 

True up on concessions file received from the Hotel.

Date Completed/To Be Completed:

Supporting Documentation:

Please provide the documentation to support the $10,357 receipt of 

underpayment through 2007 and the additional receipt of $3,097 for the 

period 2008 - 2010.  Also, please provide an explanation of the 

process/controls that have been implemented to ensure payment to 

HAS related to Business Service Center revenue.

Closed

HAS received the 

appropriate credit 

amount on 8/19/2009.

Adequate/ High

80 2009-18 VALET 

PARKING 

SERVICES 

CONCESSION 

PAYMENTS

The City was not paid concession on the square footage utilized by the Valet Services or 

10% of the commissions collected by Marriott during the audit scope period.  Valet parking 

is not specifically excluded in the Agreement.  The City loses concession rental payment 

revenue based on the square footage being utilized by the Valet Parking Services or 10% 

of the commissions collected during the audit scope period.	
	
The City is entitled to $6,897 (10%) of the valet parking commissions received by Marriott 

during the audit scope period.

Actions Taken: HAS recouped $7,900 underpayment through 2007.  Additional review by HAS has 

revealed continued underpayment of $6,365 for 2008 - 2010 which is being corrected.  HAS 

accounts receivable section will review quarterly detail to ensure future payment.  See Exhibit A and 

True up on concessions file received from the Hotel.

Date Completed/To Be Completed:

Supporting Documentation:

Please provide the documentation to support the $7,900 receipt of 

underpayment through 2007 and the additional receipt of $6,365 for the 

period 2008 - 2010.  Also, please provide an explanation of the 

process/controls that have been implemented to ensure payment to 

HAS related to Valet Parking Services (VPS) revenue.

Closed

HAS received the 

appropriate credit 

amount on 10/1/2009.

Adequate/ 

Medium

81 2009-18 PERCENTAGE 

PARKING 

RENTAL 

PAYMENTS

The Houston Airport Marriott is remitting the percentage parking rental payment on an 

annual basis instead of quarterly in arrears, as required in the Agreement.	
	
The City is losing the opportunity to use the quarterly percentage parking rental money or 

the interest income, estimated at $338 per quarter that could have been earned in interest 

on the money if the payments had been made according to the Agreement.

Actions Taken: HAS is collecting parking rental payments quarterly.

Date Completed/To Be Completed:

Supporting Documentation:

Please provide documentation for the receipt of the Percentage Parking 

Rental payments on a quarterly basis for calendar years 2011 and 

2012.

Closed

HAS is receiving 

quarterly payments for 

the percentage parking 

rental amounts.

Adequate/ 

Medium

82 2009-18 QUARTERLY 

PARKING 

RENTAL 

PAYMENTS

Based on detailed analyses of the parking annual rental payments and discussions with 

key personnel, the auditors noted the third quarterly payment of the 2005 annual parking 

rental for $5,785 was not paid.  This fact was communicated to management which 

concurred with the auditors’ finding.

Actions Taken: The missing payment was received in 2008.  See Exhibit B.

Date Completed/To Be Completed:

Supporting Documentation:

Please provide documentation to support the receipt of the missing 

$5,785 payment from 2005.

Closed

HAS received the 

appropriate amount 

with Marriott check 

dated  10/8/2008.

Adequate/ High

83 2009-18 SUBMISSION 

OF REQUIRED 

DOCUMENTS 

AND ANNUAL 

REPORTS

Annual inspection certificates were not submitted to the HAS, as required by the 

Agreement, for 2005 and 2006.	
	
The status of all Ad Valorem taxes was not submitted to the City of Houston Attorney, as 

required by the Agreement, for 2005 and 2006.	
	
Annual financial statements that include balance sheets were not submitted by Marriott to 

the HAS, as required by the Agreement, for 2005 and 2006.  The only audited statement 

submitted to the HAS by Marriott is the Statement of Gross Receipts for 2005 and 2006.

Actions Taken: See attached copies of 10K's and annual inspection reports and tax statements.

Date Completed/To Be Completed:

Supporting Documentation:

Please provide the documentation that supports the receipt of the most 

recent:

(1)  A signed annual inspection certificate 

(2)  The status of all Ad Valorem taxes to the City of Houston Attorney 

(3)  Audited annual financial statements that include balance sheets.

Ongoing 

HAS is not obtaining 

annual contract 

mandated information 

required by Sections 

4.05, 6.08, and 8.06.

Inadequate/ Low

84 2010-16 	LACK OF 
POLICIES AND 

PROCEDURES 

OVER 

INTERNAL 

CONTROLS

When reviewing support for the monthly billings by HAS for these services, it was noted 

that there was no support for the total hours worked and billed by HAS employees on 

behalf of HASDC.  Upon further inquiry, it was indicated that HAS had no formal polices or 

procedures in place to document/record/retain records signifying the number of employee 

hours spend on HASDC related business.  However in Oct 2009, HAS management (in 

charge of HASDC work) started vouching (attesting) and signing-off (approving) billable 

hours.  According to HAS, the billings were prepared based on the amount of employee 

work hours provided by HASDC to HAS.  The customer (HASDC) should not trigger billing 

itself based on self-reported consumption of vendor’s services.

Actions Taken: See attached OPP 1-188:

Date Completed/To Be Completed:

Supporting Documentation:

Please provide Organizational Policy and Procedure (OPP I-188).  

Also, please provide the customer’s requisition of services and the 

related approval to procure, (customer purchase order) for the most 

recent three monthly billings, including all supporting documentation 

(e.g., timesheets, support for out of pocket expenses, support for travel 

expenses, support for business development time spent, and support 

for any other amounts billed).

Also, please provide support for HAS management's (in charge of 

HASDC work) periodic vouching (attesting) and signing-off (approving) 

activity for billable hours.

Closed

A review of the policies 

provided indicated the 

following areas were 

addressed:  Work 
Approval , Tracking/ 
Billing of Time and Non-
Travel Expenses , 

Travel Expenses , and 

Reporting .

Adequate/ 

Medium

Original Report Conclusion
Management's Response/Actions Taken as of 5/31/2012
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Audit 

Report No.
Finding Title Finding Request for Information Ongoing/Closed

Remediation 

Process

Original Report Conclusion
Management's Response/Actions Taken as of 5/31/2012

85 2010-16 UNBILLED 

BUSINESS 

DEVELOPMENT

One of the substantive tests performed was to review employee requests for 10 travel 

advances planned to be funded by HASDC.  The audit objective was to determine if time 

spent by HAS employees attributable to HASDC was properly billed.  The time spent on 

these trips could not be traced to the monthly billings.  It was determined by HAS 

management that 6 of these were for trips that had been cancelled, with no advances 

being paid to the employees. HAS also determined that time spend on the other 4 trips 

was considered business development and therefore did not bill this time to HASDC.  We 

performed an estimate of the potential unbilled services from our test population and noted 

approximately 56.5 hours or $3,183 of potential unrecovered employee costs.	

Actions Taken: OPP1-188 requires billing time spent for business development.

Date Completed/To Be Completed:

Supporting Documentation:

Please provide Organizational Policy and Procedure (OPP I-188).  

Also, please provide the customer’s requisition of services and the 

related approval to procure, (customer purchase order) for the most 

recent three monthly billings, including all supporting documentation 

(e.g., timesheets, support for out of pocket expenses, support for travel 

expenses, support for business development time spent, and support 

for any other amounts billed).

Also, please provide support for HAS management's (in charge of 

HASDC work) periodic vouching (attesting) and signing-off (approving) 

activity for billable hours.

Ongoing

CTR Audit will test in 

more detail during next 

follow-up cycle.

Adequate/ High

86 2010-16 Undistributed Net 

Revenues

Since the time HASDC was incorporated in December 2001, minimal Net Revenues have 

been distributed to HAS ($45,829).  As of the last audited financial statement (calendar 

year 2008), HASDC shows a cash balance of over $1M dollars on hand.

Actions Taken: HASDC will review the financial position, budget, and future needs with the Board of 

Directors on November 23, 2010 to determine if a distribution is appropriate.

Date Completed/To Be Completed:

Supporting Documentation:

Please provide the documentation that supports the HASDC 2010 

review of the financial position, budget, and future needs with the Board 

of Directors.   

Ongoing

A conclusion cannot be 

drawn as the 

documentation/ 

information necessary 

on which to conclude 

was not provided until 

after Fieldwork was 

completed.

Inadequate/ High

87 2010-10 Inaccurate SAP 

Contract Data

MFR selected four of eight contracts for testing.  For three of the four contracts tested, the 

payments were made after the contract end date recorded in SAP.  (1)

Actions Taken:

Date Completed/To Be Completed:

Supporting Documentation:

Ongoing

CTR Audit will test in 

more detail during next 

follow-up cycle.

Undetermined / 

Medium

88 2012-1 Franchise Fees 

and Related Party 

Transactions

Franchise fees are being deducted by the five sub-contracted restaurants owned by the 

parent company and partner to the joint venture.  The franchise fee agreements that 

support the designation of "Branded" products were dated subsequent to the audit request.  

The franchise fees paid to the franchisor were adjusted based on costs incurred by the 

franchisor and not the percentage specified in the agreements. This activity reflects a 

related party transaction, not of arms length, which represents approximately $294,500 

less revenue to HAS for the period of February 2009 – January 2011.

Actions Taken:

Date Completed/To Be Completed:

Supporting Documentation:

Ongoing

Although HAS issued a 

demand letter to 

recoup the funds 

related to this finding, 

payment has yet to be 

received.  The recovery 

of the amounts will be 

verified during future 

follow-up testing.

Adequate/ High

89 2012-1 Audited 

Statements of 

Gross Sales

JDDA SSP does not provide HAS with an audited Statement of Gross Sales.  As noted 

above, the contract language requires an "audit", while the Agreement between the 

Contractor and the CPA firm requested agreed upon procedures in the form of a "review".  

DAO CPA, P.C.’s (CPA) engagement with JDDA SSP included verifying that gross sales 

as compiled by JDDA SSP are mathematically correct.  An audit includes additional 

substantive procedures not performed under this agreement and thus does not meet the 

requirement of the contract.

Actions Taken:

Date Completed/To Be Completed:

Supporting Documentation:

Please provide the audit report dated June 30, 2012 for the period July 

1, 2011 to June 30, 2012.

Ongoing

The original finding 

remains unresolved.

Inadequate/ High

90 2012-1 Inadequate 

Insurance 

Coverage

Our testing of the current insurance certificates revealed the following exceptions: 

 -  Two of 16 entities did not have Excess Liability Bodily Injury & property damage 

combined limits of $2mm each occurrence; $4mm aggregate; 

 -  One of 16 did not have all risk covering Operator improvements, fixtures, removable 

fixtures, & equipment (including fire, lighting, vandalism, & extended coverage perils) 

Replacement Value;

 - Three of 16 did not have  adequate Workers Compensation  - Statutory;  

 - One of 3 restaurants selling liquor did not have the Liquor Liability Insurance; 

 -  Fifteen of 16 did not have COH named as Additional Insured.

Actions Taken:  Certificates evidencing coverage sent to Auditing on Dec. 6, 2012

Date Completed/To Be Completed:

Supporting Documentation:

Please provide the  certificates supporting adequate insurance 

coverage.

Closed

HAS provided 

insurance certificates 

documenting complete 

insurance coverage for 

the period in question.

Adequate/ 

Medium

91 2012-1 Deductions of 

14% Mixed 

Beverage Tax

SSP America’s gross sales amount on liquor sales are reported to HAS with the 14% MBT 

deducted.  Based on the definition provided by the TABC and the specific language in the 

current Agreement, the MBT should not be deducted as an adjustment to Gross 

Sales/Revenues.   From the period July 2009 to December 2010, the affect of the MBT 

deduction from Gross Sales has resulted in approximately $68,000 less revenue to HAS 

for this contract

Actions Taken:  Currently under review by Sr. Management

Date Completed/To Be Completed:

Supporting Documentation:

Ongoing

Although HAS issued a 

demand letter to 

recoup the funds 

related to this finding, 

payment has yet to be 

received.  The recovery 

of the amounts will be 

verified during future 

follow-up testing.

Adequate/ High
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Item 1 & 2

		Original Report																HAS Follow-up Response								Controller's Office Audit Division Follow-Up Assessment

		Item		Name		Observation		Amount		Background/Recommendation		Clark Response		HAS Mgmt. Response		Audit Division Assessment of Responses		HAPMT Notes		HAPMT Comments		HAS Internal Audit Findings
(HAS Management Updated Responses)		Amount to Credit HAS		CTR Audit Assessment of Updated Responses		Conclusion		Remediation Process

		1		Overstated Salaried Labor Costs		Salary rates billed differ from the
rate schedules in the contract. An
initial request to review and test
actual salary labor and burden
costs for salary costs recorded in
the job cost ledger was denied by
Clark. The Audit Team requested
HAS to intervene and persuade
Clark to provide such
documentation, however, HAS
was not successful. Total salaried
payroll for the time period tested
totaled $6,708,116, which is
approximately 10% of total job
costs billed. Alternatively, we
tested the rates to the rate
schedules in the contract for
$2,486,005 (excludes Phase 1
preconstruction) of the salaried
payroll expenses and determined
that HAS was overcharged
$181,299 (7.29%). Using the
7.29% extrapolated to the total
salaried expenses (excluding
Phase 1 preconstruction), HAS
was overcharged $460,073.69		$   460,073.69		The CMAR Agreement in Article 8.01 (a) 2 Cost of the Work states that "reasonable and customary wages or salaries of Construction manager's supervisory and
administrative personnel who are identified on Exhibit "C" but only for documented time when directly involved in performance of the work". Exhibit "C" identifies personnel, staff, sub consultants and duties for Phase 1 Preconstruction Services, their weekly rate and expected
time to complete Phase 1 Preconstruction. Amendment 1 expanded the project to include Phase 1 Construction Services and Phase 2 Preconstruction Services. Exhibit "6" in Amendment 2 identifies personnel, staff, sub consultants and duties for all 3 phases of construction services, their
weekly rate and expected time to complete the 3 Service phases. These are the only rate schedules included in the contract; no revised or updated rate exhibits were included in the contract documents nor was there any clause in the contract that provided for annual rate escalation. HAS
should request a credit for this amount from Clark.		See attached responses and 6 backup attachments.		The Contract (Article 7.09) gives the City the
right to audit anything related to the project.  Article 8.01(a)(2) and Exhibit C establish the cost of the work for administrative and supervisory personnel. HAS does not have access to the comparisons referenced by the auditor therefore we don't know whether the
differences mentioned can be explained by
the changes in rates in Amendments 1 and 2
or whether they are associated with the
escalation that Clark maintains is reasonable
and customary practice. Without the sample
comparisons, we can not evaluate whether
the comparisons are appropriate and have
been applied appropriately. With respect to
Clark's claim that escalation is reasonable and customary practice, HAS agrees that
escalation is reasonable and customary for
long-term projects; however, it is also
reasonable and customary that an escalation
provision be expressly set forth in an
agreement which typically will include a
maximum percentage increase tied to a
recognized index. This contract contained no such escalation provision and thus there is no contractual basis to pay Clark an escalation.		Changes to the rate schedules
should be supported by an
amendment to the contract/ agreement, which was not
provided. Therefore, the rate
schedule as in the agreement should stand and the credit should be due.  NOTE: Clarks response and
attachments were too voluminous
and are unrelated to the issue
identified - They are available upon request, but are not included in this Report because they would dilute the facts and confuse the issue. This decision is consistent with Generally Accepted Government Auditing Standards Section 8.33.		6/19:  Requested documentation from Jason.
6/22:  Received documentation used to support review performed in U4.  Clark's Wage Analysis "Contract Rates" tie to rates in other Clark spreadsheets, but not directly to the Agreement or Amendments.  Some names, rates, and titles tie to Exhibit 6 in Amendment 1.  More of the titles tie to the rates, but most of the employees names are not listed directly in the agreement.  We could not tie the rates listed in Clark's Wage Analysis to any HAS Pay Apps.  All labor charges were billed to General Conditions without further breakout being provided to HAS, during the time period in which the Pay App was originally submitted.
Clark also provided a letter from John Kahl, HAS former Manager of Construction, stating "The rates, fees, burdens and reimbursables were all agreed to by myself and the negotiating team."  The letter also stated, "Subsequent phases of the project required a new GMP which incorporated different rates.  The boundary lines of the later phases changed with the decision of the City to proceed on early preparatory work utilizing funds that were not expended under the initial GMP and were savings from the work being accomplished ahead of schedule and under budget.  RFP #87 was the main area where these funds were utilized to expedite the work in remodeling the airport management offices."
6/26:   Not all names that were billed for Phase 1 were included in the original Contract, Amendment 1 or 2.  Clark identified job title for each of the hourly and salaried employees charged to Phase 1.  Tied Clark's Wage Analysis, pulled from Job Cost Ledger, to rates identified by title in Amendment 1 Exhibit 6.  Clark identified some rates were listed in RFP087 or Amendment 2.  These rates were not issued with Amendments or Agreements, but were identified in a separate chart provided by Clark.  When Clark was requested where the rates were in the Agreement/Amendments, Clark's response was the rate charts should have been included with the contract documents.  They were not attached in any of HAS's files of the Contract or Amendments.  HAPMT was able to tie the total of General Conditions (which includes salaried labor costs)for Phase 1 from Clark's Job Cost Ledger to HAS Pay App #61.  $1,934.93 could not be accounted for in the reconciliation.
6/28:  Go back to 6/28 saved version for initial Findings statement.  During meeting with Clark, Clark agreed to provide the Amendment 2 Exhibit that includes the Rate charts originally provided by Clark.  If the rates tie to Clark's Job Cost Ledger, all parties were in agreement to separate out salaried costs from the ledger, then say because we could almost tie the total of General Conditions, we can assume the salary costs were billed as such.
6/29:  Tom instructed us not to support Clark's suggested under billings.  Since we can't tie to individual timecards, we can not verify there were under billings.  Tom also stated that Clark cannot try to rebill previously under billed labor because the Phase 1 GMP General Conditions amount has already been billed in its entirety.  Pay App #61 shows the contract amount for General Conditions was reduced to $6,925,690 and paid in full within Phase 1.
7/27:  Received Controller's work paper used to calculate amount in finding.  HAPMT tied rates in the workpaper by name/title in the Amend 1 Exh 6 contract document.  HAPMT also recalculated subtotals and percentages from the workpaper.
7/30:  Tom requested to tie the entire job cost ledger for salary charges that occurred during the testing period to rates in Amend 1 Exh 6.  Clark's job cost ledger rates were based on weekly contract rates/37 hours.  The auditor used a 40 hour work week.  Tom requested to use the 40 hour work week as basis in over/under bill calculation.  If names/titles could not be identified in Amend 1 Exh 6, we used rates applied by the auditor for a similar position.  We noted some selections in the auditor's sample were not included in the total population from Clark's ledger.  There are some inconsistencies between the two outputs from the ledger.  Could not identify how the auditor selected their sample.		HAPMT noted that not all salary employee names were listed in the contract documents.  HAPMT attempted to tie job titles billed by Clark to job titles identified in contract documents.  HAPMT was able to tie job titles from Clark's job cost ledger to Amendment 1 Exhibit 6.  Clark referenced Amendment 2 GMP for some employees titles and rates in the job cost ledger.  However, the referenced rates could not be identified in Amendment 2 contract documents.  Based on the Director's initial response, legal advised, "The Cost of the Work for salaried employees is negotiated and defined within the four corners of the contract, regardless of what individual cost elements may have been considered in calculating those rates."  Based on the information obtained, HAPMT is not able to conclude.		HAS analysis and calculations based on 40-hour week, actual job titles/rates date-period specific, 100% population, and all transactions including adjustments/reversals showed Clark owed HAS $91,359.07. Clark's calculations based on 37-hour week and most recent and highest job titles/rates showed that HAS owed Clark about $223,427.39. Note that the contract  showed only weekly rate in absolute amounts.		$   91,359.07		Ongoing - HAS did not use the same salaried payroll amount from the Job Cost Ledger as the controller's office.  Further they used job rate schedules (provided by Clark) that were not included in approved amendments.		Ongoing

Management has changed its original response.  The data used by both HAPMT and HAS management was not validated and thus lead to unreliable conclusions.  The response and status does not address the original issue nor does it outline a path for successful remediation.		Inadequate/ High

		2		Overstated Hourly Labor Burden Costs		Hourly Labor Burden is overstated because several hourly employees did not participate in the medical insurance plan or vacation plan.  In addition, burden costs for all hourly employees are overstated by Field Flat Burden (bonuses based on annual bonus for entire company) and Training Burden.  Based on our sample, we calculate the burden rate was overstated by 7.6%.  Based on labor costs totaling $406,533.76 recorded in the job cost ledger, the burden overcharge is estimated to be $30,896.57.		$   30,896.57		The CMAR Agreement in Article 8.01 (a)(3) Cost of the Work states that "Costs paid or incurred by the Construction Manager for labor costs arising out of taxes, insurance, and benefits which are (i) required by law, (ii) required by collective bargaining agreements, (iii) or otherwise customary". HAS should request a credit for this
amount from Clark.		Hourly labor burden is not overstated, thus is not an overcharge. Burden, or non-productive cost for field labor, does not post in the cost report as they are
covered in the flat burden rate. This was explained
during the audit and the attached report of nonproductive
time was provided.		HAS has previously requested but has not
been provided with copies of either the
auditor's nor Clark's buildup of the Field Flat
Burden rate and can not evaluate the
differences that may exist or whether these
differences should be included in the cost of the work. HAS will continue to evaluate
based on any new information received.		The schedule provided did not
address inappropriate bonuses and
training allocated as burden.
Additionally, nothing provided to date addressed the non-participating employees in the medical insurance and/or vacation plan. HAS never asked for any documentation to support any of our calculation.		6/19:  Requested documentation from Jason.
6/21:  Clark provided "Craft Payroll - Non-Productive Time" which included Hours and Hourly Rate for Paid Holiday, FICA - SS & Med, FUI, SUI, HSV Accrual, 401K Matching, Profit Share, 5412 Field Flat, Burden Taxes & Fringes.  The costs totaled $30,825.88
The Agreement pg. 34 Section 8.01 (a)(3) "Costs paid or incurred by Construction Manager for labor costs arising out of taxes, insurance, and benefits which are (i) required by law, (ii) required by collective bargaining agreements, (iii), or otherwise customary, so long as such costs are based on wages and salaries which are properly included in the Cost of Work as defined herein."
All employees listed are Hourly.  Tried to tie hours to Hourly Timecards (U2) but missing for some of the dates.
6/22:   Asked Jason which line item Labor Burden costs are billed in the Pay Apps.
6/25:  Jason stated Labor Burden Costs are billed under General Conditions under "Salaried" line item.  Jason provided a breakout based on percentages for Pay App #22 & 33.  However, no supporting documentation for the breakout was provided.
6/26:  During an in-person meeting, Jason stated that Hourly Labor Burden costs are actually included within "Hourly Safety" within the breakout of General Conditions.  HAPMT was able to tie the total of General Conditions (which includes hourly labor burden costs)for Phase 1 from Clark's Job Cost Ledger to HAS Pay App #61.  $1,934.93 could not be accounted for in the reconciliation.
6/28:  Clark to send Certified Payroll and Timecards for 2006 - 2007 for Jose Rodriguez.  Need to tie hour in burden to timecards provided by Clark in U2.
7/3:  Received 2006 - 2007 Timecards.  Could not tie 11 out of 109 holiday/sick hours from Clark's Non Productive Time Payroll spreadsheet to timecards/certified payroll.  The rates did tie appropriately.  FICA, FUI, SUI, HSV Accrual, 401K, and other burdens appear to be based off the non-productive hours in the chart.		HAPMT is not able to determine if Clark's hourly employees did or did not participate in medical insurance plan or vacation plan.  Based on the information obtained, HAPMT is not able to conclude.		Internal Audit's opinion is burden costs are included in the markup percentage.  This would be impossible to determine.		$   - 0		Ongoing - Neither HAPMT, nor HAS obtained the original workpapers or evidence gathered and used by the CTR Audit Team.  Therefore, there is no basis to respond nor modify or adequately support their position.		Ongoing

HAS management changed their original response.  The most recent HAS' response does not address the original issue nor does it outline a clear path for successful remediation.		Inadequate/ High

						Total from Audit		$490,970.26														Total After Reviewing Clark documentation		$   91,359.07

																						Total Recoverable after review of Clark Documentation		$   811,644.32

																						CMAR Fee 5%		$4,058.22

																								$   815,702.54
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Item 3-40

		Original Report																HAS Follow-up Response								Controller's Office Audit Division Follow-Up Assessment

		Item		Name		Observation		Amount		Background/Recommendation		Clark Response		HAS Mgmt. Response		Audit Division Assessment of Responses		HAPMT Notes		HAPMT Findings (Comments)		HAS Internal Audit Findings
(HAS Management Responses)		Amount to Credit HAS		CTR Audit Assessment of Updated Responses		Conclusion		Remediation Process

		3		Billed Costs in Clark's Payment Estimate #61, Greater Than Costs Recorded in Job Cost Ledger		The job cost ledger through 6/30/10 lists costs totaling $65,688,627.90.  Per Application for Payment #61 (the final application for payment for Ph. 1) for the period through January 31, 2010, the cost of work totals $65,767,258.07 (Billed cost including fee of $68,517,978.77 less the fee calculated in compliance with the agreement of $2,750,720.70). This results in a difference of $78,630.17.		$   78,630.17		Clark should provide HAS with a listing of any unrecorded costs incurred with supporting invoices for this difference.  If the list of unrecorded costs provided is less than $78,630.17, the remaining difference should be refunded to HAS.		The reported difference in values is not due to unrecorded costs. It is in the Fee calculation for the project with the Fee calculation by the audit team.  Please reference Item #B for clarification.		No response was provided by HAS		The Fee should be calculated based on the eligible costs. The Audit team used actual costs from the Cost Ledger provided by Clark, adjusting for items not eligible for the Fee,
which differed from Clark's fee calculation.		Clark provided the breakdown of how they calculated the amounts.  After completing the calculation based on Clark's explanation, the numbers agree.

7/27:  Received the Controller's work paper.  Could only identify calculation, no details on testing procedures or where information was obtained.  Could not determine which calculation is correct.		The difference in the values is strictly based on two different calculations.  HAPMT is unable to determine which calculation is correct although the math works out correctly.		HAPMT received the Billing in Excess of Costs from the Controller's Office.  The Auditor's calculation computes correctly, however HAPMT is unable to determine the appropriate calculation based on the provided information.				Ongoing - Neither HAPMT nor HAS performed substantive procedures to validate or verify the accuracy of the original finding.  The sequence of responses are also contradictory and inconclusive.		Ongoing

HAS Management's response is not based on the evidence provided, lacks independent analysis, and it does not address or seek to remediate the original issue identified.		Inadequate/ High

		4		Miscellaneous Costs that Are Not Considered "Cost of the Work"		ConstructWare Journal Entry - Project Management System $60,000 recorded in November 2005 and $(50,000) recorded in January 2006. Clark has indicated that they plan on adding the $50,000 back to the job cost ledger.		$   10,000.00		The CMAR Agreement in Article 7.02 (g) Construction Manager's Construction Phase Fee includes outside services and their expenses for estimating, personnel,
accounting, budget control, audit, and management information systems. Since the CMAR fee is supposed to cover such costs HAS should request a credit of $10,000 for the cost of this software and should refuse any additional charges that Clark might record in the future.		The Constructware charge is not an overcharge.  Subcontractors were notified that Constructware would be used on the project during the bid period.  HAS realized savings from subcontractors’ bids as they did not need to provide their own system.
Management Information Systems include email and financial systems for payroll, etc. exclusive to Clark.  Constructware is an optional platform tool used by the entire team – subcontractors, Clark, HAS/City,
and the Architect/Engineer. This is not a corporate cost as it is not a fixed tool used on every project.		HAS concurs that this software was obtained by Clark specifically for this project due to HAS not having a similar system for project controls (as opposed to Clark's internal corporate controls and information systems).
This was an access charge/license which will have no residual value at the end of the project.		No documentation was provided that showed HAS as the licensed owner of the software. Therefore, it is not part of the job cost, but rather is an overhead cost absorbed by the
CMAR Fee. Project information systems are specifically identified as items covered by the CMAR fee.		6/19: Requested that Clark provide documentation showing HAS as a licensed owner.  Clark explained that the software is not license specific but is project specific.		There is no documentation to verify HAS as the licensed owner.  There is evidence from the actual system that shows this software was used specifically for the HOU project.		See response in HAPMT Findings.				Ongoing - Procurement of accounting software is expressly contained in the Construction Manager's Construction Phase Fee and not to be billed to HAS.		Ongoing

HAS Management's response is not based on the evidence provided, as cited from the contract language in the original finding and does not address or seek to remediate the original issue identified.		Inadequate/ Medium

		5		Miscellaneous Costs that Are Not Considered "Cost of the Work"		Dell (invoice date - June 5, 2007) - (10) 1 GB Memory Modules		$   1,034.55		A Dell Computer invoice for (10) 1 GB Memory Modules that were shipped to Atkinson Construction Co. in Bellevue, WA was charged to this project. HAS should request a credit for this amount from Clark.		The referenced Dell invoice was not an overcharge.  The actual invoice inadvertently stated it would be shipped to Atkinson, a default for the order. It was, in fact, ordered by and received by Mark Christensen, Project Engineer.		HAS has requested but has not been
provided with any internal memos, shipping
orders, etc. to confirm Clark's assertion.		Maintenance of computers owned by the CMAR falls under their responsibility. HAS pays rent for these items which should include normal, routine maintenance.		N/A		Per 6/19 email from Jason Brooks with Clark, Clark agrees to credit this cost back to the City.  Credit will need to be verified.		See response in HAPMT Findings.		$1,034.55		Ongoing - Finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Ongoing

HAS is to receive the credit, finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Adequate/ Low

		6		Miscellaneous Costs that Are Not Considered "Cost of the Work"		FS Industries (invoice date May 19, 2008) - Forkliftable Building.  The invoice for this purchase included two buildings totaling $12,116.08.  The total was recorded as job cost on this project, but one of the two buildings was shipped to Clark's San Antonio International Airport project.  As such, there was an overcharge of $6,057.54 to this project.		$   6,057.54		HAS should request a credit of $6,057.54 for the building that was charged to Project 417F in error		One of the referenced guard shacks is being
credited to the Phase 2 bussing budget. It was
inadvertently charged to Hobby. HAS has received a credit in the amount of $6,057.54 in Phase 2.  The other referenced guard shack is still in use on the project. At the project’s completion, or sooner, the equipment will be turned over or a credit for the residual value will be provided.		HAS concurs that it received a credit in the
amount of $6,057.54 in Phase 2.  The other referenced guard shack is still in use on the project. At the project’s completion, or sooner, the equipment will be turned over or a credit for the residual value will be provided.		Credit should be received, approved and verified		6/19:  Requested that Clark send all documentation regarding this matter to HAPMT.  Received note stating the credit was applied to the Phase 2 cost ledger.

6/21:  Requested that Clark provide a direct connect to a pay app where the credit would appear so that it could be verified.

6/22: Email with screen shot of Clark's cost system emailed to HAPMT		A credit was applied to Clark's General Conditions under Phase 2 on 1/13/11 although, since they do not invoice based on actual costs, there is no way of verifying the credit other than the savings noted at the end of the project.		See response in HAPMT Findings.				Ongoing - Updates to management responses contradict earlier presentations of fact.		Ongoing 

No information was provided to validate a credit given.		Inadequate/ Low

		7		Miscellaneous costs that are not considered "Cost of the Work"		Software House (invoice date - July 16, 2008) - Software-AutoCAD		$   1,096.04		Software shipped to Maryland for an end-user in Maryland.  HAS should request a credit for this amount from Clark.		The referenced software was not an overcharge.  The software in question typically has a ship to address of the corporate office because they have daily/weekly deliveries.  The IT department either installs the software on a new computer or ships it to the jobsite after the serial number is recorded.  In this case, the software was for Maryam Ebtehadj, Office Engineer, and it is still being used at the jobsite.		HAS has observed the software in place on the project and concurs that it was installed as described by Clark.		No documentation was provided that showed HAS as the licensed owner of the software. Therefore, it is not part of the job cost, but rather is an overhead cost absorbed by the
CMAR Fee.		6/19: Requested that Clark provide documentation showing HAS as a licensed owner.		HAS was not a licensed user.  The license was issued to the computer where the software was installed.  The computer resided in the Clark trailer on site and was assigned to a specific user on the project.		See response in HAPMT Findings.				Ongoing - Software is generally registered to a licensed user or group and not to machines or intangible objects.  Nothing was provided to support proper ownership to allow this cost.  This software is not part of the job cost, but rather is an overhead cost that should be absorbed by the CMAR fee.		Ongoing 

HAPMT and HAS Management's response do not address or seek to remediate the original issue identified.		Inadequate/ Low

		8		Miscellaneous costs that are not considered "Cost of the Work"		Moffitt (invoice dated January 5, 2009) - Executive Search Costs for recruitment of Clark Safety Engineer in January 2009		$   21,900.00		The CMAR Agreement in Article 7.02 (g) (3) Construction Manager's Construction Phase Fee includes outside services and their expenses for estimating, personnel, accounting, budget control, audit, and management information systems.  Since the CMAR fee is supposed to cover such costs HAS should request a credit of $21,900 for these recruiting (personnel) costs.		Correct. HAS will receive a credit for the referenced charge(s).		HAS concurs with the credit.		Credit should be received, approved and verified		N/A		Credit should be received, approved and verified		See response in HAPMT Findings.		$21,900.00		Ongoing - HAPMT and HAS management responses agree with the original finding.		Ongoing

HAS to receive the credit, finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Adequate/ Medium

		9		Miscellaneous costs that are not considered "Cost of the Work"		Project Management - Phase 1 Closeout Management Journal Entry dated October 12, 2009.		$   1,491.43		Clark transferred salary labor costs totaling $89,396 from Phase 2 to Phase 1 job cost ledger.   In reviewing the supporting calculation, $1,491.43 is deemed to be a potential overcharge due to rates billed being greater than rates in the contract.  HAS should request a credit for this amount from Clark.		Same as Item #1.  No credit is due.		Without the details of the auditor analysis or Clark's calculations which were previously requested HAS can not assess whether a credit is due or that the amount is correct.  HAS will continue to analyze if additional information is provided.		The transferred salaried labor costs rates did not equal the rate schedules, and were not supported by an amendment to the rates.  Therefore the credit should still apply.  HAS never asked for any documentation to support any of our calculations		This is being resolved as part of U5

HAPMT noted job titles assigned by Clark to each employee with a contract rate tied to those job titles identified in Clark's Amendment 2 Staff Chart.  However,  the rates identified in Clark's staff chart were not listed within Amendment 2 contract documents.  HAPMT could not directly tie billed rates to the General Conditions charges, as these are billed as one figure.   A monthly cost breakdown was not provided as required by section 7.02(h)(4) and General Conditions section 3.6.2 of the Contract Agreement.

6/28:  Clark has agreed to provide timesheets for employees listed on original Journaly entry (U5).  Clark's Amendment 2 Rate Chart was not included with Contract Amendment.  Clark referenced Exhibit J(1.01)(a) in Amendment 2:  "Phase 2 Preconstruction Extension - An extension of General Conditions (GCs) for design review and preconstruction services required to define and procure the Phase 2 scope of work.  The extension is through January 2009."  Therefore, rates from Amendment 1 Exhibit 6 should be extended into this phase.  Compare to Wage Analysis.

7/27:  Received the Controller's work paper.  Only one employee was listed in Amend 1 Exh 6.  HAPMT tied the rates to titles in Amend 1 Exh 6 for the entries related to the transfer.  HAPMT recalculated the auditors calculation that was used to reach the amount in the finding.		See U5 for HAPMT's response.  HAPMT received journal entry support from Clark and timesheets for each of the employees identified in the journal entry.  However, HAPMT noted the salaried employees names and/or titles with billing rates were not listed within Amendment 2.  HAPMT was not able to tie the hours from specific employee timesheets to the hours listed within the journal entry support.  Based on the information obtained, HAPMT is not able to conclude.		HAPMT received the Salaried Payroll Testing work paper from the Controller's Office.  HAPMT tied the title of the employees listed in the work paper to rates listed in Amendment 1 Exhibit 6.  Only one employee's name was listed in the contract document.  Based on the auditor's work paper, the contract rates calculate accurately and total an overcharge of $1,491.43.		$1,491.43		Ongoing - HAPMT and HAS management responses agree with the original finding.		Ongoing

HAS to receive the credit, finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Adequate/ Low

		10		Insurance and Bond Costs that are not considered "Cost of the Work"		Excess Liability Insurance - 4th Quarter 2007 GL<$5k Claims Reimbursement Journal Entry dated December 31, 2007		$   1,017.27		No invoice or supporting documentation could be provided by Clark.  Per Clark's Senior Project Manager, no claims have been filed for this project.  HAS should request a credit for this amount from Clark.		This was an auto liability claim against the $5,000 deductible.  Clark provided liability insurance with a $5,000 deductible at a substantial savings over a policy with a $0 deductible.  However, Section 11.2.5 of the General Conditions states that "CM bears assumes and bears any claims or losses to extent of any deductible amounts and waives claim it may ever have for same..."  Thus, the amount will be credited to the City.		HAS concurs		Credit should be received, approved and verified		N/A		Per 6/19 email from Jason Brooks with Clark, Clark agrees to credit this cost back to the City.  Credit will need to be verified.		See response in HAPMT Findings.		$1,017.27		Ongoing - HAPMT and HAS management responses agree with the original finding.		Ongoing

HAS to receive the credit, finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Adequate/ Low

		11		Insurance and Bond Costs that are not considered "Cost of the Work"		Excess Liability Insurance - 1st Quarter 2008 GL<$5k Claims Reimbursement Journal Entry dated April 28, 2008		$   2,218.24		No invoice or supporting documentation could be provided by Clark.  Per Clark's Senior Project Manager, no claims have been filed for this project.  HAS should request a credit for this amount from Clark.		This was an auto liability claim against the $5,000 deductible.  Clark provided liability insurance with a $5,000 deductible at a substantial savings over a policy with a $0 deductible.  However, Section 11.2.5 of the General Conditions states that "CM bears assumes and bears any claims or losses to extent of any deductible amounts and waives claim it may ever have for same..."  Thus, the amount will be credited to the City.		HAS concurs		Credit should be received, approved and verified		N/A		Per 6/19 email from Jason Brooks with Clark, Clark agrees to credit this cost back to the City.  Credit will need to be verified.		See response in HAPMT Findings.		$2,218.24		Ongoing - HAPMT and HAS management responses agree with the original finding.		Ongoing

HAS to receive the credit, finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Adequate/ Low

		12		Insurance and Bond Costs that are not considered "Cost of the Work"		Excess Liability Insurance - 4th Quarter 2008 GL<$5k Claims Reimbursement Journal Entry dated December 31, 2008		$   5,000.00		No invoice or supporting documentation could be provided by Clark.  Per Clark's Senior Project Manager, no claims have been filed for this project.  HAS should request a credit for this amount from Clark.		This was an auto liability claim against the $5,000 deductible.  Clark provided liability insurance with a $5,000 deductible at a substantial savings over a policy with a $0 deductible.  However, Section 11.2.5 of the General Conditions states that "CM bears assumes and bears any claims or losses to extent of any deductible amounts and waives claim it may ever have for same..."  Thus, the amount will be credited to the City.		HAS concurs		Credit should be received, approved and verified		N/A		Per 6/19 email from Jason Brooks with Clark, Clark agrees to credit this cost back to the City.  Credit will need to be verified.		See response in HAPMT Findings.		$5,000.00		Ongoing - HAPMT and HAS management responses agree with the original finding.		Ongoing

HAS to receive the credit, finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Adequate/ Low

		13		Insurance and Bond Costs that are not considered "Cost of the Work"		Excess Liability Insurance - 4th Quarter 2008 GL<$5k Claims Reimbursement Journal Entry dated December 31, 2008		$   1,868.55		No invoice or supporting documentation could be provided by Clark.  Per Clark's Senior Project Manager, no claims have been filed for this project.  HAS should request a credit for this amount from Clark.		This was an auto liability claim against the $5,000 deductible.  Clark provided liability insurance with a $5,000 deductible at a substantial savings over a policy with a $0 deductible.  However, Section 11.2.5 of the General Conditions states that "CM bears assumes and bears any claims or losses to extent of any deductible amounts and waives claim it may ever have for same..."  Thus, the amount will be credited to the City.		HAS concurs		Credit should be received, approved and verified		N/A		Per 6/19 email from Jason Brooks with Clark, Clark agrees to credit this cost back to the City.  Credit will need to be verified.		See response in HAPMT Findings.		$1,868.55		Ongoing - HAPMT and HAS management responses agree with the original finding.		Ongoing

HAS to receive the credit, finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Adequate/ Low

		14		Insurance and Bond Costs that are not considered "Cost of the Work"		Excess Liability Insurance - Phase I Close-out Journal Entry dated October 13, 2009		$   40,173.00		Charge to job cost ledger to increase the balance of this account to Clark's budgeted amount for excess liability insurance.  No invoice for this amount could be provided by Clark.  Since no invoice was provided, HAS should request a credit for this amount from Clark.		See item #PRU2.  Additionally, because there were three amendments to the project, and a desire to track certain elements of the costs separately, a new job number was selected for Amendment #3. This allowed us to follow the subcontracts, division costs, and contingencies more selectively. Because not all costs for the subsequent Amendments were tracked in this manner, there were instances where costs were charged to both job numbers. Thus, when the first job’s budgets for GCs and insurance were used, costs were allocated to the next job number.   Please note that all costs for Project 417F are reconciled at project completion and all savings are deducted from the project budget.  Reference letter dated February 17, 2011 from City Engineer. Additionally, complete package requested by HAS to follow.		Clark has just provided detailed information on insurance costs, which are largely centralized costs that were then allocated to individual projects.  At this time HAS can not confirm that the cost distribution is appropriate, nor can we confirm that it is not correct.  HAS continues to analyze.		The information provided does not adequately support this journal entry (e.g. no insurance policy, no actual premiums paid, bills, etc.)		Per 6/19 email from Jason Brooks with Clark, Clark will settle as part of section PRU.

6/27:  Requested documentation specific to the referenced journal entry from Clark.  Jason responded that this relates to invoices provided with Liability Insurance (PRU2).  Jason referenced a series of job #s for this invoice.  Request clarification as job numbers could not be identified on the invoices.
Jason's response did not address the job # request.  Clark referenced all Liability Insurance invoices to the expense rate support provided with PRU2.		Clark stated this journal entry relates to Liability Insurance invoices provided with PRU2.  See Response for PRU2.		HAPMT was provided calculated Liability Rates, based on expected revenues and policy premiums from 2005-2009, used for all Clark CMAR projects across the country.  HAPMT  received invoice documentation supporting premiums billed to Clark for some, but not all insurance providers.		$40,173.00		Ongoing - The responses assume the estimation process and documentation is sufficient.  The finding is based on a lack of evidence to support a manual "close-out" journal entry.		Ongoing

While the amount is accurately reflected as a credit owed to HAS, both HAMPT and HAS' responses do not address the original issue nor does it outline a clear path for successful remediation.		Inadequate/ Medium

		15		Insurance and Bond Costs that are not considered "Cost of the Work"		Miscellaneous Insurance - Phase II Precon Journal Entry dated October 12, 2009		$   40,000.00		Charge to job cost ledger was based on Clark's budget amount for insurance. No invoice for this amount could be provided by Clark. Since no invoice was provided, HAS should request a credit for this amount from Clark.		Same as Item # 14.		Clark has just provided detailed information on insurance costs, which are largely centralized costs that were then allocated to individual projects.  At this time HAS can not confirm that the cost distribution is appropriate, nor can we confirm that it is not correct. HAS continues to analyze.		The information provided does not adequately support this journal entry (e.g. no insurance policy, no actual premiums paid, bills, etc.)		Per 6/19 email from Jason Brooks with Clark, Clark will settle as part of section PRU.

6/27:  Requested documentation specific to the referenced journal entry from Clark.  Jason responded that this relates to invoices provided with Builder's Risk (PRU3&4).  Cannot tie to journal entry referenced because not provided method of allocation from company wide Builder's Risk invoices.		Clark stated this journal entry relates to Builder's Risk Insurance.  See Response for PRU3 & PRU4.		HAPMT received the Builder's Risk policy from Zurich-American Insurance Company, indicating a total deposit premium of $132,741.  HAPMT also received six invoices from Zurich to Clark, four of which were billed to HAS, entirely to Phase 1, as Insurance in the original schedule of values.  Clark stated that the amounts in the invoices were billed to HAS incrementally throughout Phase 1 of the project.  Clark stated that all costs will be reconciled upon project completion.		$40,000.00		Ongoing - The responses assume the estimation process and documentation is sufficient.  The finding is based on a lack of evidence to support a manual journal entry.		Ongoing

While the amount is accurately reflected as a credit owed to HAS, both HAMPT and HAS' responses do not address the original issue nor does it outline a clear path for successful remediation.		Inadequate/ Medium

		16		Insurance and Bond Costs that are not considered "Cost of the Work"		1 Year Maintenance Bond - Phase I Close-out Journal Entry dated October 12, 2009		$   10,000.00		Charge to job cost ledger was based on Clark's budget amount for the maintenance bond.  However, Clark's Senior Project Manager provided an invoice that included amount for the maintenance bond, which was verified as being recorded in the job cost ledger.  HAS should request a credit for this amount from Clark.		Because there were three amendments to the project and a desire to track certain elements of the costs separately, a new job number was selected for Amendment #3. This allowed us to follow the subcontracts, division costs, and contingencies more selectively. Because not all costs for the subsequent Amendments were tracked in this manner, there were instances where costs were charged to both job numbers.   Thus, when the first job’s budgets for bond were used, costs were allocated to the next job number. Additionally, Clark breaks single line budgets for internal use, not necessarily for the City’s audit use.  For example, General Conditions has over 10 budget lines in Clark’s accounting system.  However, it is rolled up into a single line for the City’s use.  As bond is a single line item in the GMP and Amendments, this is how they are ultimately considered to Clark as well.		Clark has just provided detailed information on insurance costs, which are largely centralized costs that were then allocated to individual projects.  At this time HAS can not confirm that the cost distribution is appropriate, nor can we confirm that it is not correct. HAS continues to analyze.		The maintenance bond entry noted here had already been recorded as part of another invoice paid for insurance coverages in the job cost ledger, therefore this was charged twice and should be credited/returned		Per 6/19 email from Jason Brooks with Clark, Clark will settle as part of section PRU.

6/27:   Requested documentation for Maintenance Bond.  Clark referenced invoices provided with Builder's Risk (PRU3&4).  Clark stated that this Finding is not related to a Maintenance Bond.  Clark stated the Project required Maintenance Bond is included within the Payment & Performance Bond invoices.  Clark also stated the auditor was confused by the coding structure breaks which is used only for internal purposes.  Clark referenced Invoice #77978 as the company wide invoice from Colonial America & Surety Co. relating to this journal entry, however the method of allocation was not provided.		Clark stated that this Finding is not related to a Maintenance Bond.  Clark stated the Project required Maintenance Bond is included within the Payment & Performance Bond invoices, provided with PRU 3 & PRU4 documentation.  Clark referenced Invoice #77978 as the company wide invoice from Colonial America & Surety Co. relating to this journal entry, however the method of allocation was not provided.		See response in HAPMT Findings.		$10,000.00		Ongoing - The responses provided do not specifically address the remediation, but rather relate to Clark's modified response.		Ongoing

While the amount is accurately reflected as a credit owed to HAS, both HAMPT and HAS' responses do not address the original issue.		Inadequate/ Low

		17		Insurance and Bond Costs that are not considered "Cost of the Work"		Insurance Deductibles - Phase I Close-out Journal Entry dated October 13, 2009		$   50,000.00		Charge to job cost ledger was based on Clark's budget amount for insurance deductibles. No invoice or other supporting documentation could be provided by Clark. Per Clark's Senior Project Manager, no claims have been filed against insurance policies, therefore, no deductibles were paid.  HAS should request a credit for this amount from Clark.		See item #16.		Clark has just provided detailed information on insurance costs, which are largely centralized costs that were then allocated to individual projects.  At this time HAS can not confirm that the cost distribution is appropriate, nor can we confirm that it is not correct. HAS continues to analyze.		This was a journal entry based on the budgeted amount of insurance deductibles and had no documentation supporting actual deductibles paid.  Section/Article 11.2.5 of the General Conditions states that "CM assumes and bears any claims or losses to extent of any deductible amounts and waives claim it may ever have..."  Thus, the amount will be credited back to the City, similar to credits conceded in numbers 10-13.		Per 6/19 email from Jason Brooks with Clark, Clark will settle as part of section PRU.

6/27:  Requested documentation specific to the referenced journal entry from Clark.  Jason responded that this relates to invoices provided with Builder's Risk (PRU3&4).  Cannot tie to journal entry referenced because not provided method of allocation from company wide Builder's Risk invoices.		Clark stated this journal entry relates to Builder's Risk Insurance.  See Response for PRU3 & PRU4.		HAPMT received the Builder's Risk policy from Zurich-American Insurance Company, indicating a total deposit premium of $132,741.  HAPMT also received six invoices from Zurich to Clark, four of which were billed to HAS, entirely to Phase 1, as Insurance in the original schedule of values.  Clark stated that the amounts in the invoices were billed to HAS incrementally throughout Phase 1 of the project.  Clark stated that all costs will be reconciled upon project completion.		$50,000.00		Ongoing - The responses assume the estimation process and documentation is sufficient.  The finding is based on a lack of evidence to support a manual "close-out" journal entry.		Ongoing

While the amount is accurately reflected as a credit owed to HAS, both HAMPT and HAS' responses do not address the original issue nor does it outline a clear path for successful remediation.		Inadequate/ Medium

		18		Hurricane Ike costs that are not considered "Cost of the Work"		Hilton San Antonio Airport - Rooms, meals, beverages, etc. for 4 Clark employees for 3 nights each for the period 9/15/08 through 09/18/08.		$   2,112.98		The CMAR Agreement in Article 8.01 (a) 4 Cost of the Work states that "reasonable and customary travel expenses of Construction Manager's personnel incurred directly and solely in support of the Project, but only to the extent permitted by City's policies on reimbursement for travel".  The business purpose for these expenses was documented as relocation due to hurricane.  These costs are not reasonable and customary.  HAS should request a credit for this amount from Clark.		The expenses related to Hurricane Ike accommodations were not classified as reasonable and customary.  Due to the emergency nature of the hurricane, "reasonable" rates were not available.                                                                                          In an effort to be able to respond to HAS as quickly as possible, Clark moved employees out of harm's way to San Antonio.  This allowed Clark to coordinate efforts since there was no power or telecommunications in Houston.  Several employees traveled back and forth to support the airport in this emergency situation.  Clark used local contacts to attain emergency response services from both electricians and roofers. Without these accommodations, service could not be provided during this emergency and the airport may have had to limit passenger services.  Please discuss this further with Mr Eric Potts, Deputy Director, if necessary.  Former Aviation Director, Mr Richard Vacar, commended Clark for the response and service to HAS.		Hurricane Ike was an emergency.  Clark acted far above the call of duty in assisting HAS during the recovery from this event, when there was no power or telephone service available in Houston.  Clark's relocated personnel did make contact with needed services that could not be done from the project site.  This was not a "reasonable and customary" event and required extraordinary action that could not have been accomplished in any other manner.		Being responsive in disastrous situations should be encouraged, however, some of the charges appeared excessive and included alcohol, etc.  However, because the impact and magnitude does not appear material the amount could be negotiated.		Clark has agreed to credit back the alcohol charges.  Credit will need to be verified		Credit for alcohol should be received, approved and verified		See response in HAPMT Findings.		$59.00		Ongoing - Finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Ongoing

HAS is to receive the credit, finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Adequate/ Low

		19		Hurricane Ike costs that are not considered "Cost of the Work"		Senior Project Manager's Expense Report (JB000101) for the period September 11, 2008 through November 22, 2008 includes rooms, meals, beverages, etc. for several Clark employees in San Antonio and Houston; and airfare from San Antonio to/from Houston. Hotel room costs include 8 room nights ($299 a night plus tax) at the Westin La Cantera Resort in San Antonio and 9 room nights ($269 a night plus tax) at the Houston Marriott Medical Center Hotel.		$   7,983.54		The CMAR Agreement in Article 8.01 (a) 4 Cost of the Work states that "reasonable and customary travel expenses of Construction Manager's personnel incurred directly and solely in support of the Project, but only to the extent permitted by City's policies on reimbursement for travel".  The business purpose for these expenses shown on the expense report stated "Staff Evacuation due to Hurricane Ike.  All staff accommodations on this report."  These costs are not reasonable and customary.  HAS should request a credit for this amount from Clark.		Same as Item #18.		Hurricane Ike was an emergency.  Clark acted far above the call of duty in assisting HAS during the recovery from this event, when there was no power or telephone service available in Houston.  Clark's relocated personnel did make contact with needed services that could not be done from the project site.  This was not a "reasonable and customary" event and required extraordinary action that could not have been accomplished in any other manner.		Being responsive in disastrous situations should be encouraged, however, some of the charges appeared excessive and included alcohol, etc.  However, because the impact and magnitude does not appear material the amount could be negotiated.		Clark has agreed to credit back the alcohol charges.  Credit will need to be verified		Credit for alcohol should be received, approved and verified		See response in HAPMT Findings.		$38.90		Ongoing - While additional costs are reasonable during an emergency situation, the time period of the expense reports extended beyond the emergency period.  Additionally, the amounts and locations are not "customary" but rather appear to be excessive.		Ongoing

HAS is to receive the credit, finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Adequate/ Low

		20		Houston costs that are not considered "Cost of the Work"		Project Executive's Expense Report (LG000029) included $1,300 for January 26, 2008 - Tony's Restaurant in Houston included dinner and drinks for 8 people.  The business purpose shown on the expense report was "Houston Hobby Airport Expansion", but the restaurant receipt included a hand-written notation that said "Marketing - Continental Airlines Houston".  Included in the $1,300.00 was $514.00 for alcoholic beverages.		$   1,300.00		The CMAR Agreement in Article 8.01 (a) 4 Cost of the Work states that "reasonable and customary travel expenses of Construction Manager's personnel incurred directly and solely in support of the Project, but only to the extent permitted by City's policies on reimbursement for travel".  The business purpose for these expenses was not related to the project.  In addition, the City of Houston's approved travel policy does not permit the reimbursement of any alcoholic beverages.  HAS should request a credit for this amount from Clark.		Correct. HAS will receive a credit for the referenced charge(s).		HAS Concurs.		Credit should be received, approved and verified		N/A		Credit should be received, approved and verified		See response in HAPMT Findings.		$1,300.00		Ongoing - Finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Ongoing

HAS is to receive the credit, finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Adequate/ Low

		21		Houston costs that are not considered "Cost of the Work"		Project Executive's Expense Report (KC000016) for March 2006 - Alcoholic beverage at Remington Bar (Houston)		$   11.00		The CMAR Agreement in Article 8.01 (a) 4 Cost of the Work states that "reasonable and customary travel expenses of Construction Manager's personnel incurred directly and solely in support of the Project, but only to the extent permitted by City's policies on reimbursement for travel".  The City of Houston's approved travel policy does not permit reimbursement for any alcoholic beverages.   HAS should request a credit for this amount from Clark.		Correct. HAS will receive a credit for the referenced charge(s).		HAS concurs.		Credit should be received, approved and verified		N/A		Credit should be received, approved and verified		See response in HAPMT Findings.		$11.00		Ongoing - Finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Ongoing

HAS is to receive the credit, finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Adequate/ Low

		22		Travel costs that are not considered "Cost of the Work"		Project Executive's Expense Report (KC000016) for March 2006 - Allocation of 2 airline tickets for flights on American Airlines (Dallas-Santa Ana-Dallas-Hobby-Dallas) and (Dallas-Hobby-Dallas-Santa Ana-Dallas)		$   600.00		The CMAR Agreement in Article 8.01 (a) 4 Cost of the Work states that "reasonable and customary travel expenses of Construction Manager's personnel incurred directly and solely in support of the Project, but only to the extent permitted by City's policies on reimbursement for travel".  Since travel began and ended in Dallas, the project business purpose for these expenses is not clear.  HAS should request a credit for this amount from Clark.		Correct. HAS will receive a credit for the referenced charge(s).		HAS Concurs.		Credit should be received, approved and verified		N/A		Credit should be received, approved and verified		See response in HAPMT Findings.		$600.00		Ongoing - Finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Ongoing

HAS is to receive the credit, finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Adequate/ Low

		23		Travel costs that are not considered "Cost of the Work"		Project Executive's Expense Report (KC000025) for April 2006 - Allocation of airline ticket on American Airlines (Hobby-Atlanta-Miami-Washington DC-Dallas) Business Purpose per expense report - Washington DC		$   551.65		The CMAR Agreement in Article 8.01 (a) 4 Cost of the Work states that "reasonable and customary travel expenses of Construction Manager's personnel incurred directly and solely in support of the Project, but only to the extent permitted by City's policies on reimbursement for travel".  Since travel was to Atlanta, Miami, Washington DC, and Dallas, the project business purpose for these expenses is not clear.  HAS should request a credit for this amount from Clark.		Correct. HAS will receive a credit for the referenced charge(s).		HAS Concurs.		Credit should be received, approved and verified		N/A		Credit should be received, approved and verified		See response in HAPMT Findings.		$551.65		Ongoing - Finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Ongoing

HAS is to receive the credit, finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Adequate/ Low

		24		Travel costs that are not considered "Cost of the Work"		Project Executive's Expense Report (KC000034) for June and July 2006 - 2 airline tickets on American Airlines (Dallas-Los Angeles, Santa Anna-Dallas) and (Dallas-Santa Ana, Los Angeles-Dallas) Business Purpose per expense report - Clark, LAX Tom Bradley		$   2,277.30		The CMAR Agreement in Article 8.01 (a) 4 Cost of the Work states that "reasonable and customary travel expenses of Construction Manager's personnel incurred directly and solely in support of the Project, but only to the extent permitted by City's policies on reimbursement for travel".  The business purpose for these expenses was not related to the project.  HAS should request a credit for this amount from Clark.		Correct. HAS will receive a credit for the referenced charge(s).		HAS Concurs.		Credit should be received, approved and verified		N/A		Credit should be received, approved and verified		See response in HAPMT Findings.		$2,277.30		Ongoing - Finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Ongoing

HAS is to receive the credit, finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Adequate/ Low

		25		Travel costs that are not considered "Cost of the Work"		Project Executive's Expense Report (KC000054) for January to March 2007 - Airline tickets on American Airlines (several Dallas-Hobby-Dallas flights, 2 of the tickets are for a family member ) and other charges - Dallas airport parking, mileage to Houston, etc.  Expenses for the family member totaling $355.20 are not Cost of the Work.		$   355.20		The CMAR Agreement in Article 8.01 (a) 4 Cost of the Work states that "reasonable and customary travel expenses of Construction Manager's personnel incurred directly and solely in support of the Project, but only to the extent permitted by City's policies on reimbursement for travel".  Since travel expenses for Clark family members are not considered Cost of the Work HAS should request a credit for this amount from Clark.		Correct. HAS will receive a credit for the referenced charge(s).		HAS Concurs.		Credit should be received, approved and verified		N/A		Credit should be received, approved and verified		See response in HAPMT Findings.		$355.20		Ongoing - Finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Ongoing

HAS is to receive the credit, finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Adequate/ Low

		26		Travel costs that are not considered "Cost of the Work"		Project Executive's Expense Report (KC000054) for January to March 2007 - No support was provided for these expenses		$   572.16		The CMAR Agreement in Article 8.01 (a) 4 Cost of the Work states that "reasonable and customary travel expenses of Construction Manager's personnel incurred directly and solely in support of the Project, but only to the extent permitted by City's policies on reimbursement for travel".  Since no support of these expenses was provided, HAS should request a credit for this amount from Clark.		Correct. HAS will receive a credit for the referenced charge(s).		HAS Concurs.		Credit should be received, approved and verified		N/A		Credit should be received, approved and verified		See response in HAPMT Findings.		$572.16		Ongoing - Finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Ongoing

HAS is to receive the credit, finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Adequate/ Low

		27		Travel costs that are not considered "Cost of the Work"		Project Executive's Expense Report (KC000066) for May 2007 - Airline tickets, meals, cabs, etc.  Airfare on American Airlines (Dallas-Washington DC-Dallas 2 tickets - for himself and a family member) Business Purpose per expense report - Officers Meeting.		$   1,037.98		The CMAR Agreement in Article 8.01 (a) 4 Cost of the Work states that "reasonable and customary travel expenses of Construction Manager's personnel incurred directly and solely in support of the Project, but only to the extent permitted by City's policies on reimbursement for travel".  The project business purpose for these expenses was not related to the project.  HAS should request a credit for this amount from Clark.		Correct. HAS will receive a credit for the referenced charge(s).		HAS Concurs.		Credit should be received, approved and verified		N/A		Credit should be received, approved and verified		See response in HAPMT Findings.		$1,037.98		Ongoing - Finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Ongoing

HAS is to receive the credit, finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Adequate/ Low

		28		Travel costs that are not considered "Cost of the Work"		Project Executive's Expense Report (KC000066) for April 2007 - Airline ticket on American Airlines  (Houston to Dallas one-way)		$   164.90		The CMAR Agreement in Article 8.01 (a) 4 Cost of the Work states that "reasonable and customary travel expenses of Construction Manager's personnel incurred directly and solely in support of the Project, but only to the extent permitted by City's policies on reimbursement for travel".  Since the airline ticket was for travel to Dallas, the project business purpose for this expense is not clear.  HAS should request a credit for this amount from Clark.		Correct. HAS will receive a credit for the referenced charge(s).		HAS Concurs.		Credit should be received, approved and verified		N/A		Credit should be received, approved and verified		See response in HAPMT Findings.		$164.90		Ongoing - Finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Ongoing

HAS is to receive the credit, finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Adequate/ Low

		29		Travel costs that are not considered "Cost of the Work"		Project Executive's Expense Report (LG000029) for January - February 2008 - 6 airline tickets on Southwest Airlines to/from Houston and San Antonio (4 tickets) or Dallas (2 tickets)		$   273.50		The CMAR Agreement in Article 8.01 (a) 4 Cost of the Work states that "reasonable and customary travel expenses of Construction Manager's personnel incurred directly and solely in support of the Project, but only to the extent permitted by City's policies on reimbursement for travel".  Since  one of the airline tickets totaling $273.50 was a round-trip from Dallas to San Antonio with no connection to this project HAS should request a credit for this amount from Clark.		A portion of the referenced charges was a cost of the work, as trip costs were split between SAT and HOU with Mr. Ansari working at both jobs.  However, one trip the week of February 11, 2008 was a roundtrip to SAT, thus HAS will receive a credit in the amount of $273.50.		HAS Concurs.		Credit should be received, approved and verified		N/A		Credit should be received, approved and verified		See response in HAPMT Findings.		$273.50		Ongoing - Finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Ongoing

HAS is to receive the credit, finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Adequate/ Low

		30		Not Used

		31		Travel costs that are not considered "Cost of the Work"		Hilton San Antonio Airport Hotel Invoice dated April 2008  - 5 individuals, 2 nights each		$   1,389.30		The CMAR Agreement in Article 8.01 (a) 4 Cost of the Work states that "reasonable and customary travel expenses of Construction Manager's personnel incurred directly and solely in support of the Project, but only to the extent permitted by City's policies on reimbursement for travel".  Since no business purpose for these expenses was listed on the invoice and the hotel is in San Antonio, the project business purpose for these costs is not clear.  HAS should request a credit for this amount from Clark.		Business purpose for referenced expenses was training for P6.  Rather than pay the full training fee again in Houston,  employees were sent to San Antonio and only the accommodations were charged.		HAS concurs that this was a reasonable approach and would normally be approved.  There is no evidence that it was approved in writing as required by Section 801(d)(7) of the Contract.		Training costs are not directly and solely related to the project and should be covered by the CMAR fee as Overhead - along with its associated travel costs.		Clark states that the costs were for P6 training which was the software used on the HOU project.  Rather than pay for a class in Houston which included paying for a trainer, the staff traveled to SAT at a reduced cost.  Clark will provide evidence from the training to verify the dates which can be matched to the travel dates.

Received picture of Primavera Training Certificate for P6 which occurred on April 25 - 26, 2008.  The Certificate does not state where the training was performed.		Clark stated that the travel costs were incurred in order to avoid hiring an additional Primavera instructor to teach the course in Houston, as a savings to the City.  Clark provided a Primavera Training Certificate for a P6 course that occurred on April 25-26, 2008.  The charges are considered reasonable.		See response in HAPMT Findings.				Ongoing:  Definitive documentation to support the five individual's attendance at the training was not provided by Clark or evaluated by HAPMT/HAS.		Ongoing

HAMPT and HAS Management's response does not adequately address or seek to remediate the original issue identified.		Inadequate/ Low

		32		Travel costs that are not considered "Cost of the Work"		Senior Project Manager's Expense Report (JB000102) for October 2008 - airline tickets on Continental Airlines  (Houston-Raleigh, Washington, DC-Houston) and Southwest Airlines  (Raleigh-Baltimore) Business Purpose per expense report - PM Steering Committee		$   482.00		The CMAR Agreement in Article 8.01 (a) 4 Cost of the Work states that "reasonable and customary travel expenses of Construction Manager's personnel incurred directly and solely in support of the Project, but only to the extent permitted by City's policies on reimbursement for travel".  The business purpose for these expenses was not related to the project.  HAS should request a credit for this amount from Clark.		Correct. HAS will receive a credit for the referenced charge(s).		HAS Concurs.		Credit should be received, approved and verified		N/A		Credit should be received, approved and verified		See response in HAPMT Findings.		$482.00		Ongoing - Finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Ongoing

HAS is to receive the credit, finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Adequate/ Low

		33		Travel costs that are not considered "Cost of the Work"		Senior Project Manager's Expense Report (JB000103) for October and November 2008 - airline change fee, meals, car rental, gas, cabs (Maryland); airline ticket on Southwest Airlines (Houston-Los Angeles-Houston) Business Purpose per expense report - PM Steering Committee		$   559.59		The CMAR Agreement in Article 8.01 (a) 4 Cost of the Work states that "reasonable and customary travel expenses of Construction Manager's personnel incurred directly and solely in support of the Project, but only to the extent permitted by City's policies on reimbursement for travel".  The business purpose for these expenses was not related to the project.  HAS should request a credit for this amount from Clark.		Correct. HAS will receive a credit for the referenced charge(s).		HAS Concurs.		Credit should be received, approved and verified		N/A		Credit should be received, approved and verified		See response in HAPMT Findings.		$559.59		Ongoing - Finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Ongoing

HAS is to receive the credit, finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Adequate/ Low

		34		Travel costs that are not considered "Cost of the Work"		Senior Project Manager's Expense Report (JB000104) for December 2008 - hotel, meals, beer, cabs, etc. Business Purpose - PM Steering Committee Meeting in Los Angeles		$   315.46		The CMAR Agreement in Article 8.01 (a) 4 Cost of the Work states that "reasonable and customary travel expenses of Construction Manager's personnel incurred directly and solely in support of the Project, but only to the extent permitted by City's policies on reimbursement for travel".  The business purpose for these expenses was not related to the project.  HAS should request a credit for this amount from Clark.		Correct. HAS will receive a credit for the referenced charge(s).		HAS Concurs.		Credit should be received, approved and verified		N/A		Credit should be received, approved and verified		See response in HAPMT Findings.		$315.46		Ongoing - Finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Ongoing

HAS is to receive the credit, finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Adequate/ Low

		35		Travel costs that are not considered "Cost of the Work"		Senior Project Manager's Expense Report (JB000105) for January 2009 - airline ticket on Continental Airlines (Houston-Baltimore-Houston); and hotel, etc. (Maryland) Business Purpose per expense report - PM Steering Committee		$   411.36		The CMAR Agreement in Article 8.01 (a) 4 Cost of the Work states that "reasonable and customary travel expenses of Construction Manager's personnel incurred directly and solely in support of the Project, but only to the extent permitted by City's policies on reimbursement for travel".  The business purpose for these expenses was not related to the project.  HAS should request a credit for this amount from Clark.		Correct. HAS will receive a credit for the referenced charge(s).		HAS Concurs.		Credit should be received, approved and verified		N/A		Credit should be received, approved and verified		See response in HAPMT Findings.		$411.36		Ongoing - Finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Ongoing

HAS is to receive the credit, finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Adequate/ Low

		36		Travel costs that are not considered "Cost of the Work"		Project Executive's Expense Report (LG000059) for October and December 2009 - 2 airline tickets, on Southwest Airlines (Hobby-Dallas-Hobby) and (San Antonio-Hobby-San Antonio); Dallas car rental; San Antonio and Washington DC meals, cabs, etc. Washington DC description listed as Officers Meeting. One of the Business Purposes per expense report was listed as San Antonio International Airport Expansion.		$   1,607.96		The CMAR Agreement in Article 8.01 (a) 4 Cost of the Work states that "reasonable and customary travel expenses of Construction Manager's personnel incurred directly and solely in support of the Project, but only to the extent permitted by City's policies on reimbursement for travel".  The business purpose for these expenses was not related to the project.  HAS should request a credit for this amount from Clark.		Correct. HAS will receive a credit for the referenced charge(s).		HAS Concurs.		Credit should be received, approved and verified		N/A		Credit should be received, approved and verified		See response in HAPMT Findings.		$1,607.96		Ongoing - Finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Ongoing

HAS is to receive the credit, finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Adequate/ Low

		37		Overstated Rental Costs for Vehicle		Rental costs from May 2006 to July 2008 for a 1999 Ford F150 Pickup Truck were charged to the project.  At the time that this rental was charged to the project, this vehicle should have been totally depreciated by Clark.  Only fuel, maintenance and insurance should have been the actual costs charged to the project.		$   14,475.00		The CMAR Agreement in Article 8.01 states "the term Cost of the Work means reasonable cost".  Since the 1999 year model vehicle should have been fully depreciated at the time it was assigned and charged to the project, the amount charged as rental is not a "reasonable" cost.  HAS should request a credit for the portion of the rental cost charged applicable to the true cost of the vehicle excluding insurance costs.		Equipment rental rates are established based on the market rates for similar equipment from an outside vendor and are normally set at the lowest price, or below, as is industry standard.  In the case of the least expensive vehicle on the job, a 1/2 ton pickup the market rate for monthly rental is $1,100 from Enterprise rental.  In addition we compare our rates based on the Construction Blue Book, a third party resource that is commonly used by many government agencies for agreed upon rental rates for all equipment. We currently have a project in this area that is based on 75% of the blue book rate. That cost is $8/hour which works out to $1,408/month. All rates for vehicles are "bare rates" and do not include maintenance, fuel, tags, or property taxes.  This is common practice for equipment, based in part on the issue of having a wide range of charges from local and state governments.  Equipment contracts specifically spell these items out as additional costs to the jobsite. Some vehicles are older and some are brand new.		HAS believes that the manner in which Clark charges for its equipment is a business decision that Clark is entitled to make.  There is no difference in what a 1999 pickup and a 2011 pickup provide in terms of completing the work.  The amount paid is less than what was available from other commercial sources and is considered reasonable.		The response does not justify a monthly charge of $500 for a 7-9 year old vehicle and doesn't portray an accurate fact pattern supporting the rental example.  A credit should still be sought.		N/A		Clark provided written explanation on how they calculated the cost of the vehicle.  The cost of the vehicle is considered reasonable.		See response in HAPMT Findings.		$0.00		Ongoing - None of the responses provided support "reasonable cost" as identified in the contract.  Reasonable costs on a fully depreciated vehicle is related primarily to maintenance and actual consumption.		Ongoing

HAS Management's response is not based on the evidence provided and lacks independent analysis nor does it address or seek to remediate the original issue identified.		Inadequate/ Medium

		38		Overstated Rental Costs for Jobsite Office Complex		Job Site Complex - The monthly rental charge for the job site trailers increased in June 2008 from $2,500 a month to $3,500 a month. Therefore, an additional $1,000 was charged for 13 months for a total of $13,000 to the project.		$   13,000.00		The CMAR Agreement in Article 8.01 states "the term Cost of the Work means reasonable cost".   Since there were no major changes to the configuration of the office trailer complex there should not have been a price increase for the rental of the Clark-owned trailers to HAS.  HAS should request a credit for this amount from Clark.		The jobsite office complex does not have an overstated rental cost.  The original rate charged for the complex was lower than market value for the area, and charged in error.  We also provided competitive pricing that showed the $3,500 charge was less than market value.  Future charges were brought to market value.		HOU believes that Clark did undercharge for the complex based on charges for similar complexes on other projects and that the $3500 is reasonable and thanks Clark for not pursuing a charge for the months the project was undercharged.		There is no support for a 40% increase to rental of standard job site trailers.  A credit should be sought for this amount.		Reviewed statement from 2009 showing a similar modular building that averaged above $600/month.  The increase in the rental rate was due to Clark realizing they had been undercharging the complex in error therefore adjusted to the correct rate when they realized it.  There is no documentation that ties directly to the increase.		Clark provided evidence that the rental rates for the jobsite office complex were below market rates at that time.  The 40% markup was due to correcting an internal error.  This is a reasonable rate for the expense.		See response in HAPMT Findings.		$0.00		Ongoing - None of the updated responses provided by HAPMT or HAS recognize that the rent was an agreed rate, subject to an approval process to support any subsequent changes in those rates.		Ongoing 

HAPTM and HAS Management's responses are not based on the contract language, the evidence provided and lacks independent analysis Therefore, it does not address or seek to remediate the original issue identified.		Inadequate/ Medium

		39		Not Used

		40		Incorrect Calculation on Change Order to Clark Subcontractor - Jimerson Underground		Clark Change Order No. 4 to Jimerson Underground -  The correct change order amount should have been $131,636.01 instead of the $137,085 amount issued.  Jimerson used an incorrect markup of 10% on its sub-subcontractor's work which resulted in an over-pricing of $5,448.99.		$   5,448.99		HAS should require Clark to issue a revised change order to Jimerson accounting for the $5,448.99 allowed for overhead and profit to Jimerson's sub-subcontractor in error.  Any credit due to HAS that results from the adjustment to Jimerson's subcontract value should be included as an adjustment to Clark's final job cost.		Jimerson Change Order #004 has an incorrect calculation on subcontractor markup of 10%.  Credit due to HAS in the amount of $5,448.99.		HAS Concurs		Credit should be received, approved and verified		N/A				See response in HAPMT Findings.		$5,448.99		Ongoing - Finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Ongoing

HAS is to receive the credit, finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Adequate/ Low

						Total Potential Overcharges		$   816,386.92														Total After Reviewing Clark documentation		$190,769.99

						CMAR fee @ 5%		$   40,819.35

						Total (Items 1-40)		$   857,206.26
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Section 2 - PRU

		Original Report																		HAS Follow-up Response								Controlller's Office Audit Division Follow-Up Assessment

		No.		Item		Name		Observation		Amount		Background/Recommendation		Clark Response		HAS Mgmt. Response		Audit Division Assessment of Responses		HAPMT Notes		HAPMT Findings (Comments)		HAS Internal Audit Findings
(HAS Management Responses)		Amount to Credit HAS		CTR Audit Testing Results		Conclusion		Remediation Process

		41		PRU1		Missing Supporting Documentation for Hourly Labor Workers Compensation Burden Costs		Supporting documentation (rates from the Workers Compensation insurance policies) for hourly labor Workers Compensation burden costs was requested from Clark several times during the audit.  Clark did not provide the requested information.  Based on our sample, we calculate the burden rate for Workers Compensation was 10.1%. Based on labor costs totaling $406,533.76 recorded in the job cost ledger, the Workers Compensation burden for hourly employees is estimated to be $41,059.91.		$   41,059.91		Clark was not able to provide rates from the Workers Compensation insurance policies to support the rates used in the hourly burden calculations.  Since Clark did provide evidence that Workers Compensation insurance was in place and, therefore, incurred a cost to maintain this coverage, this issue is listed as a potential recoverable unsupported cost exception.  HAS should require Clark to provide support for the Workers Compensation rates used.  If the actual rate differs from the rate used, an adjustment to hourly burden costs should be recorded in the job cost ledger.		Copies of the filed rates for work in the state of Texas were provided to the auditor.  Workers’ compensation rates are based upon our insurer's, Zurich, filed rates for the state in which work is performed.  The company maintains a substantial deductible on its workers’ compensation program and the Zurich filed rates provide the commercial market equivalent of what the premiums would be if the program were purchased on a guaranteed cost basis.  We have found that utilizing this methodology adequately funds Clark's losses incurred within the deductible. We were not provided with the auditors’ calculation. Additionally, a complete package will follow, as requested by HAS.		HAS just received some information from Clark and expects more with regard to this issue and has not had time to assess.  HAS continues to analyze this information.		The documentation provided was for Unemployment, not Workers Compensation, which have separate processes in the State of Texas.  The amount identified remains unsupported with actual costs paid.		6/5:  Could not identify PRU1 in Bob's internal memo or any attachments.  Obtain referenced package & "Copies of the filed rates for work in the state of Texas were provided to the auditor.  Workers' Compensation rates are based upon our insurer's, Zurich, filed rates for the state in which work is performed. " from Jason Brooks.
Received "Texas Unemployment Summary of Deposits and Filings" from Jason from July 1, 2006 - December 31, 2009, relating to the Texas Workforce Commission.  Auditor states is different from Worker's Comp.  Follow up with Jason.  After research, noted Texas Department of Insurance is in charge of the Division of Worker's Compensation (or Texas Workers' Compensation Commission - TWCC).  
http://www.tdi.texas.gov/wc/dwc/index.html
Called Jason to follow up.  Will look for proper documentation relating to Texas Worker's Compensation.  Jason available Friday am for in-person meeting.
6/8:  Jason provided the Monthly Detail of the Job Cost Ledger for Worker's Compensation, totaling $40,369.30.  Is Worker's Comp billed to HAS through Insurance or Bonds (original SOV)?  Ask Jason
6/11:  Jason responded that Worker's Compensation was billed with cleanup and safety labor in the original SOV.  As of Pay App #61, HAS paid Clark $43,354 under line item "Final Cleanup".  Nothing could be identified as "Safety Labor".
6/12:  HAPMT requested source documents to support payment to the third party providing the Worker's Compensation.  Clark responded that information may be considered confidential and will provide if possible.
6/14:  Have not received requested documents supporting payment for Worker's Compensation.
6/19:  Jason will send what is available by EOW.
6/26:  Received Invoices from Willis of Maryland, Inc. for Insurance Carrier Zurich American Insurance Company, addressed to Clark for dates April 2005 - March 2009.  Worker's Compensation invoices in this period totaled $2,113,374.  We are not able to determine Clark's method of allocation of the Worker's Compensation expense across all projects.
6/28:  See original wording of Finding in 6/28 saved version.  In meeting with Clark's Risk Management Rep, the Rep explained the method of allocation.  Worker's Compensation rates have a standard rate applied for each state.  An "EMR" Exp. Modification Rating is adjusted depending on the risk associated with each job type on the project.  This modification rating is then applied to the standard state allocation rate in order to come up with the Worker's Compensation allocation.  Clark agreed to provide the EMR Rates for this project for 2006 - 2009.
6/29:  Clark provided the EMR Rates for 2005 - 2010.  The rates were documented in a letter from the Senior Client Manager of Willis of Pennsylvania, Inc..  The letter states "per the National Council of Compensation Insurance, Inc. (NCCI), please accept this letter as evidence of the experience modification factors for Clark Construction Group, LLC"		HAPMT was provided a job cost ledger totaling $40,369.30 for Worker's Compensation and the Worker's Compensation Policy through Zurich American Insurance Company.  HAPMT  received invoice documentation supporting premiums billed to Clark.  Clark allocates the Worker's Compensation premiums based on a standard rate for the state, adjusted by an Experience Modification Factor.  HAPMT received a letter addressed to Clark from the third party, Willis of Pennsylvania, Inc., responsible for billing on behalf of the insurance provider, providing the Experience Modification Factors used in allocations of policy premiums from 2005 - 2010.		See response in HAPMT Findings.				Ongoing - CTR Audit was not provided the information obtained by HAPMT.  Based on time and efficiency, CTR Audit, will perform testing during the next follow-up cycle.		Ongoing

Finding will be closed upon verification		Adequate / Low

		42		PRU2		Missing Supporting Documentation for General and Excess Liability Insurance Costs		Excess Liability Insurance - Support for the rates used in the calculation to record costs in the job cost ledger were not provided.		$   376,333.86		The calculation provided to support the amounts recorded in the job cost ledger on a monthly basis is based on the billings multiplied by a rate for each month.  Clark was not able to provide support from the insurance policies for the rates used in the calculations.  Since Clark did provide evidence that general and excess liability insurance was in place and, therefore, incurred a cost to maintain this coverage, this issue is listed as a potential recoverable unsupported cost exception.  HAS should require Clark to provide support from the insurance policies for the rates used in the calculation.  If the actual rates differ from the rates used in the calculation an adjustment should be made to the job cost ledger.		Clark maintains a corporate liability insurance program of $200 million which provides protection for all of its work in progress. The insurers in this program base their premiums upon the expected total revenue for the policy year.  The insurers do not separately invoice each project.  Clark allocates the costs of this program, including a provision for expected loss, via a billing rate derived from dividing total premium by expected revenues.  The basis of the calculation for the rates on this project was provided and is attached, along with a letter from the insurance agent confirming payments were made. Additionally, a letter dated February 17, 2011 from the City Engineer concurs with this statement.		HAS just received some information from Clark and expects more with regard to this issue and has not had time to assess.  HAS continues to analyze this information.		The information provided does not support actual costs that were allocated to HAS project in support of the rates used.  Clark's use of an expected loss provision is not appropriate for Cost of the Work project.   We recommend that HAS obtain actual premiums paid and revenue base used for the allocation rates.		6/5:  Attachment 7/3.3 & pg. 5 from Bob's memo.  HAPMT noted Clark's calculation of Liability Rate used to calculate Liability Expense.  The calculations were based on an Expected Revenue Base.  Clark's documentation highlighted in red was not attached (letter from insurance agent and City Engineer 2/17/2011).  Obtain from Jason Brooks.
Jason provided the letter from the Insurance Agent confirming that "premiums correlate to the invoiced premiums by their insurance carriers for the construction periods of the Houston Hobby Airport Concourse and Terminal Project" and the concurring letter from the City Engineer.  
6/6:  HAPMT noted as of Pay App #61, Bonds paid to Clark for Phase 1 were $372,205 and Insurance paid was $600,143.60.  Was the $376,333.86 billed to HAS in increments (across multiple Pay Apps?)  the $376,333.86 was from Job Cost ledger, how was it billed to HAS? Ask Jason
6/11:  Jason confirmed that the Liability expense was billed incrementally across all Pay Apps.  We noted each Pay App increases the amount billed to date for "Insurance" with Pay App #61 equaling $600,143.60 billed to date.
6/12:  HAPMT requested documents supporting the premiums paid and allocation in comparison to other projects (either through invoices or an Affidavit).  Clark responded that information may be considered confidential and will provide if possible.
6/14:  Have not received requested documents supporting the premiums paid and allocation.
6/19:  Jason will send what is available by EOW.
6/26:  Received Invoices from Willis of Maryland, Inc. for a variety of Insurance Carriers for various coverages, addressed to Clark for dates April 2005 - January 2009.  Invoices in this period totaled $11,744,883.17.  We did not receive invoices from all carriers listed in the initial liability rate expense detail provided by Clark.  We are not able to determine Clark's method of allocation of the Liability Insurance expense across all projects.
6/28:  See original wording of Finding in 6/28 saved version.  In meeting with Clark's Risk Management Rep, the Rep explained the method of allocation.  Liability expense is allocated using the same rate for all CMAR projects across the country.  The rate is calculated as the Total Premium/Expected Revenue Base .  The same rate is multiplied against owners billings for all CMAR projects within the same expected revenue base.  Clark will work to get remaining invoices for remaining insurance providers.
7/30:  Received Controller's work paper for PRU2.  Only stated that the charge was based on Clark's budgeted amount.  We had previously received some, but not all of the invoices that were used for the insurance allocation.		HAPMT was provided calculated Liability Rates, based on expected revenues and policy premiums from 2005-2009, used for all Clark CMAR projects across the country.  HAPMT  received invoice documentation supporting premiums billed to Clark for some, but not all insurance providers.		Clark should provide the missing supporting documentation or reimburse HAS		$376,333.86		Ongoing - While HAPMT and HAS management responses agree with the original finding, the timing of the credit due is in question.		Ongoing

HAS to receive the credit, finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Adequate / High

		43		PRU3		Missing Supporting Documentation for Journal Entry made to Insurance & Bond Costs		Builders Risk Insurance - Phase 1 Closeout Management Journal Entry dated October 12, 2009		$   15,120.00		Clark provided an invoice for Phase 2 but did not provide a supporting calculation for the allocation of the invoice to Phase 1 costs.  This issue is listed as a potential recoverable unsupported cost exception.  HAS should require Clark to provide the supporting calculation for $15,120.  If the actual calculation amount differs from the amount recorded, an adjustment should be made to the job cost ledger.		Same as Item #14.		HAS just received some information from Clark and expects more with regard to this issue and has not had time to assess.  HAS continues to analyze this information.		Information provided was a spreadsheet of premiums associated with the various coverages and did not contain invoices or support of the calculated rates.		6/5:  Invoices in Attachment #5 from Bob's memo.  Not sure how $15,120 was identified by auditor.  HAPMT noted 4 separate invoices provided by Clark, amounts are as follows:  $186,028/$186,028/$248,038/$340,631.  Obtain referenced Journal Entry dated 10/12/2009 from Clark, letter from City Engineer, and package (highlighted in red).
All costs between phases will be reconciled at project completion with savings returned to the City.
Jason stated the invoice and the referenced journal entry is an allocation from a larger bill.  Asked for documentation supporting the allocation?
6/6:  Bonds paid to Clark in Phase 2 as of Pay App #61 were $81,792.  Insurance paid to Clark in Phase 2 as of Pay App #61 were $87,839.  Work with Phil (HAS) to find Pay App where $15,120 was invoiced to Phase 2.
6/11:  Jason provided the Builder's Risk Lump Sum bid, billed as "Insurance" in SOV.  Charges to date for Phase 1 & 2 relating to Builder's Risk is $132,741 for a deposit premium.  Jason stated that all costs are being combined and trued up at the end of the project.  
* in Orig. SOV "Insurance"?...auditor recommending to move to Phase 2?
6/12:  Jason stated during meeting that $168,597 was billed to HAS in Phase 1 and $348,423 in Phase 2, specific to Builder's Risk (in "Insurance" line item, just under line item #12 in the SOVs).  Jason provided Builder's Risk invoices from Zurich, however the amounts do not tie to the amounts he indicated were billed.  Followed up via email, asking if the invoices related to all Clark projects or specific to Hobby.  Requested documentation supporting the allocation, if the invoices relate to all Clark projects.
6/13:  Jason responded by stating that the attached invoices were billed completely to the Hobby project in Phase 1, with the exception of Invoice #2968.  Invoice #2968 had $105,120 billed to Phase 1 and $235,511 billed to Phase 2.  Invoice #11169 has not been billed yet, but will be to Phase 2.  The total from the invoices provided that was billed to Phase 1 was $282,456.  Jason stated that the balances were billed incrementally, not in full amounts that tie to specific invoices.  The total amount billed and paid in "Insurance" line item in original SOV totals $600,143.60.  Jason also stated some of the costs from associated invoices were billed under line item #69.1; which could not be identified on the HAS Pay App.		HAPMT received the Builder's Risk policy from Zurich-American Insurance Company, indicating a total deposit premium of $132,741.  HAPMT also received six invoices from Zurich to Clark, four of which were billed to HAS, entirely to Phase 1, as Insurance in the original schedule of values.  Clark stated that the amounts in the invoices were billed to HAS incrementally throughout Phase 1 of the project.  Clark stated that all costs will be reconciled upon project completion.		Clark should provide the missing supporting documentation or reimburse HAS		$15,120.00		Ongoing - While HAPMT and HAS management responses agree with the original finding, the timing of the credit due is in question.		Ongoing

HAS to receive the credit, finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Inadequate/ Medium

		44		PRU4		Missing Supporting Documentation for Journal Entry made to Insurance & Bond Costs		Protective Liability Insurance - Phase 1 Closeout Management Journal Entry dated October 12, 2009		$   13,524.00		Clark was not able to provide invoice support for the amount listed.  Since Clark did provide evidence that protective liability insurance was in place and, therefore, incurred a cost to maintain this coverage, this issue is listed as a potential recoverable unsupported cost exception.  HAS should require Clark to provide invoice support for $13,524.  If the actual amount differs from the amount recorded, an adjustment should be made to the job cost ledger.		Same as Item #14.		HAS just received some information from Clark and expects more with regard to this issue and has not had time to assess.  HAS continues to analyze this information.		Information provided was a spreadsheet of premiums associated with the various coverages and did not contain invoices or support of the calculated rates.		6/5:  Could not identify documentation in Bob's internal memo or any attachments.  Obtain referenced journal entry, letter from City Engineer, and package (highlighted in red) from Jason Brooks.
Jason stated the invoices and referenced journal entry is an allocation from a larger bill.  Asked for documentation supporting the allocation?
6/6:  Bonds paid to Clark in Phase 2 as of Pay App #61 were $81,792.  Insurance paid to Clark in Phase 2 as of Pay App #61 were $87,839.  Work with Phil (HAS) to find Pay App where $13,524 was invoiced.
6/11:  Jason provided the Builder's Risk Lump Sum bid, billed as "Insurance" in SOV.  Charges to date for Phase 1 & 2 relating to Builder's Risk is $132,741 for a deposit premium.  Jason stated that all costs are being combined and trued up at the end of the project.
* in Orig. SOV "Insurance"?...auditor recommending to move to Phase 2?
6/12:  Jason stated during meeting that $168,597 was billed to HAS in Phase 1 and $348,423 in Phase 2, specific to Builder's Risk (in "Insurance" line item, just under line item #12 in the SOVs).  Jason provided Builder's Risk invoices from Zurich, however the amounts do not tie to the amounts he indicated were billed.  Followed up via email, asking if the invoices related to all Clark projects or specific to Hobby.  Requested documentation supporting the allocation, if the invoices relate to all Clark projects.I5
6/13:  Jason responded by stating that the attached invoices were billed completely to the Hobby project in Phase 1, with the exception of Invoice #2968.  Invoice #2968 had $105,120 billed to Phase 1 and $235,511 billed to Phase 2.  Invoice #11169 has not been billed yet, but will be to Phase 2.  The total from the invoices provided that was billed to Phase 1 was $282,456.  Jason stated that the balances were billed incrementally, not in full amounts that tie to specific invoices.  The total amount billed and paid in "Insurance" line item in original SOV totals $600,143.60.  Jason also stated some of the costs from associated invoices were billed under line item #69.1; which could not be identified on the HAS Pay App.		HAPMT received the Builder's Risk policy from Zurich-American Insurance Company, indicating a total deposit premium of $132,741.  HAPMT also received six invoices from Zurich to Clark, four of which were billed to HAS, entirely to Phase 1, as Insurance in the original schedule of values.  Clark stated that the amounts in the invoices were billed to HAS incrementally throughout Phase 1 of the project.  Clark stated that all costs will be reconciled upon project completion.		Clark should provide the missing supporting documentation or reimburse HAS		$13,524.00		Ongoing - While HAPMT and HAS management responses agree with the original finding, the timing of the credit due is in question.		Ongoing

HAS to receive the credit, finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Inadequate/ Medium

								Total Potential Recoverable Unsupported Costs		$   446,037.77												Total After Reviewing Clark documentation				$   404,977.86

								CMAR fee @ 5%		$   22,301.89

								Total		$   468,339.66
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Section 3 - RP

		Original Report																		HAS Follow-up Response								Controller's Office Audit Division Follow-Up Assessment

		No.		Item		Name		Observation		Amount		Background/Recommendation		Clark Response		HAS Mgmt. Response		Audit Division Assessment of Responses		HAPMT Notes		HAPMT Findings (Comments)		HAS Internal Audit Findings
(HAS Management Responses)		Amount to Credit HAS		CTR Audit Testing Results		Conclusion		Remediation Process

		45		RP1		Clark Construction Group Project Executive - Related-Party Transaction		Rent on a condominium in Houston was paid by Clark to Ezad Corp. from July 2006 through September 2009. The lease of the condo was signed by Clark's Project Executive.  The Project Executive signed the lease agreement dated July 1, 2006 for both Ezad Corp (the lessor) and Clark Construction (the lessee).  The Harris County Appraisal District website (HCAD.org) for the Tax Year 2005 indicated that the condominium described in the lease agreement was owned by the Project Executive.  The Harris County Appraisal District website for the Tax Year 2010 indicated that the condominium was owned by a family member of the Project Executive as of August 26, 2010.  This transaction appears to be in direct contravention of Clark's conflict of interest policy.		$   73,125.00		Clark's Field Employee Policy Manual states "that potential conflicts of interest must be avoided. The examples of actual or potential conflicts of interest include placement of business with a firm which will result in a direct economic benefit to an employee or any member of his or her family".  HAS should address this potential conflict of interest with Clark and should advise Clark that similar types of transactions should be avoided at all costs.  HAS should consult with the City's Legal Counsel to ensure that appropriate contract language addressing related-party transactions that may result in potential conflicts of interest is included in all future construction agreements.		HAS will receive a credit for the referenced charge(s).		HAS concurs.		Credit should be received, approved and verified.		N/A		See Clark's response.		See Clark's response.		$   73,125.00		Ongoing - HAPMT and HAS management responses agree with the original finding.		Ongoing

HAS to receive the credit, finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Adequate/ High

		46		RP2		Clark Construction Group Project Executive - Related-Party Transaction		A Caterpillar Skid Steer Loader Model 236B was purchased from Paramount Fine Homes (invoice date - April 25, 2007).  The Dallas Better Business Bureau website (www.dallas.bbb.org) lists the Clark Project Executive as President of Paramount Fine Homes.  Both Ezad Corp. and Paramount Fine Homes have the same street address in Plano, TX.  This transaction appears to be in direct contravention of Clark's conflict of interest policy.		$   30,000.00		Clark's Field Employee Policy Manual states "that potential conflicts of interest must be avoided. The examples of actual or potential conflicts of interest include placement of business with a firm which will result in a direct economic benefit to an employee or any member of his or her family".  HAS should address this potential conflict of interest with Clark and should advise Clark that similar types of transactions should be avoided at all costs.  HAS should consult with the City's Legal Counsel to ensure that appropriate contract language addressing related-party transactions that may result in potential conflicts of interest is included in all future construction agreements.  (This finding is also listed as an asset purchase.)		HAS will receive a credit for the referenced charge(s).		HAS concurs.		Credit should be received, approved and verified.		N/A		See Clark's response.		See Clark's response.		$   30,000.00		Ongoing - HAPMT and HAS management responses agree with the original finding.		Ongoing

HAS to receive the credit, finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Adequate/ Medium

		47		RP3		Clark Construction Group Project Executive - Related-Party Transaction		Clark purchased a computer, plotter, and AutoCAD from Paramount Fine Homes (check date - February 5, 2008) and charged those costs to the project.  The Dallas Better Business Bureau website (www.dallas.bbb.org) lists the Clark Project Executive as President of Paramount Fine Homes.  Both Ezad Corp. and Paramount Fine Homes have the same street address in Plano, TX. This transaction appears to be in direct contravention of Clark's conflict of interest policy.		$   11,484.40		Clark's Field Employee Policy Manual states "that potential conflicts of interest must be avoided. The examples of actual or potential conflicts of interest include placement of business with a firm which will result in a direct economic benefit to an employee or any member of his or her family".  HAS should address this potential conflict of interest with Clark and should advise Clark that similar types of transactions should be avoided at all costs.  HAS should consult with the City's Legal Counsel to ensure that appropriate contract language addressing related-party transactions that may result in potential conflicts of interest is included in all future construction agreements.  (This finding is also listed as an asset purchase.)		HAS will receive a credit for the referenced charge(s).		HAS concurs.		Credit should be received, approved and verified.		N/A		See Clark's response.		See Clark's response.		$   11,484.40		Ongoing - HAPMT and HAS management responses agree with the original finding.		Ongoing

HAS to receive the credit, finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Adequate/ Medium

		48		RP4		Clark Construction Group Project Executive - Related-Party Transaction		Clark purchased a 40 foot storage container for $2,500 from Paramount Fine Homes (invoice date - February 4, 2008) and charged the costs to the project.  The Dallas Better Business Bureau website (www.dallas.bbb.org) lists the Clark Project Executive as President of Paramount Fine Homes.  Both Ezad Corp. and Paramount Fine Homes have the same street address in Plano, TX. This transaction appears to be in direct contravention of Clark's conflict of interest policy. In addition, the invoice indicates that $1,500 was charged to Terminal "D" IAH - 112831 (another project) for a bookcase and secretarial section (not included in amount column).		$   2,500.00		Clark's Field Employee Policy Manual states "that potential conflicts of interest must be avoided. The examples of actual or potential conflicts of interest include placement of business with a firm which will result in a direct economic benefit to an employee or any member of his or her family".  HAS should address this potential conflict of interest with Clark and should advise Clark that similar types of transactions should be avoided at all costs.  HAS should consult with the City's Legal Counsel to ensure that appropriate contract language addressing related-party transactions that may result in potential conflicts of interest is included in all future construction agreements.  (This finding is also listed as an asset purchase.)		HAS will receive a credit for the referenced charge(s).		HAS concurs.		Credit should be received, approved and verified.		N/A		See Clark's response.		See Clark's response.		$   2,500.00		Ongoing - HAPMT and HAS management responses agree with the original finding.		Ongoing

HAS to receive the credit, finding will be closed upon verification of credit receipt.		Adequate/ Low

								Total Noted Related-Party Transactions		$   117,109.40										Total After Reviewing Clark documentation						$   117,109.40

								CMAR fee (none calculated)		$   - 0

								Total		$   117,109.40
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U1.1 - 1.19

		Original Report																				HAS Follow-up Response						Controller's Office Audit Division Follow-Up Assessment

		No.		Item		Name		Observation		Amount		Background/Recommendation		Clark Response		HAS Mgmt. Response		Audit Division Assessment of Responses		HAPMT Notes		HAPMT Findings (Comments)		HAS Internal Audit Findings
(HAS Management Responses)		Amount		CTR Audit Assessment of Updated Responses		Conclusion		Remediation Process

		49		U1		Inadequate or Missing Supporting Documentation for Change Orders to Clark Subcontractors - Summary		We reviewed subcontract change orders totaling $10,079,805 which represented over 22% of the total recorded subcontract costs of $45,505,314 on the project through June 30, 2010.  Of the $10,079,805 in change orders reviewed we noted inadequate or missing documentation totaling $5,448,660.  The inadequate or missing documentation represents 54.1% of the total subcontract change orders reviewed and 12.0% of the total subcontract costs recorded on the project.  See findings U1.1 through U1.19 below for specific details.		as follows		We consider this level of inadequate or missing support related to subcontract change orders to be a significant control weakness.  While we do not feel that these are recoverable dollars as the work was done, we have noted the specific instances to display the control environment that appears to have existed on the project at the time.  HAS should advise Clark to ensure that all supporting documentation for subcontract change orders should be obtained and maintained for all remaining work that Clark has under contract to HAS.		The third section of the audit reports unsupported costs.  We feel the opening statement referencing change orders is too broad and inaccurate.  93 percent of the change orders reported to have inadequate documentation were actual lump sum bids for substantial additional work unrelated to the Subcontractor’s existing scope of work.  Lump sum bid work does not have the same itemizing requirements.  This system was developed at the request of HAS to address HAS’ staged approach to this Project, so the Project could proceed before all drawings and specifications were complete, permitting a faster completion.  This approach protects HAS as it guarantees a complete broad scope of work for unrelated added Subcontractor work rather than a list of specific items with potential gaps.  Of the remaining change order value, we feel that $35,991 could have better documentation, which we will provide request from the subcontractor’s archive files.  Additionally, one change order was incorrectly overcharged $7,428 and this amount will be credited back to HAS.		HAS concurs with the assertion that record keeping on the part of both Clark and HAS could have been better.  HAS is moving to an electronic project management system that includes both a complete electronic filing system and a bidding module to ensure that this type of issue does not arise in the future.  HAS concurs with the credit of $7,428.		We would  recommend that  HAS clearly delineate the responsibility of record-keeping so as to not supersede the contractual requirement for the Contractor to maintain complete and detailed books of records with relevant and reliable supporting documentation.						None Provided						See Detail at U1.1 through U1.19

		50		U1.1		Inadequate or Missing Supporting Documentation for Change Order to Clark Subcontractor - Fisk Electric		Clark Change Order No. 43 to Fisk Electric - Of the $166,473 change order total, the documentation available in the change order file to support the $149,554.60 for Fisk (as shown on page 3 of the subcontract change order documents) did not tie to that amount.  In addition, supporting documentation for Fisk labor of $1,912.22 (as shown on page 4 of the subcontract change order documents) was incomplete - the Fisk Standard Estimate Report on file only showed the estimated number of man-hours with no labor rates.		$151,466.82		See Finding No. U1 above for comment.		Fisk Electric Change Order #043 (PCO 810098) includes backup documentation including supporting documentation for material and labor.  Clark does not understand the statement that documentation is missing, and the second value of $1,912.22.  Please provide further information.		HAS concurs with the assertion that record keeping on the part of both Clark and HAS could have been better.  HAS is moving to an electronic project management system that includes both a complete electronic filing system and a bidding module to ensure that this type of issue does not arise in the future		We would  recommend that  HAS clearly delineate the responsibility of record-keeping so as to not supersede the contractual requirement for the Contractor to maintain complete and detailed books of records with relevant and reliable supporting documentation.		5/15:  Amounts in supporting documentation from Clark total $125,928.  Confirm amount in Pay App around 7/30/07.  Only have info provided to Fisk, not HAS (no contingency letter or WCD)

5/16:  Not listed in Pay App #23 or 24.  HAS noted Clark's documentation supported Material and Labor for $165,825.  Make additional Pay App request for #25

5/17:  810098 "Management/Ops Relocation" is listed as Owner's Contingency change for a total of $413,157 with a charge of $330,316.20 on Pay App #25.  HAS noted a letter authorizing the change in Pay App #25.

5/18:  We noted $165,825 of support in Clark's documentation.  Therefore, documentation for $648 could not be identified.

5/23:  103 Electrical (Fisk) $2,223,064
Pay App #61 (Phase 2)

6/1:  Obtained signed Clark Change Order No.43 for $166,473 from Clark.		HAPMT noted the amount paid to Clark in regards to Fisk Electrical is included with the Lump Sum bid for Amendment #2.  Since the charges related to Fisk are within the contract amendment approved by City Council, HAS does not consider this a change to the contract.  The amount paid to Clark in regards to Fisk was $2,223,064.

We noted $165,825 of support in Clark's documentation related to the finding.  Therefore, documentation for $648 could not be identified.  However, a signed Change Order between Clark and Fisk approves the change for $166,473.  The work has been performed, billed, and paid.		None Provided		$   - 0		Ongoing - HAS and HAPMT responses were not complete nor was a definitive position stated by HAS.		Ongoing

HAS Management's Did not respond to this issue.		Inadequate/ High

		51		U1.2		Inadequate or Missing Supporting Documentation for Change Order to Clark Subcontractor - Fisk Electric		Clark Change Order No. 45 to Fisk Electric - Of the $1,310,000 change order total, there is missing supporting documentation or incorrect rates that result in exceptions totaling $617,739.		$617,739.00		See Finding No. U1 above for comment.		Fisk Electric Change Order #045 (PCO 810087) was a lump sum bid for the RFP #087 work. RFP #087 was an interim project funded primarily with Concourse Expansion savings.  Documents were issued and lump sum bids were solicited from subcontractors.  Since this was a new package of documents with substantial amounts, lump sum bids were solicited.  They were accepted upon approval of the GMP proposal.		See Item 1.		We would  recommend that  HAS clearly delineate the responsibility of record-keeping so as to not supersede the contractual requirement for the Contractor to maintain complete and detailed books of records with relevant and reliable supporting documentation.		5/15:  Jason Brooks says RFP 87 Bid work, thus no work breakdown

In letter from Fisk to Clark, total change amount - $1,246,780.  Confirm amount with Pay App around 8/8/2007

5/16:  Not in App #23 or 24.  Make additional request for Pay App #25 & 26.

5/17:  810087 "Renovations of Management Area" is noted as a change to Owner's Contingency for $4,058,996 with no current charges in Pay App #26.  There was no letter authorizing the change in the documentation for Pay App #26.

5/18:  We noted $1,246,780 of support in Clark's documentation.  Therefore, documentation for $63,220 could not be identified.

5/23:  103 Electrical (Fisk) $2,223,064
Pay App #61 (Phase 2)

Could be included with 810087 "Renovations of Management Area (RFP#87) $4,058,966 Pay App #25
- Contingency Letter included in Pay App #25 for $4,058,966

6/1:  Obtained signed Clark Change Order No.45 for $1,310,000 from Clark.		HAPMT noted the Bid Tab submitted by Clark with Contract Amendment #2.  Any costs associated with Fisk for RFP#087 reference the total identified as paid in the contractor's Schedule of Values of $2,233,064.

We noted $1,246,780 of support in Clark's documentation.  Therefore, documentation for $63,220 could not be identified.  However, a signed Change Order between Clark and Fisk approves the change for $1,310,000.  The work has been performed, billed, and paid.		None Provided		$   - 0		Ongoing - HAS and HAPMT responses were not complete nor was a definitive position stated by HAS.		Ongoing

HAS Management's Did not respond to this issue.		Inadequate/ High

		52		U1.3		Inadequate or Missing Supporting Documentation for Change Order to Clark Subcontractor - Fisk Electric		Clark Change Order No. 46 to Fisk Electric - Of the $300,560 change order total, there is missing supporting documentation for the breakers @ $6,755 and the permit and labels @ $250 each for a total unsupported amount of $7,255 before markups.		$7,255.00		See Finding No. U1 above for comment.		Fisk Electric Change Order #046 (PCO 810032) included a breakdown for breakers and an estimate for a permit and labeling. A breakdown was requested and pulled from archive for the breakers.  However, the other two items were estimates as the pricing was submitted prior to permitting and final purchases.		See response U2.		Had this documentation been provided during fieldwork, it would have been probably deemed as sufficient and appropriate, however these were originally requested in August of 2010, with subsequent follow-up requests.  The contract states records are to be maintained by the CMAR, accessible through the audit clause.  Audit standards require evidence and documentation to be timely.		5/15:  HAS noted a WCD for $308,119 ($300,560.04 for Fisk + Bonds/Insurance to get total).  Check to see if HAS paid amount without breakout by confirming with Pay App around 11/7/2007.  Clark documentation only supports the breakout for breakers, not permits and labels.

5/16:   Listed as WCD32 ($308,119 in line item) in Pay App#27 with no charges.  In Pay App #28, WCD112594-01-0032 is included for $308,119 to be increased for lump sum.  Pay App#28 shows charges of $36,974 to WCD 32 with supporting documentation.

5/18:  We noted $308,119 in the Clark documentation.  However, supporting documentation was not provided for the permits and labels.  Therefore, there is no supporting documentation for $500.

5/23:  WCD 32 (two line items total $308,119) in SAP Date Entry Sheet of Pay App#61		$308,911 was paid to Clark for WCD 32, $300,560 of which relates to Fisk Electrical.

We noted $308,119 in the Clark documentation.  However, supporting documentation was not provided for the permits and labels.  Based on discussions between Clark and HAS, both parties are in agreement that permits and labels are based on an estimate and that further documentation cannot be provided.		None Provided		$   - 0		Ongoing - HAS and HAPMT responses were not complete nor was a definitive position stated by HAS.		Ongoing

HAS Management's Did not respond to this issue.		Inadequate/ High

		53		U1.4		Inadequate or Missing Supporting Documentation for Change Order to Clark Subcontractor - Beard Mechanical		Clark Change Order No. 7 to Beard Mechanical - The $1,713,000 increase was supported with a lump-sum proposal from Beard composed of several lump-sum amounts for the various components of the work scope.  There was no detailed support describing how those amounts were built up as required by the CMAR Agreement and subcontract general conditions for change orders.		$1,713,000.00		See Finding No. U1 above for comment.		Beard Change order #007 (PCO 800216) was part of the West Offices (Amendment #2). This work was solicited for lump sum bid from Beard with many alternates to create the budget.  The budget was accepted by HAS and City Council and authorization to proceed with the work was provided.		See response U2.		We would recommend that  HAS clearly delineate the responsibility of record-keeping so as to not supersede the contractual requirement for the Contractor to maintain complete and detailed books of records with relevant and reliable supporting documentation.		5/15:  HAS noted a letter from Clark stating pricing for changes that sum a total of $1,173,000.00.  However, HAS had to note the final amount in the Change Order by hand written notes on the copy provided.  HAS to confirm with Pay App received around 2/7/2008

5/16:  Not in Pay App #30 - 33 or any later Pay Apps as a line item.  Ask Phil.

5/18:  We noted a breakdown of $1,713,000 in Clark's documentation.  Therefore all information was identified.

5/23:  102 Mechanical (Beard) $1,713,000, Pay App #61 (Phase 2)
RFP 010		HAPMT noted the amount paid to Clark in regards to Beard Mechanical is included with the Lump Sum bid for Amendment #2.  Since the charges related to Beard are within the contract amendment approved by City Council, HAS does not consider this a change to the contract.  HAPMT noted payment to Clark for $1,713,000 in regards to Beard Mechanical within the lump sum bid for Amendment #2.

We noted a breakdown of $1,713,000 in Clark's documentation.  Therefore all information was identified.		None Provided		$   - 0		Ongoing - HAS and HAPMT responses were not complete nor was a definitive position stated by HAS.		Ongoing

HAS Management's Did not respond to this issue.		Inadequate/ High

		54		U1.5		Inadequate or Missing Supporting Documentation for Change Order to Clark Subcontractor - Beard Mechanical		Clark Change Order No. 22 to Beard Mechanical - The $224,630 increase was supported with a proposal from Beard for the specified work scope.  Of the $224,630 total we were able to find supporting documentation for all of the amount with the exception of pricing from Beard's sub-subcontractor Ashton.  At the time of our review there was no documentation on file for Ashton's $35,831.25 portion of the total change order.  The CMAR Agreement and subcontract general conditions require such documentation for change orders.		$35,831.25		See Finding No. U1 above for comment.		Beard Change Order #022 (810164) was not a lump sum quote.  It does include breakdowns to build the amount. These documents are attached.		HAS is satisfied with Clark's documentation and explanation.		Had this documentation been provided during fieldwork, it would have been probably deemed as sufficient and appropriate, however these were originally requested in August of 2010, with subsequent follow-up requests.  The contract states records are to be maintained by the CMAR, accessible through the audit clause.  Audit standards require evidence and documentation to be timely.		5/15:  HAS noted a letter from Clark stating a pricing change for $224,630 with supporting documentation.  HAS to confirm amount with Pay App around 9/30/08

5/16:  Not in Pay App #39 or later Pay Apps.  Ask Phil

5/18:  We noted a breakdown of $224,630 (including the $35,831 in question).  Therefore all of the information was identified.		We noted a breakdown of $224,630 (including the $35,831 in question).  Therefore all of the information was identified.  As stated in initial response, HAPMT is satisfied with Clark's documentation and explanation.		None Provided		$   - 0		Ongoing - HAS and HAPMT responses were not complete nor was a definitive position stated by HAS.		Ongoing

HAS Management's Did not respond to this issue.		Inadequate/ High

		55		U1.6		Inadequate or Missing Supporting Documentation for Change Order to Clark Subcontractor - Beard Mechanical		Clark Change Order No. 31 to Beard Mechanical - The $651,000 increase was supported with a lump-sum proposal from Beard for the specified work scope.  There was no detailed support describing how that amount was built up as required by the CMAR Agreement and subcontract general conditions for change orders.		$651,000.00		See Finding No. U1 above for comment.		Beard Change Order #031 (810220) is the value of pulling ahead East Ticketing work that includes chilled water service to Building Services and HVAC in the baggage claim.  This was a cost savings measure to avoid providing temporary services to Building Services and new HVAC to replace a demolished mechanical room.  This saved substantial temporary cooling cost.                                                                                                         A schedule of values for East Ticketing work had been created and approved.  The amount for this scope of work was derived from this schedule of values.  Since this was a lump sum bid item, an itemized breakout was not produced.                                                                                          This transaction was not an additional cost to Project 417F, rather a contractual shift for the subcontractor. This change order to Beard was also deducted as East Ticketing Change Order #018 (PCO 812068).		See response U2.		We would  recommend that  HAS clearly delineate the responsibility of record-keeping so as to not supersede the contractual requirement for the Contractor to maintain complete and detailed books of records with relevant and reliable supporting documentation.		5/15:  HAS noted a letter increasing amount by $651,000 for Clark change (by contingency letter).   A breakout was noted, but without supporting documentation for each estimate.  HAS to confirm with Pay App around 1/28/09

5/16:  Not in Pay App #42.  Ask for Pay App #43.

5/17:  Not in Pay App #43.

5/18:  We noted a breakout of $651,000 in Clark's documentation.  Therefore all information was identified.		We noted a signed RFP and letter authorizing Clark for the $651,000 increase, in which the scope of work was included in the existing contract documents.  We noted a breakout of $651,000 in Clark's documentation.  Therefore all information was identified.		None Provided		$   - 0		Ongoing - HAS and HAPMT responses were not complete nor was a definitive position stated by HAS.		Ongoing

HAS Management's Did not respond to this issue.		Inadequate/ High

		56		U1.7		Inadequate or Missing Supporting Documentation for Change Order to Clark Subcontractor - Rago Ltd.		Clark Change Order No. 1 to Rago Ltd. - The $450,000 "final negotiated price" increase was supported with a lump-sum proposal from Rago.  There was no detailed support on file describing how that amount was arrived at.		$450,000		See Finding No. U1 above for comment.		Rago Change Order #001 (800014) was for previously unbought apron paving for the East Concourse Expansion.  The work was bid twice to attain an accurate scope.  The difference in the quotes is highlighted as a change in the thickness of the asphalt bond breaker (as confirmed in RFI 10051).  This work was funded from an unbought site work budget set up after the original lump sum bid.  The lump sum bid of $465,697 was negotiated to $450,000 by Clark. 

The following is the complete history: 
The original Hobby Phase I Bid Package included a Site Bid Package for the apron paving work for Stages I and III. Clark had made contact with several interested bidders, but only one (1) bidder expressed a strong interest and planned on bidding; WW Weber. About two (2) days prior to the bid's due date, WW Weber informed us that they decided not to submit a lump sum bid.  The reasons we were provided from WW Weber was that the duration they had to carry their bid until the work was to be completed was too long and they did not want to contract as a Subcontractor. On bid day we received zero (0) bids for the paving work.  At time of GMP, since we had zero (0) bids for the paving work, it was discussed with the City Engineer that we would include a not to exceed budget for the paving work in our GMP and purchase the work at a later date.  Please reference letter dated February 17, 2011  for concurrence. This is in accordance with the Agreement which allows us to submit a GMP with 80% of the costs as lump sum bids and 20% as not to exceed budgets.   Stage I paving work was procured through the Stage I Concrete Subcontractor, Rago Concrete, for which Clark received a cost proposal from Rago and issued the work as a change order to Rago.		See response U2.		We would  recommend that  HAS clearly delineate the responsibility of record-keeping so as to not supersede the contractual requirement for the Contractor to maintain complete and detailed books of records with relevant and reliable supporting documentation.		5/16:  HAS noted $450,000 in Clark's documentation.  Look for Pay App around 3/30/06.

Not in Pay App #6 or 7.  Request Pay App #8 & 9

5/17:  Not in Pay App #8 or 9.

5/18:  We noted $450,000 in Clark's documentation.  Therefore all information was identified.

5/23:  "031 - Site Work - Unbought" totaling $1,025,800 in the original SOV for Pay App #61.

5/29:  $1,880,654 was included for Rago in the Phase I (original contract) GMP.		We noted a paid balance of $1,025,800 for "Site Work - Unbought" in the original contract schedule of values.  The breakout for the amount paid could not be provided since it was included with the initial lump sum bid.

We noted $450,000 in Clark's documentation.  Therefore all information was identified.		None Provided		$   - 0		Ongoing - HAS and HAPMT responses were not complete nor was a definitive position stated by HAS.		Ongoing

HAS Management's Did not respond to this issue.		Inadequate/ High

		57		U1.8		Inadequate or Missing Supporting Documentation for Change Order to Clark Subcontractor - Patriot Erectors		Clark Change Order No. 24 to Patriot - There was no priced supporting documentation from the subcontractor on file for this change order.		$85,299.00		See Finding No. U1 above for comment.		Patriot Change Order #024 (800223) was part of the West Offices (Amendment #2).  This work was solicited for lump sum bid from Patriot to create the budget.  The budget was accepted by HAS and City Council to proceed with the work.		See response U2.		We would  recommend that  HAS clearly delineate the responsibility of record-keeping so as to not supersede the contractual requirement for the Contractor to maintain complete and detailed books of records with relevant and reliable supporting documentation.		5/15:  Amounts in supporting documentation from Clark total $89,495.17.  Confirm amount in Pay App around 3/18/08.  Only have info provided to Patriot, not HAS (no contingency letter or WCD)

5/16:  Not in Pay App #32 or 33.  Ask Phil

5/18:  We noted $89,495.17 in Clark's documentation.  This amount supports more than what is noted in the auditor's finding.  After follow up with Clark, Clark was not able to determine how the auditor came up with Clark Change Order numbers or amounts.

5/23:  83 Steel (Patriot Erectors) $85,299.00, Pay App #61 (Phase 2)		HAPMT noted the amount paid to Clark in regards to Patriot Erectors is included with the Lump Sum bid for Amendment #2.  Since the charges related to Patriot Erectors is within the contract amendment approved by City Council, HAPMT does not consider this a change to the contract.  HAPMT noted a payment of $85,299 was issued to Clark in regards to Patriot within the lump sum bid for Amendment #2.

We noted $89,495.17 in Clark's documentation.  This amount supports more than what is noted in the auditor's finding.		None Provided		$   - 0		Ongoing - HAS and HAPMT responses were not complete nor was a definitive position stated by HAS.		Ongoing

HAS Management's Did not respond to this issue.		Inadequate/ High

		58		U1.9		Inadequate or Missing Supporting Documentation for Change Order to Clark Subcontractor - Admiral Glass & Mirror		Clark Change Order No. 19 to Admiral - There was no supporting documentation from the subcontractor for this change order.		$75,300.00		See Finding No. U1 above for comment.		Admiral Change Order #019 (800166) was a lump sum bid for the RFP #087 work. RFP #087 was an interim project funded primarily with Concourse Expansion savings.  Documents were issued and lump sum bids were solicited from subcontractors.  Since this was a new package of documents with substantial amounts of new work, lump sum bids were solicited. They were accepted upon approval of the GMP proposal.		See response U2.		We would  recommend that  HAS clearly delineate the responsibility of record-keeping so as to not supersede the contractual requirement for the Contractor to maintain complete and detailed books of records with relevant and reliable supporting documentation.		5/15:  $76,130 is documented in RFP #087 around June or August of 2007

5/16:  Not in Pay App #21 - 24.  Ask Phil.

5/18:  We noted $76,130 in Clark's documentation.  This amount supports more than what is noted in the auditor's finding.  After follow up with Clark, Clark was not able to determine how the auditor came up with Clark Change Order numbers or amounts.		HAPMT noted the Bid Tab submitted by Clark with Contract Amendment #2.  HAPMT noted payment to Clark in regards to Admiral of $76,130 included in the lump sum bid for  RFP 0087.

We noted $76,130 in Clark's documentation.  This amount supports more than what is noted in the auditor's finding.		None Provided		$   - 0		Ongoing - HAS and HAPMT responses were not complete nor was a definitive position stated by HAS.		Ongoing

HAS Management's Did not respond to this issue.		Inadequate/ High

		59		U1.10		Inadequate or Missing Supporting Documentation for Change Order to Clark Subcontractor - Admiral Glass & Mirror		Clark Change Order No. 22 to Admiral - The credit of $65,000 and the adder of $35,764 that netted to the credit of $29,236 were both supported with lump-sum quotations from Admiral.  There was no detailed supporting documentation on file describing how those amounts were arrived at.		($29,236.00)		See Finding No. U1 above for comment.		Change Order #022 (810127) includes a credit for deletion of glass and an additional cost for MCM.  The deletion of glass was the ratio of the base bid deleted. Although a quote for the MCM addition was submitted, it was not accompanied by a labor and materials breakdown as it was simply a ratio of a bid.		See response U2.		We would  recommend that  HAS clearly delineate the responsibility of record-keeping so as to not supersede the contractual requirement for the Contractor to maintain complete and detailed books of records with relevant and reliable supporting documentation.		5/15:  Amounts credited and added were noted in Clark's documentation.  Look in Pay App around 2/27/08

5/16:  Not in Pay App #32 or 33.  Ask Phil.

5/18:  We noted the credit of $65,000 and the adder of $35,764.  However, we did not note any documentation supporting the breakdown.

6/1:  Obtained signed Clark Change Order No.022 for ($29,236) from Clark.		HAPMT identified the addition of $35,764 within the Bid Tab submitted by Clark for Amendment #2 for Admiral.  However, a signed Change Order between Clark and Admiral Glass & Mirror approves the change for ($29,236).  The work has been performed, billed, and thus credited back to the City in Pay App #32.		None Provided		$   - 0		Ongoing - HAS and HAPMT responses were not complete nor was a definitive position stated by HAS.		Ongoing

HAS Management's Did not respond to this issue.		Inadequate/ High

		60		U1.11		Inadequate or Missing Supporting Documentation for Change Order to Clark Subcontractor - Admiral Glass & Mirror		Clark Change Order No. 23 to Admiral - Clark could not find any documentation at all for this change order in their files.		$207,292.00		See Finding No. U1 above for comment.		Admiral Change Order #023 (800224) was part of the West Offices (Amendment #2).  This work was solicited for lump sum bid from Admiral to create the budget.  The budget was accepted by HAS and City Council to proceed with the work.		See response U2.		We would  recommend that  HAS clearly delineate the responsibility of record-keeping so as to not supersede the contractual requirement for the Contractor to maintain complete and detailed books of records with relevant and reliable supporting documentation.		5/15:  Clark provided handwritten breakdown.  Have letter from Clark to sub w/o amount.  Check HAS Pay App around 3/20/2008

5/16:  Not in Pay App # 33.  Ask Phil.

5/18:  We noted $207,292 in Clark's documentation.  Therefore all information was identified.

5/23:  87 Exterior Metal Panels (Admiral Glass) $106,584
89 Curtain wall & Glazing (Admiral Glass) $100,708
Pay App #61 (Phase 2)		HAPMT noted the amount paid to Clark in regards to Admiral Glass is included with the Lump Sum bid for Amendment #2.  Since the charges related to Admiral are within the contract amendment approved by City Council, HAS does not consider this a change to the contract.  HAPMT noted payment of $207,292 was issued to Clark in regards to Admiral with the lump sum bid for Amendment #2.

We noted $207,292 in Clark's documentation.  Therefore all information was identified.		None Provided		$   - 0		Ongoing - HAS and HAPMT responses were not complete nor was a definitive position stated by HAS.		Ongoing

HAS Management's Did not respond to this issue.		Inadequate/ High

		61		U1.12		Inadequate or Missing Supporting Documentation for Change Order to Clark Subcontractor - Byrne Metals Corp.		Clark Change Order No. 1 to Byrne - The $128,945 increase was supported with a lump-sum proposal from Byrne composed of three lump-sum amounts for the various work scopes.  There was no detailed support describing how those amounts were built up as required by the CMAR Agreement and subcontract general conditions for change orders.		$128,945.00		See Finding No. U1 above for comment.		Byrne Change Order #001 (810010) was for repairing leaks at the Pilots Lounge at the Concourse.  This work was lump sum bid, thus a breakdown was not provided.		See response U2.		We would  recommend that  HAS clearly delineate the responsibility of record-keeping so as to not supersede the contractual requirement for the Contractor to maintain complete and detailed books of records with relevant and reliable supporting documentation.		5/15:  HAS noted a letter from Byrne to Clark stated the cost of the change as $128,945. Look for Pay App around 3/5/06.

5/16:  Pay App #6 & 7 did not indicate any changes through Contingency or WCD.  Request Pay App #8, may be included there.

5/17:  Pay App #8 lists RFP 0010 "Repair of Roof Leaks at Pilot's Lounge" listed as a change through the Owner's Contingency for $170,803.  Of which, Byrne Metals makes up $128,945.  A Letter authorizing the change was documented in HAS files.  HAS noted that Clark provided sufficient documentation for the $128,945 change from Byrne Metals.

5/18:  We noted $128,945 in Clark's documentation.  Therefore all information was identified.

5/23:  Pay App #11, originated in Pay App#8
Under RFP 0010 in Owner's Contingency (pg. 4,51, 56 in pdf Pay App #8, budgeted as $128,945/billed & paid in Pay App #8 $50,000)
Letter authorizing RFP 0010, which includes Byrne Metals

On Pay App #61 Owner's Contingency Tab, 810010 totals $170,803 for "Repair of Roof Leaks at Pilot's Lounge".  The $128,945 for Byrne Metals is included within this figure, as identified in Pay App #8.		HAPMT noted the Byrne Metal increase through Owner's Contingency in Pay App#8.  $128,945 rolled into a total of $170,803 as 810010 to Owner's Contingency. 

We noted $128,945 in Clark's documentation.  Therefore all information was identified.		None Provided		$   7,428.00		Ongoing - HAS and HAPMT responses were not complete nor was a definitive position stated by HAS.		Ongoing

HAS Management's Did not respond to this issue.		Inadequate/ High

		62		U1.13		Inadequate or Missing Supporting Documentation for Change Order to Clark Subcontractor - Byrne Metals Corp.		Clark Change Order No. 10 to Byrne - The $145,142 change order had a number of pieces of missing supporting documentation or improper calculations according to the contract.  We were only able to confirm pricing on $114,325.43 with the remaining $30,816.57 being unsupported or in error.		$30,816.57		See Finding No. U1 above for comment.		Byrne Change Order #010 (PCO 810068) was for roof investigation and repairs. We offer documentation to substantiate $137,714.47.  Credit due to HAS in the amount of $7,428.		See response U2.		We would  recommend that  HAS clearly delineate the responsibility of record-keeping so as to not supersede the contractual requirement for the Contractor to maintain complete and detailed books of records with relevant and reliable supporting documentation.		5/15:  ???? Asked Jason for explanation.  Due to overcharge of 10% instead of 5%.  Look for Pay App around 5/31/07

5/16:  Pay App#22 has $47,444.09 charged to Owner Contingency for 810068 "Central Conc. Roof Leaks".  There is no letter supporting the charge to Owner Contingency.

5/18:  Follow up with Jason again as to how $137,714 was calculated.

5/21:  Based on follow up documentation provided by Clark, Clark identified $138,543.51 of supporting documentation.  However, Clark agreed the credit to HAS of $7,428 was already settled.

5/23:  Pay App #21 has letter authorizing change to Owner Contingency for $248,758 (pg. 5, 25, 26 of pdf Pay App #21)		HAPMT noted $248,758 change to Owner's Contingency in regards to roof leak investigation and repairs in Pay App#21, as well as a letter authorizing the change by HAS.  Further breakdown in the amount paid could not be identified.

Based on follow up documentation provided by Clark, Clark identified $138,543.51 of supporting documentation.  However, Clark agreed the credit to HAS of $7,428 was already settled.  HAS has not received the credit as of 5/24/2012.		None Provided		$   - 0		Ongoing - HAS and HAPMT responses were not complete nor was a definitive position stated by HAS.		Ongoing

HAS Management's Did not respond to this issue.		Inadequate/ High

		63		U1.14		Inadequate or Missing Supporting Documentation for Change Order to Clark Subcontractor - ThyssenKrupp Airport		Clark Change Order No. 5 to ThyssenKrupp - Of the $83,824 change order total, there is missing supporting documentation for the demolition of Terminal C passenger loading bridges for $26,721.		$26,721.00		See Finding No. U1 above for comment.		A portion of ThyssenKrupp Change Order #005 (PCO800124) was for removal of Terminal C bridges and walkways.  The original quote for $39,251, dated 05/24/2007, was negotiated to $26,721 through revised sequencing of the work. The original quote is attached for verification.		See response U2.		We would  recommend that  HAS clearly delineate the responsibility of record-keeping so as to not supersede the contractual requirement for the Contractor to maintain complete and detailed books of records with relevant and reliable supporting documentation.		5/15:  HAS noted Change Order for $39,251, but did not receive documentation to support the revised sequencing.  Check for Pay App around 5/24/07

5/16:  Thyssen PLB Changes are mentioned in Pay App #22.  "Thyssen Final Settlement Changes" (800126) is listed as a deduction to CM Contingency for $4,011.  There was no letter in supporting documentation.  Only letters were maintained for Owner's Contingency and WCDs. 800124 was not listed on Pay App #21, 22, or 23.

5/18:  We noted an original quote from Thyssen for $39,251 but could not identify the revised quote of $26,721.  After follow up with Clark, it was noted that no further documentation could be provided.		HAPMT noted $83,824 billed and paid for Demo Abandoned Jet Bridges.  Based on discussions with Clark, this amount relates to the Thyssen Change Order identified by the auditor.

We noted an original quote from Thyssen for $39,251 but could not identify the revised quote of $26,721.  After follow up with Clark, it was noted that no further documentation could be provided.  The work has been performed, billed, and paid.		None Provided		$   - 0		Ongoing - HAS and HAPMT responses were not complete nor was a definitive position stated by HAS.		Ongoing

HAS Management's Did not respond to this issue.		Inadequate/ High

		64		U1.15		Inadequate or Missing Supporting Documentation for Change Order to Clark Subcontractor - CST Environmental		Clark Change Order No. 4 to CST Environmental - There was no supporting documentation from the subcontractor on file for this change order.  We confirmed this with Clark's Procurement Manager - Purchasing.		$651,063.00		See Finding No. U1 above for comment.		CST Change Order #004 (PCO 800230) was part of the West Offices (Amendment #2). This work was solicited for lump sum bid from CST to create the budget.  The budget was accepted by HAS and City Council to proceed with the work.		See response U2.		We would  recommend that  HAS clearly delineate the responsibility of record-keeping so as to not supersede the contractual requirement for the Contractor to maintain complete and detailed books of records with relevant and reliable supporting documentation.		5/15:  Look for Pay App around 3/27/08

5/16:  Not in Pay App# 33.  Ask Phil

5/18:  We noted handwritten breakout of $651,300 without supporting backup.  After follow up with Clark, it was noted that the deal was negotiated over the phone and that no additional documentation could be provided.

5/23:  77 Abatement (CST) $140,000
79 Demolition (CST) $613,960
Pay App #61 (Phase 2)

6/1:  Obtained signed Clark Change Order No.004 for $651,063 from Clark.		HAPMT noted the amount paid to Clark in regards to CST Environmental is included with the Lump Sum bid for Amendment #2.  Since the charges related to CST are within the contract amendment approved by City Council, HAS does not consider this a change to the contract.

HAPMT noted two line items in the Amendment #2 SOV showing charges of $140,000 for Abatement and $613,900 for Demolition relating to CST. We noted handwritten breakout of $651,300 without supporting backup in Clark's documentation.  After follow up with Clark, it was noted that the deal was negotiated over the phone and that no additional documentation could be provided.  However, a signed Change Order between Clark and CST Environmental approves the change for $651,063.  The work has been performed, billed, and paid.		None Provided		$   - 0		Ongoing - HAS and HAPMT responses were not complete nor was a definitive position stated by HAS.		Ongoing

HAS Management's Did not respond to this issue.		Inadequate/ High

		65		U1.16		Inadequate or Missing Supporting Documentation for Change Order to Clark Subcontractor - CST Environmental		Clark Change Order No. 5 to CST Environmental - There was no supporting documentation from the subcontractor on file for this change order.  We confirmed this with Clark's Procurement Manager - Purchasing.		$102,897.00		See Finding No. U1 above for comment.		CST Change Order #005 (PCO 800230) was part of the West Offices (Amendment #2). This work was solicited for lump sum bid from CST to create the T&M budget for abatement.  The budget was accepted by HAS and City Council to proceed with the work.  A final reconciliation of the T&M work was performed and all unused funds were credited back to HAS in CST Change Order #013 (PCO 800395).		See response U2.		We would  recommend that  HAS clearly delineate the responsibility of record-keeping so as to not supersede the contractual requirement for the Contractor to maintain complete and detailed books of records with relevant and reliable supporting documentation.		5/15:  Look for Pay App around 3/31/08

5/16:  Not in Pay App #33.  Ask Phil

5/18:  We could not identify supporting documentation for the change order.  Follow up with Jason.

5/23:  77 Abatement (CST) $140,000
79 Demolition (CST) $613,960
Pay App #61 (Phase 2)

5/29:  Requested Pay App#45.  Per Jason Brooks, shows final billing for abatement.  Pay App #45 shows breakout of $57,467 in prior billings and $59,997 in final invoice for abatement.  This provides evidence of $117,464 of total amount billed and paid.  See Pay App#45 (pgs. 4,13,62-83)		HAPMT noted the amount paid to Clark in regards to CST Environmental is included with the Lump Sum bid for Amendment #2.  Since the charges related to CST are within the contract amendment approved by City Council, HAS does not consider this a change to the contract.

HAPMT noted two line items in the Amendment #2 SOV showing amounts of $140,000 for Abatement and $613,900 for Demolition relating to CST.  Clark was paid $117,464 in relation to Abatement (CST) as of Pay App#45.  HAPMT noted supporting documentation for the total amount paid.		None Provided		$   - 0		Ongoing - HAS and HAPMT responses were not complete nor was a definitive position stated by HAS.		Ongoing

HAS Management's Did not respond to this issue.		Inadequate/ High

		66		U1.17		Inadequate or Missing Supporting Documentation for Change Order to Clark Subcontractor - Lucia		Clark Change Order No. 12 to Lucia - There was no supporting documentation from the subcontractor on file for this change order.		$147,200.00		See Finding No. U1 above for comment.		Lucia Change Order #012 (PCO 800160) was a lump sum bid for the RFP #087 work. RFP #087 was an interim project funded primarily with Concourse Expansion savings.  Documents were issued and lump sum bids were solicited from subcontractors.  Since this was a new package of documents with substantial amounts, lump sum bids were solicited.  They were accepted upon approval of the GMP proposal.		See response U2.		We would  recommend that  HAS clearly delineate the responsibility of record-keeping so as to not supersede the contractual requirement for the Contractor to maintain complete and detailed books of records with relevant and reliable supporting documentation.		5/15:  $116,300 for Lucia per RFP documentation from Clark.  Look for Pay App around 6/11/07

5/16:  Not in Pay App #22 - 24.  Ask Phil.

5/18:  We noted $116,300 of work for Lucia within Clark's documentation.  Therefore we could not identify supporting documentation for $30,900.

6/1:  Obtained signed Clark Change Order No.012 for $147,200 from Clark.		Within the lump sum bid submitted by Clark with Contract Amendment #2, HAPMT noted a total of $147,283 of work with Lucia relating to RFP 0087 and the West Office Build out.

We noted $116,300 of work for Lucia within Clark's documentation.  Therefore we could not identify supporting documentation for $30,900.  However, a signed Change Order between Clark and Lucia approves the change for $147,200.  The work has been performed, billed, and paid.		None Provided		$   - 0		Ongoing - HAS and HAPMT responses were not complete nor was a definitive position stated by HAS.		Ongoing

HAS Management's Did not respond to this issue.		Inadequate/ High

		67		U1.18		Inadequate or Missing Supporting Documentation for Change Order to Clark Subcontractor - Lucia		Clark Change Order No. 14 to Lucia - The supporting documentation on file from Lucia was a single email with a lump-sum number totaling $84,070.  There was no back-up documentation for the pricing of that change order on file.  Other documents that had been previously supplied by Lucia were struck-through as if indicating that they were not applicable.		$84,070.00		See Finding No. U1 above for comment.		Lucia Change Order #014 (PCO 800239) was part of the West Offices (Amendment #2). This work was solicited for lump sum bid from Lucia to create the budget.  The budget was accepted by HAS and City Council to proceed with the work.		See response U2.		We would  recommend that  HAS clearly delineate the responsibility of record-keeping so as to not supersede the contractual requirement for the Contractor to maintain complete and detailed books of records with relevant and reliable supporting documentation.		5/15:  Same documentation as described by auditor.  Look for Pay App around 3/27/08

5/16:  Not in Pay App# 33.  Ask Phil.
 
5/18:  We noted the same finding as the auditor.  We noted $84,070 in email communication without further supporting backup.

5/23:  82 Masonry (Lucia) $84,070
Pay App #61 (Phase 2)

6/1:  Obtained signed Clark Change Order No.014 for $184,070 from Clark.		HAPMT noted the amount paid to Clark in regards to Lucia is included with the Lump Sum bid for Amendment #2.  Since the charges related to Lucia are within the contract amendment approved by City Council, HAS does not consider this a change to the contract.  HAPMT noted $84,070 was paid to Clark in regards to Lucia within the lump sum bid for Amendment#2.

We noted $84,070 in email communication without further supporting backup.  However, a signed Change Order between Clark and Lucia approves the change for $84,070.  The work has been performed, billed, and paid.		None Provided		$   - 0		Ongoing - HAS and HAPMT responses were not complete nor was a definitive position stated by HAS.		Ongoing

HAS Management's Did not respond to this issue.		Inadequate/ High

		68		U1.19		Inadequate or Missing Supporting Documentation for Change Order to Clark Subcontractor - Chamberlin Waterproofing		Clark Change Order No. 11 to Chamberlin - Clark could not find any documentation at all for this change order in their files.		$312,000.00		See Finding No. U1 above for comment.		Chamberlin Change Order #011 (PCO 800161) was a lump sum bid for the RFP #087 work. RFP #087 was an interim project funded primarily with Concourse Expansion savings.  Documents were issued and lump sum bids were solicited from subcontractors.  Since this was a new package of documents with substantial amounts, lump sum bids were solicited.  They were accepted upon approval of the GMP proposal.		See response U2.		We would  recommend that  HAS clearly delineate the responsibility of record-keeping so as to not supersede the contractual requirement for the Contractor to maintain complete and detailed books of records with relevant and reliable supporting documentation.		5/15:  Nothing received for Chamberlin, not in RFP documentation.  Asked Jason.  Not in Pay App #24 or 24.

5/21:  We noted several Alternates chose by Clark, however the negotiated price could not be identified in the documentation.

5/23:  86 Membrane Roofing (Chamberlin) $38,579
Pay App #61 (Phase 2)

6/1:  Obtained signed Clark Change Order No.011 for $312,000 from Clark.		HAPMT noted the amount paid to Clark in regards to Chamberlin is included with the Lump Sum bid for Amendment #2.  Since the charges related to Chamberlin are within the contract amendment approved by City Council, HAS does not consider this a change to the contract.  $38,579 was noted as being paid within the Lump Sum bid for Amendment #2.  HAPMT also noted RFP #087 included $243,498 related to Chamberlin.

We noted several alternates chosen by Clark, however the negotiated price could not be identified in Clark's documentation.  However, a signed Change Order between Clark and Chamberlin approves the change for $312,000.  The work has been performed, billed, and paid.		None Provided				Ongoing - HAS and HAPMT responses were not complete nor was a definitive position stated by HAS.		Ongoing

HAS Management's Did not respond to this issue.		Inadequate/ High

		69		U2		Missing Supporting Timesheets for 2008 and 2009 Hourly Labor Costs		Hourly Labor Timesheets for 2008 & 2009 cannot be provided by Clark; therefore, labor costs recorded are not supported.		$180,806.15		HAS should reemphasize to Clark the importance of maintaining all documentation that supports actual costs billed under a CMAR agreement.  The lack of supporting timesheets for labor costs that are billed based on actual recorded man-hours is a significant internal control weakness and makes those costs unauditable.		The time sheets were sent to archive.  Upon retrieval of documents, they were not in box labeled with these contents.  However, Clark provided the cost ledger and certified payroll, both exact accounts of how many hours were worked and paid on the project.		This has been re-emphasized and the project management system HAS is pursuing will maintain those records in a searchable (and backed up) form.		We would  recommend that  HAS clearly delineate the responsibility of record-keeping so as to not supersede the contractual requirement for the Contractor to maintain complete and detailed books of records with relevant and reliable supporting documentation.  We don't recommend that HAS maintain a Contractor's timesheets.				U2 through U9 - No Management Follow-Up Status Response Provided.		None Provided				Ongoing - HAS and HAPMT responses were not complete nor was a definitive position stated by HAS.		Ongoing

HAS Management's Did not respond to this issue.		Inadequate/ High

		70		U3		Not Used

		71		U4		Salary Employees Not Listed On Rate Schedules		In our testing, only 20 of the 61 Salary employees charged to the job cost ledger are listed on Exhibit "6" in the Agreement documents.  We tested employees to the employees listed in Exhibit "6" for the 61 employees with salary costs totaling $2,529,612. Of that amount, $899,215 (35.55%) was paid to employees not listed in Exhibit "6".  Using the 35.55% extrapolated to the total salaried expenses (excluding Phase 1 preconstruction), Clark has unsupported Salary charges of $2,242,709.15.		$2,242,709.18		The CMAR Agreement in Article 8.01 (a) 2 Cost of the Work states that "reasonable and customary wages or salaries of Construction manager's supervisory and administrative personnel who are identified on Exhibit "C" but only for documented time when directly involved in performance of the work".   Exhibit "C" identifies personnel, staff, sub consultants and duties for Phase 1 Preconstruction Services, their weekly rate and expected time to complete Phase 1 Preconstruction.   Amendment 1 expanded the project to include Phase 1 Construction Services and Phase 2 Preconstruction Services. Exhibit "6" in Amendment 2 identifies personnel, staff, sub consultants and duties for all 3 phases of construction services, their weekly rate and expected time to complete the 3 Service phases.  These are the only rate schedules included in the contract; no revised or updated rate exhibits were included in the contract documents.  HAS should review the list of all Salary employees charged to the project and determine whether or not each employee should be charged to the project.  HAS should request a credit for the cost of any employees not approved by HAS.		The Rate Schedule in the CMAR Agreement was for preconstruction services and Phase 1 construction part of Amendment #1.  Subsequent phases were to be negotiated in good faith.  Employees have different skill sets that benefit the City during each stage of construction.  The core of employees listed performed work in the first stage. The initial stage was substantially complete in April 2007 with three major pieces of work (apron paving, RFP 087, and West Offices) and preconstruction for Phase 2 following as funding allowed.  Due to funding issues, this project has had not just fluctuations in manpower, but differences in experience and skill sets. Please note that a GMP was submitted with employees named and their updated rates Amendment #2, East Demolition and West Offices, and it was approved. The City has been notified of all personnel changes, including leadership, and has not presented an issue or asked for removal of any employee.  The City is welcome to review time of each employee charged to the project. Please reference letter dated February 17, 2011 for concurrence.		Based on conversation with personnel who have been on the project from the earliest stages individuals assigned to the project were discussed with and approved by the City Engineer (at the time).  The City Engineer did not document the file as is currently required by HAS internal procedures.		The salaried personnel charged to the job weren't on the rate schedule and there was not sufficient and appropriate evidence to support the approval.						None Provided				Ongoing - HAS and HAPMT responses were not complete nor was a definitive position stated by HAS.		Ongoing

HAS Management's Did not respond to this issue.		Inadequate/ High

		72		U5		Missing Timesheets Supporting a Journal Entry for Salary Labor Cost		Project Management - Phase 1 Closeout Management Journal Entry dated October 12, 2009.  Clark transferred salary labor costs totaling $89,396 from Phase 2 to Phase 1 job cost ledger.   In reviewing the supporting calculation, $1,491.43 is deemed to be a potential overcharge (Finding #18) due to rates billed are greater than rates in the contract.  No timesheets supporting the hours transferred were prepared by Clark's employees; therefore, these labor costs recorded are not supported.		$87,904.26		HAS should reemphasize to Clark the importance of preparing and maintaining documentation that supports actual costs billed under a CMAR agreement.  The lack of supporting timesheets for labor costs that are billed based on actual recorded man-hours is a significant internal control weakness and makes those costs unauditable.		See Item #1.  Additionally, employees were working on both Amendment #3 and pre-Amendment #3 closeout.  Neither Clark policy nor the Agreement requires timesheets of salaried employees with descriptions of daily work.  Each employee’s time was separated when closeout was complete and a single journal entry moved estimated time associated with closeout.  This document was provided to the audit team and is attached.		See response U2 and the above response.		The timesheets supporting the costs charged were not provided.						None Provided				Ongoing - HAS and HAPMT responses were not complete nor was a definitive position stated by HAS.		Ongoing

HAS Management's Did not respond to this issue.		Inadequate/ High

		73		U6		Not Used																		None Provided

		74		U7		Not Used																		None Provided

		75		U8		Not Used																		None Provided

		76		U9		Missing Supporting Documentation for Costs charged to Motor Vehicle Expense		PHH-Vehicle Management Services invoice (#1529101) recorded June 25, 2007 - Clark could not find any documentation at all for this invoice in their files.		$5,712.38		HAS should reemphasize to Clark the importance of maintaining all documentation that supports actual costs billed under a CMAR agreement.  The lack of supporting invoice for vehicle costs is a significant internal control weakness and makes those costs unauditable.		Please see attached invoice, recalled from archive.		Clark has provided the invoice; however, this would have been available from the system that HAS is pursuing if it had been installed and available for use.		Had this documentation been provided during fieldwork, it would have been probably deemed as sufficient and appropriate, however these were originally requested in August of 2010, with subsequent follow-up requests.  The contract states records are to be maintained by the CMAR, accessible through the audit clause.  Audit standards require evidence and documentation to be timely.						None Provided				Ongoing - HAS and HAPMT responses were not complete nor was a definitive position stated by HAS.		Ongoing

HAS Management's Did not respond to this issue.		Inadequate/ Low

								Total Noted Unsupported Costs		$7,965,791.61
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		77		2009-18		QUARTERLY HOTEL RENT PAYMENT CALCULATIONS		(1) For the First Quarter 2005, rent calculations, $28,295.48 was used instead of the correct amount of $26,913.90 as a recoupment amount for the excess construction costs.

(2) For the First Quarter 2005, rent calculations, $56,591.11 was used instead of the correct amount of $53,827.97 as a recoupment amount for the excess construction costs.

(3) For the Second, Third, and Fourth Quarters 2005 rent calculations, $332,600 was used instead of the correct amount of $329,200 as MAG payments.  In 2006, for all quarterly rent calculations, $337,200 was used instead of $332,600.  Likewise, in 2007, for the First and Second Quarters, $333,000 was used instead of the correct amount of $337,200.

The cumulative effect for 2005 resulted in an overpayment of $3,399, another overpayment of $4,601 in 2006, and an underpayment of $1,938 in 2007, for a total net overpayment amount of $6,062 for the audit scope period. This audit confirmed the overpayment amount and also identified the specific calculation errors that caused an overpayment of $6,062 by Marriott (Appendix B).		(1)	The Original Agreement, Section 5.31 (a) states, “Lessee shall have the right to recoup, to the extent and in the manner hereinafter set forth, the amount, if any, by which the Aggregate Construction Cost is in excess of $9,000,000.00 up to a total excess of not more than $750,000.00 hereinafter referred to as Additional Recoupable Cost …. ”   According to the amortization schedule, the recoupment amounts for the excess aggregate construction costs in excess of $9,000,000 for 2005, 2006, and 2007 were $26,913.90, $25,532.33, and $24,150.76 respectively.

(2) The Original Agreement, Section 5.3 (a) states, “The Lessee shall have the right to recoup excess aggregate construction cost of up to $1,500,000 in excess of $7,500,000.”  According to the amortization schedule, the recoupment amounts for the excess aggregate construction costs in excess of $7,500,000 for 2005, 2006, and 2007 were $53,827.97, $51,064.83, and $48,301.69 respectively.

 (3) The Original Agreement, Section 5.1 (a) 2 states, “…that the Minimum Annual Guarantee (MAG) payments for 2005, 2006, and 2007 were $329,200, $332,600, and $337,200 respectively.”		HAS should allow Marriott a credit of $6,062, for overpayments of $3,399 in 2005, $4,601 in 2006, and  an underpayment of $1,938 through June 30, 2007.		See Report for complete response.		Actions Taken: HAS has issued the appropriate credits. Please see documents marked Exhibit A for details explanation.


Date Completed/To Be Completed:


Supporting Documentation:		Actions Taken: HAS has issued the appropriate credits. Please see documents marked Exhibit A for details explanation.


Date Completed/To Be Completed:


Supporting Documentation:		Responsive/ Resolved		Please provide the documentation to support the $6,062 credit to Marriott.		Review the documentation provided to verify the credit issued to Marriott.		Closed - HAS went back as far as 2002 and recalculated payments to determine all overages and shortages for the period.  An  amount was invoiced to Marriott with a detailed explanation as to the credit due HAS for the period.		Closed

HAS received the appropriate credit amount on 8/19/2009.		Adequate/ Medium

		78		2009-18		VENDING MACHINE FOOD SALES REVENUE PAYMENTS		The quarterly food and beverages revenues reported to the City do not include food sales from the vending machines located at Marriott.  

The City is entitled to $1,444 (4%) of the food sales from vending machines and/or commissions paid to Marriott during the audit scope period.		“Four Percent (4%) of all food sales (including all foods sold in the Hotel, whether in restaurants, room service, vending machines, or otherwise and all related services) and sales of non-alcoholic beverages other than in bars, lounges or private clubs in the Hotel, but excluding  in-flight catering sales which may be handled under separate agreement as provided in Section 5.05 (d) hereof….”  See the Agreement, Section 4.01 A (b) (ii).

Marriott received vending commissions of $13,444, $14,629, and approximately $8,033 in 2005, 2006, and 2007 respectively.		HAS should take steps to ensure Marriott includes food sales or commissions from vending machine sales in their revenue calculations and subsequent payments to HAS.  Further, HAS should recoup underpayments as a result of Marriott’s exclusion of the food sales or commissions from vending machines.		See Report for complete response.		Actions Taken: HAS recouped $943 underpayment through 2007.  Additional review by HAS has revealed continued underpayment of $889 for 2008 - 2010 which is being corrected.  HAS accounts receivable section will review quarterly detail to ensure future payment.  See Exhibit A and True up on concessions file received from the Hotel. 


Date Completed/To Be Completed:


Supporting Documentation:		Actions Taken: HAS recouped $943 underpayment through 2007.  Additional review by HAS has revealed continued underpayment of $889 for 2008 - 2010 which is being corrected.  HAS accounts receivable section will review quarterly detail to ensure future payment.  See Exhibit A and True up on concessions file received from the Hotel. 


Date Completed/To Be Completed:


Supporting Documentation:		Responsive/ Resolved		Please provide the documentation to support the $943 receipt of  underpayment with an explanation as to why the amount recouped wasn't $1,444, the underpayment amount identified in the finding.  Also, please provide an explanation of the process/controls that have been implemented to ensure payment to HAS related to vending commissions.		Review the documentation related to the recouped underpayment, assess the reasoning behind the difference in the amount identified in the audit report and the amount actually received.		Closed - HAS provided a schedule that details how the amounts due HAS were resolved.  The Vending Machine underpayment finding amount was reduced from $1,444 to $943.		Closed

HAS received the appropriate credit amount on 10/1/2009.		Adequate/ Low

		79		2009-18		BUSINESS SERVICES CENTER CONCESSION RENTAL PAYMENTS		The quarterly hotel rent payments do not include concession revenue for the Business Service Center rental office space operated by Marriott.  Marriott generates revenues from printing, copying, fax, and internet services from the Business Service Center.  The City looses concession rental payments based on the square footage occupied by the Business Service Center.

The City is entitled to $8,357 (10%) of the sales generated by the Business Services Center during the audit scope period.		“Ten Percent (10%) of concession rentals and office rentals including all fixed, percentage, and other rentals received by Lessee for concession or office space….  The rental rates for any concession space operated by Lessee or rented or operated by a party affiliated with Lessee shall be deemed to be the amount received by Lessee as rental from such affiliated party, or at the average square foot rental rate paid by third parties to Lessee for concession or office space in the Hotel, computed annually on the basis of the average rentals paid in the proceeding [sic] year, or the following square foot rentals, whichever is greater:   
2005-2009  8.00.”  See the Agreement, Section 4.01. A. (b) (iv).

Sales from the Business Services Center were $29,328, $34,235, and approximately $20,003 for 2005, 2006, and 2007 respectively for the audit scope period.		HAS should take steps to ensure Marriott includes concession rental payment revenues based on square footage utilized by the Business Service Center in their revenue calculations and subsequent payments to HAS.  Further, HAS should recoup underpayments as a result of Marriott’s exclusion of the concession rental payments from the Business Service Center.		See Report for complete response.		Actions Taken: HAS recouped $10,357 underpayment through 2007.  Additional review by HAS has revealed continued underpayment of $3,097 for 2008 - 2010 which is being corrected.  HAS accounts receivable section will review quarterly detail to ensure future payment.  See Exhibit A and True up on concessions file received from the Hotel.


Date Completed/To Be Completed:


Supporting Documentation:		Actions Taken: HAS recouped $10,357 underpayment through 2007.  Additional review by HAS has revealed continued underpayment of $3,097 for 2008 - 2010 which is being corrected.  HAS accounts receivable section will review quarterly detail to ensure future payment.  See Exhibit A and True up on concessions file received from the Hotel.


Date Completed/To Be Completed:


Supporting Documentation:		Responsive/ Resolved		Please provide the documentation to support the $10,357 receipt of underpayment through 2007 and the additional receipt of $3,097 for the period 2008 - 2010.  Also, please provide an explanation of the process/controls that have been implemented to ensure payment to HAS related to Business Service Center revenue.		Review the documentation related to the recouped underpayments related to Business Service Center (BSC) revenue.		Closed - HAS provided a schedule that details how the amounts due HAS were resolved.  The Business Center underpayment finding amount was increased from $8,357 to $10,357.		Closed

HAS received the appropriate credit amount on 8/19/2009.		Adequate/ High

		80		2009-18		VALET PARKING SERVICES CONCESSION PAYMENTS		The City was not paid concession on the square footage utilized by the Valet Services or 10% of the commissions collected by Marriott during the audit scope period.  Valet parking is not specifically excluded in the Agreement.  The City loses concession rental payment revenue based on the square footage being utilized by the Valet Parking Services or 10% of the commissions collected during the audit scope period.

The City is entitled to $6,897 (10%) of the valet parking commissions received by Marriott during the audit scope period.		Lease Agreement, Section 4.01. A. (b) (iv).  See BACKGROUND under III above.

Marriott currently receives 12% commission from Valet Parking Services gross revenues, less sales taxes, operated by its parking sub-contractor.  Approximately $230,000 was generated by the Parking Operator annually from its Valet Parking Services during the audit scope period.  

Marriott received valet parking commissions of $23,665.11, $31,455.23, and $13,853.49 in 2005, 2006, and 2007 respectively.		Include concession rental payments based on square footage utilized by the Valet Parking Services or 10% of the commissions collected in the quarterly hotel rent payment calculations.  Remit to the City underpayments in concession revenue since the inception of the Valet Parking Services contract with Luxury Parking Services.		See Report for complete response.		Actions Taken: HAS recouped $7,900 underpayment through 2007.  Additional review by HAS has revealed continued underpayment of $6,365 for 2008 - 2010 which is being corrected.  HAS accounts receivable section will review quarterly detail to ensure future payment.  See Exhibit A and True up on concessions file received from the Hotel.


Date Completed/To Be Completed:


Supporting Documentation:		Actions Taken: HAS recouped $7,900 underpayment through 2007.  Additional review by HAS has revealed continued underpayment of $6,365 for 2008 - 2010 which is being corrected.  HAS accounts receivable section will review quarterly detail to ensure future payment.  See Exhibit A and True up on concessions file received from the Hotel.


Date Completed/To Be Completed:


Supporting Documentation:		Responsive/ Resolved		Please provide the documentation to support the $7,900 receipt of underpayment through 2007 and the additional receipt of $6,365 for the period 2008 - 2010.  Also, please provide an explanation of the process/controls that have been implemented to ensure payment to HAS related to Valet Parking Services (VPS) revenue.		Review the documentation related to the recouped underpayments related to VPS revenue.		Closed - HAS provided a schedule that details how the amounts due HAS was resolved.  The Valet Parking underpayment finding amount was increased from $6,897 to $7,900.		Closed

HAS received the appropriate credit amount on 10/1/2009.		Adequate/ Medium

		81		2009-18		PERCENTAGE PARKING RENTAL PAYMENTS		The Houston Airport Marriott is remitting the percentage parking rental payment on an annual basis instead of quarterly in arrears, as required in the Agreement.

The City is losing the opportunity to use the quarterly percentage parking rental money or the interest income, estimated at $338 per quarter that could have been earned in interest on the money if the payments had been made according to the Agreement.		The Agreement dated January 16, 1980, Article IV, Section 4.01 Paragraph B states, “The percentage [parking] rental shall be payable quarterly in arrears based on actual receipts.”		We recommend that the HAS management request Marriott to remit the percentage parking rental quarterly, in arrears based on actual receipts as required in the Agreement.		See Report for complete response.		Actions Taken: HAS is collecting parking rental payments quarterly.


Date Completed/To Be Completed:


Supporting Documentation:		Actions Taken: HAS is collecting parking rental payments quarterly.


Date Completed/To Be Completed:


Supporting Documentation:		Responsive/ Resolved		Please provide documentation for the receipt of the Percentage Parking Rental payments on a quarterly basis for calendar years 2011 and 2012.		Review the documentation provided to verify that Percentage Parking Rental payments are being received on a quarterly basis.		Closed - HAS provided support of quarterly remittance by Airport Marriott of the percentage parking rental payment.		Closed

HAS is receiving quarterly payments for the percentage parking rental amounts.		Adequate/ Medium

		82		2009-18		QUARTERLY PARKING RENTAL PAYMENTS		Based on detailed analyses of the parking annual rental payments and discussions with key personnel, the auditors noted the third quarterly payment of the 2005 annual parking rental for $5,785 was not paid.  This fact was communicated to management which concurred with the auditors’ finding.		The Agreement dated January 16, 1980, Article IV, Section 4.01 Paragraph B states, "The annual rental...shall be payable quarterly in advance on the first day of each quarter."		We recommend that management inform Marriott of the missing annual rental payment and request a payment for the third quarter of 2005.		See Report for complete response.		Actions Taken: The missing payment was received in 2008.  See Exhibit B.


Date Completed/To Be Completed:


Supporting Documentation:		Actions Taken: The missing payment was received in 2008.  See Exhibit B.


Date Completed/To Be Completed:


Supporting Documentation:		Responsive/ Resolved		Please provide documentation to support the receipt of the missing $5,785 payment from 2005.		Review the documentation provided to verify that the missing parking rental payment from 2005 was received.		Closed - HAS provided a schedule that details how the amounts due HAS were resolved.  The $5,785 payment was received in 2008.		Closed

HAS received the appropriate amount with Marriott check dated  10/8/2008.		Adequate/ High

		83		2009-18		SUBMISSION OF REQUIRED DOCUMENTS AND ANNUAL REPORTS		Annual inspection certificates were not submitted to the HAS, as required by the Agreement, for 2005 and 2006.

The status of all Ad Valorem taxes was not submitted to the City of Houston Attorney, as required by the Agreement, for 2005 and 2006.

Annual financial statements that include balance sheets were not submitted by Marriott to the HAS, as required by the Agreement, for 2005 and 2006.  The only audited statement submitted to the HAS by Marriott is the Statement of Gross Receipts for 2005 and 2006.		The Agreement, Section 8.06, Annual Inspections states, "Lessee agrees that it will cause an annual inspection of the Leased Premises to be made and that it will file with the Director immediately following each such inspection a certificate signed by two (2) of its representatives, one of whom shall be a vice president of Host International, Inc., or of a general partner of Lessee, certifying that the Leased Premises have been maintained, repaired and preserved and are being operated in conformity with this Article."

Section 6.08 (b) states, "...Lessee shall, within ninety (90) days after the end of each calendar year, submit a written report setting forth the status of all Ad Valorem taxes on the above referred to leasehold estates with the City Attorney of City."

Section 4.05 states, "Within ninety (90) days after the end of each calendar year, Lessee shall furnish to the City a financial statement presenting the results of its operations at Marriott with respect to gross revenues and receipts of the items referred to in Section 4.01A (a) including an audited balance sheet and a statement of profit and loss of Lessee certified by an independent certified public accountant or firm of independent certified public accountants."		We recommend that HAS management emphasize to Marriott that it is necessary for Marriott to submit to HAS the following required documents and reports annually:

(1)	 A signed annual inspection certificate 
(2)	 The status of all Ad Valorem taxes to the City of Houston Attorney 
(3)	 Audited annual financial statements that include balance sheets.		See Report for complete response.		Actions Taken: See attached copies of 10K's and annual inspection reports and tax statements.


Date Completed/To Be Completed:


Supporting Documentation:		Actions Taken: See attached copies of 10K's and annual inspection reports and tax statements.


Date Completed/To Be Completed:


Supporting Documentation:		Responsive/ Unresolved		Please provide the documentation that supports the receipt of the most recent:

(1)  A signed annual inspection certificate 

(2)  The status of all Ad Valorem taxes to the City of Houston Attorney 

(3)  Audited annual financial statements that include balance sheets.		Review the documentation provided to verify the annual submission and receipt of:

(1)  A signed annual inspection certificate 

(2)  The status of all Ad Valorem taxes to the City of Houston Attorney 

(3)  Audited annual financial statements that include balance sheets.		Ongoing - HAS did not provide the most recent annual inspection certificate or the status of all Ad Valorem taxes.   The most current audited financial statements provided were for the year ended December 31, 2011.		Ongoing 

HAS is not obtaining annual contract mandated information required by Sections 4.05, 6.08, and 8.06.		Inadequate/ Low

		84		2010-16		LACK OF POLICIES AND PROCEDURES OVER INTERNAL CONTROLS		When reviewing support for the monthly billings by HAS for these services, it was noted that there was no support for the total hours worked and billed by HAS employees on behalf of HASDC.  Upon further inquiry, it was indicated that HAS had no formal polices or procedures in place to document/record/retain records signifying the number of employee hours spend on HASDC related business.  However in Oct 2009, HAS management (in charge of HASDC work) started vouching (attesting) and signing-off (approving) billable hours.  According to HAS, the billings were prepared based on the amount of employee work hours provided by HASDC to HAS.  The customer (HASDC) should not trigger billing itself based on self-reported consumption of vendor’s services.		HAS and HASDC have a Technical Services Agreement (TSA) whereas HAS will provide airport operations technical services to HASDC.  As one compensation element for these services, HASDC pays HAS: all costs of personnel providing services to HASDC (multiplied by an agreed upon multiplier of 1.8) plus; reimbursement for all out of pocket expenses and travel incurred by HAS in carrying out its obligation plus; all costs and expenses of third parties incurred by HAS in order to provide services under this TSA.  Payments for these services must be made to HAS on a monthly basis by HASDC.		HAS should develop processes and procedures to properly document the work performed by its employees for the benefit of HASDC.  This should include customer’s requisition of services and the related approval to procure, (customer purchase order).  The process should ensure; that HAS services are being provided as an approved request by the customer and that HAS is properly and timely reimbursed for all out of pockets costs as per the TSA.		Since the inception of this audit, HAS wrote and adopted Organizational Policy and Procedure (OPP I-188) that requires; customer requisition for services, proper approval and documentation of all work by its (HAS) employees,  including preparation of timesheets (to include expenses) when an employee performs work for HASDC.		Actions Taken: See attached OPP 1-188:


Date Completed/To Be Completed:


Supporting Documentation:		Actions Taken: See attached OPP 1-188:


Date Completed/To Be Completed:


Supporting Documentation:		Responsive/ Resolved		Please provide Organizational Policy and Procedure (OPP I-188).  Also, please provide the customer’s requisition of services and the related approval to procure, (customer purchase order) for the most recent three monthly billings, including all supporting documentation (e.g., timesheets, support for out of pocket expenses, support for travel expenses, support for business development time spent, and support for any other amounts billed).

Also, please provide support for HAS management's (in charge of HASDC work) periodic vouching (attesting) and signing-off (approving) activity for billable hours.		Review OPP1-188 to verify that procedures are in place to ensure that HAS services are being provided as an approved request by the customer and that HAS is properly and timely reimbursed for all related costs, as per the TSA.		Closed - HAS provided OPP No. 1-188 approved on January 6, 2009.  The policy is intended to "provide policy and procedural guidance to employees of the Houston Airport System (HAS) engaged in activities related to HAS Development Corporation (HASDC).		Closed

A review of the policies provided indicated the following areas were addressed:  Work Approval, Tracking/ Billing of Time and Non-Travel Expenses, Travel Expenses, and Reporting.		Adequate/ Medium

		85		2010-16		UNBILLED BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT		One of the substantive tests performed was to review employee requests for 10 travel advances planned to be funded by HASDC.  The audit objective was to determine if time spent by HAS employees attributable to HASDC was properly billed.  The time spent on these trips could not be traced to the monthly billings.  It was determined by HAS management that 6 of these were for trips that had been cancelled, with no advances being paid to the employees. HAS also determined that time spend on the other 4 trips was considered business development and therefore did not bill this time to HASDC.  We performed an estimate of the potential unbilled services from our test population and noted approximately 56.5 hours or $3,183 of potential unrecovered employee costs.		HAS and HASDC have a Technical Services Agreement (TSA) whereas HAS will provide airport operations technical services to HASDC.  For these services, HASDC will pay HAS all costs of personnel providing services to HASDC (multiplied by an agreed upon multiplier of 1.8) plus reimbursement for all out of pocket expenses and travel incurred by HAS in carrying out its obligation plus all costs and expenses of third parties incurred by HAS in order to provide services under this TSA.		HAS should bill HASDC for all time spent on TSA related work and/or travel including business development going forward.		Since the inception of this audit, HAS wrote and adopted Organizational Policy and Procedure (OPP I-188) that requires billing for all time worked on HASDC projects, including HASDC marketing or business development.		Actions Taken: OPP1-188 requires billing time spent for business development.


Date Completed/To Be Completed:


Supporting Documentation:		Actions Taken: OPP1-188 requires billing time spent for business development.


Date Completed/To Be Completed:


Supporting Documentation:		Responsive/ Resolved		Please provide Organizational Policy and Procedure (OPP I-188).  Also, please provide the customer’s requisition of services and the related approval to procure, (customer purchase order) for the most recent three monthly billings, including all supporting documentation (e.g., timesheets, support for out of pocket expenses, support for travel expenses, support for business development time spent, and support for any other amounts billed).

Also, please provide support for HAS management's (in charge of HASDC work) periodic vouching (attesting) and signing-off (approving) activity for billable hours.		Review OPP1-188 to determine the controls in place to assure that all services provided by HAS for business development on behalf of  HASDC are billed.		Ongoing -  

Adequate testing was not performed based on cost-benefit; complexity; and technical knowledge required - CTR Audit will test during next follow-up cycle.		Ongoing

CTR Audit will test in more detail during next follow-up cycle.		Adequate/ High

		86		2010-16		Undistributed Net Revenues		Since the time HASDC was incorporated in December 2001, minimal Net Revenues have been distributed to HAS ($45,829).  As of the last audited financial statement (calendar year 2008), HASDC shows a cash balance of over $1M dollars on hand.		Under the TSA, another component of compensation involved HASDC agreeing to pay the City (solely for the benefit of HAS) all Net Revenues of the Corporation.  Net Revenues being defined as the amount by which all receipts of HASDC from sales of services and any investment return during such period exceeds all expenditures during such period in accordance with an approved budget.  Such payment shall be made no less than annually and includes discretionary budget authority that considers necessary capital reserves and investments.		HASDC should review its approved budget to determine whether it is appropriate or necessary to maintain $1M in reserves.		As of Feb 28, 2010 HASDC had cash/receivables of $1.1 million, of which $586,020.96 was 'unrestricted' cash. HASDC management presented the BOD with three scenarios in the 2010 Budget of cash needs depending on how and when the HAS support and Quito Political issues are resolved as well as the continuation of extraordinary expenses associated with the 'reviews' and incorporation of the impact of the new HAS Operations Order revoking marketing support of HASDC.		Actions Taken: HASDC will review the financial position, budget, and future needs with the Board of Directors on November 23, 2010 to determine if a distribution is appropriate.


Date Completed/To Be Completed:


Supporting Documentation:		Actions Taken: HASDC will review the financial position, budget, and future needs with the Board of Directors on November 23, 2010 to determine if a distribution is appropriate.


Date Completed/To Be Completed:


Supporting Documentation:		Non-Responsive		Please provide the documentation that supports the HASDC 2010 review of the financial position, budget, and future needs with the Board of Directors.		Verify that analysis is being performed to determine and support the funds held in reserves.		Ongoing - We were not provided documentation supporting HASDC 2010 review of the financial position, budget, and future needs with the Board of Directors.		Ongoing

A conclusion cannot be drawn as the documentation/ information necessary on which to conclude was not provided until after Fieldwork was completed.		Inadequate/ High

		87		2010-10		Inaccurate SAP Contract Data		MFR selected four of eight contracts for testing.  For three of the four contracts tested, the payments were made after the contract end date recorded in SAP.  (1)		See Audit Report		Coordinate with the ERP Group to modify the contract information structure in SAP to ensure that all open purchase orders related to contracts are properly reported and reviewed to reduce the risk of unauthorized payments and extensions of executed contracts.		See Report for complete response.		Actions Taken:


Date Completed/To Be Completed:


Supporting Documentation:		Actions Taken:


Date Completed/To Be Completed:


Supporting Documentation:		Non-Responsive						Ongoing -  

Adequate testing was not performed based on cost-benefit; complexity; and technical knowledge required - CTR Audit will test during next follow-up cycle.		Ongoing

CTR Audit will test in more detail during next follow-up cycle.		Undetermined / Medium

		88		2012-1		Franchise Fees and Related Party Transactions		Franchise fees are being deducted by the five sub-contracted restaurants owned by the parent company and partner to the joint venture.  The franchise fee agreements that support the designation of "Branded" products were dated subsequent to the audit request.  The franchise fees paid to the franchisor were adjusted based on costs incurred by the franchisor and not the percentage specified in the agreements. This activity reflects a related party transaction, not of arms length, which represents approximately $294,500 less revenue to HAS for the period of February 2009 – January 2011.		The Agreement between JDDA SSP and HAS defines "Nationally Branded" in Section 3.1.13, as:
"food and beverages, nationally or internationally recognized, sold by Concessionaire, its joint venture partners, or Subcontractors where a royalty or franchise fee is charged by a franchisor and paid by Concessionaire, its joint venture partners or Subcontractors for the privilege of selling such food and beverages from the Facilities."

The percentage of gross sales paid to HAS is defined and differentiated between branded vs. non-branded and is listed in Section 8.4 as:
  -  "12% of branded food gross sales
  -   14% of non-branded food gross sales
  -   15% of alcoholic beverage gross sales"

SSP America states that all their restaurants are franchised except one, the Center Bar, which accounted for 1% of the food sales in Calendar Year 2010.  Five of the nine restaurants are franchised by a subsidiary of SSP (Franchisor), and three are franchised by companies unaffiliated with SSP.  The five restaurants and the SSP Franchisor(s) are as follows:
  -  SSP Financing UK Limited, located at 1 The Heights, Brooklands, Weybridge, Surrey KT13, ONY, United Kingdom (which is the owner of Select Service Partner UK Limited) is the Franchisor of Upper Crust, and charges a 5% fee based on gross sales;
  -   Select Service Partner UK Limited, located at 1 The Heights, Brooklands, Weybridge, Surrey KT13, ONY, United Kingdom is the Franchisor of Real Foods; Camden Foods; and Panopolis, and charges a 2% fee based on gross sales.  (Note:  the Franchisor’s address for the previous four franchises is identical.);
  -  Select Service Partner SAS, located at Immeuble Garonne, 40 Avenue de Terroirs de France, 75012, Paris, France is the Franchisor for Le Grand Comptoir, and charges a 2% fee based on gross sales.		JDDA SSP should reclassify their SSP franchises to non-branded and remit the 2% difference (approximately $294,500) to HAS (12% of Gross Sales for Nationally Branded and 14% of gross sales for Non Branded.)		See Report for complete response.		Actions Taken:  The MBT and franchise fee items are still being discussed with Director Diaz, Commercial Development, City Legal and the concessionaire. (Via email from Randy Goodman, dated 12/5/12.


Date Completed/To Be Completed:


Supporting Documentation:		Actions Taken:


Date Completed/To Be Completed:


Supporting Documentation:		Non-Responsive						Ongoing - On March 16, 2012, the Audit Division was provided a HAS demand letter (dated March 6, 2012) addressed to JDDA SSP with an invoice for $435,889.57 to recoup that amount related to reclassification of franchises to non-branded. That amount represents the approximate $294,500 identified by the audit plus an additional amount identified by HAS for an expanded time period.  The vendor has agreed to pay the amount identified in the demand letter once a new contract has been signed to allow Mixed Beverage Tax (MBT) to be deducted from gross revenue.		Ongoing

Although HAS issued a demand letter to recoup the funds related to this finding, payment has yet to be received.  The recovery of the amounts will be verified during future follow-up testing.		Adequate/ High

		89		2012-1		Audited Statements of Gross Sales		JDDA SSP does not provide HAS with an audited Statement of Gross Sales.  As noted above, the contract language requires an "audit", while the Agreement between the Contractor and the CPA firm requested agreed upon procedures in the form of a "review".  DAO CPA, P.C.’s (CPA) engagement with JDDA SSP included verifying that gross sales as compiled by JDDA SSP are mathematically correct.  An audit includes additional substantive procedures not performed under this agreement and thus does not meet the requirement of the contract.		Section 6.6.1 of the Agreement states:

“Concessionaire agrees to provide for the collection of all monies and provide an accounting, audit and report of all Gross Sales  to the Director in a timely manner and as required under Article VIII of this Amendment No. 4…”

Further, in Section 8.5.1.1, it states:

"...a statement of Gross Sales for each facility (or portion of a facility) operated directly by Concessionaire and/or its joint venture partners, separated into the applicable categories set forth in Section 8.4; a calculation of the amount due City under Section 8.4 based upon such Gross Sales; and a schedule showing the total actual payments to City for any reason during the subject year (or portion of year), all of which are certified by an independent third-party Certified Public Accountant who is licensed in accordance with the laws and regulations of the State of Texas."

HAS Concessions Division relies on the annual "statement of gross sales" for assurance that the gross sales reported by JDDA SSP is accurate.  The annual statement is "certified by an independent third-party Certified Public Accountant who is licensed in accordance with the laws and regulations of the State of Texas."
 
As stated in the report provided by the CPA to JDDA SSP, 

"All information included in the report is the representation of the management of the Company.

Our review was conducted in accordance with attestation standards established by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.  A review is substantially less in scope than an examination, the objective of which is the expression of an opinion on the statement.  Accordingly, we do not express such an opinion."		JDDA SSP should provide audited annual Statements of Gross Sales to HAS.		JDDA SSP MANAGEMENT RESPONSE:
“…Although Concessionaire interprets Section 6.6.1 of the Agreement differently, Concessionaire is willing
to provide audited statements in the future…”		Actions Taken:


Date Completed/To Be Completed:


Supporting Documentation:		Actions Taken:


Date Completed/To Be Completed:


Supporting Documentation:		Non-Responsive		Please provide the audit report dated June 30, 2012 for the period July 1, 2011 to June 30, 2012.				Ongoing - We were provided the Statement of Gross Sales of Food & Beverage (Statement) for the fiscal year ending June 30, 2012.  Review of the document revealed that the original finding remains unchanged.  Again, an audit includes substantive procedures that were not performed.  Page two of the Statement indicated an "Independent Accountant's Examination Report".		Ongoing

The original finding remains unresolved.		Inadequate/ High

		90		2012-1		Inadequate Insurance Coverage		Our testing of the current insurance certificates revealed the following exceptions: 

 -  Two of 16 entities did not have Excess Liability Bodily Injury & property damage combined limits of $2mm each occurrence; $4mm aggregate; 
 -  One of 16 did not have all risk covering Operator improvements, fixtures, removable fixtures, & equipment (including fire, lighting, vandalism, & extended coverage perils) Replacement Value;
 - Three of 16 did not have  adequate Workers Compensation  - Statutory;  
 - One of 3 restaurants selling liquor did not have the Liquor Liability Insurance; 
 -  Fifteen of 16 did not have COH named as Additional Insured.		The Agreement between JDDA SSP and HAS, details the minimum insurance requirements for JDDA SSP and its Subcontractors in Article 11.1 as:

COVERAGE LIMIT OF LIABILITY
Worker’s Compensation Statutory for Worker’s Compensation
Employer’s Liability Bodily Injury by accident $500,000 (each accident)
Bodily Injury by Disease $500,000 (policy limit)
Bodily Injury by Disease $500,000 (each employee)
Commercial General Liability:
Including Broad Form Coverage, Contractual Liability, Bodily and Personal Injury, and Completed Operations Bodily Injury and Property Damage, Combined Limits of $1,000,000 each Occurrence and $2,000,000 aggregate
Excess Liability Bodily Injury and Property Damage, Combined Limits of $2,000,000 each Occurrence and $4,000,000 aggregate
ALL RISK covering Concessionaire Improvements, Fixtures, Removable Fixtures, and Equipment (including fire, lighting, vandalism, and extended coverage perils) (Replacement Value)
Automobile Liability Insurance (for vehicles used by the Concessionaire in the course of its performance under this Agreement, including Employer’s Non-Ownership and Hired Auto Coverage) $500,000 combined single limit

Other relevant information includes:

"Article 11.1.5 Insured Parties.  Each policy, except those for Workers Compensation and Employer’s Liability, must name the City (and its officers, agents and employees) as Additional Insured parties on the original policy and all renewals or replacements.
Article 111.1.11 Subcontractors.  Concessionaire shall require all Subcontractors carry insurance naming the City as an additional insured and meeting all of the above requirements except amount.  The amount shall be commensurate with the amount of the subcontract or joint venture agreement, but in no case shall it be less than $2,ooo,ooo per occurrence.  All Subcontractors selling alcoholic beverages shall carry liquor liability insurance coverage of at least $2,000,000 per occurrence, $3,000,000 aggregate.  Concessionaire shall provide copies of such insurance certificates to Director."		JDDA SSP should provide proof of insurance coverage to verify the minimum requirements are met.		JDDA SSP MANAGEMENT RESPONSE:
“…Concessionaire will provide proof of insurance coverage to verify that the minimum requirements of the
lease are met…”		Actions Taken:  Certificates evidencing coverage sent to Auditing on Dec. 6, 2012


Date Completed/To Be Completed:


Supporting Documentation:		Actions Taken:  Certificates evidencing coverage sent to Auditing on Dec. 6, 2012


Date Completed/To Be Completed:


Supporting Documentation:		Responsive/Resolved		Please provide the  certificates supporting adequate insurance coverage.				Closed - We were provided Certificate of Liability Insurance #455343 produced by Barney & Barney LLC to SSP America, Inc.  We verified that the minimum insurance requirements are covered by the policy.  Policy #TBKZ91446034033 is for the period 6/16/12 to 6/16/13 and it included contractors as insured.		Closed

HAS provided insurance certificates documenting complete insurance coverage for the period in question.		Adequate/ Medium

		91		2012-1		Deductions of 14% Mixed Beverage Tax		SSP America’s gross sales amount on liquor sales are reported to HAS with the 14% MBT deducted.  Based on the definition provided by the TABC and the specific language in the current Agreement, the MBT should not be deducted as an adjustment to Gross Sales/Revenues.   From the period July 2009 to December 2010, the affect of the MBT deduction from Gross Sales has resulted in approximately $68,000 less revenue to HAS for this contract		The Agreement between JDDA SSP and HAS defines “Gross Sales” in Section 3.1.11 as:
"...the aggregate dollar amount of all sales, including Concessionaire’s receipts from all sales made at or from all the Facilities, regardless of where the order is received or delivered, and any other revenues of any type arising out of or in connection with the Concessionaire’s operations in the Facilities, whether performed by the Concessionaire, its Subcontractors, joint venture partners, subsidiaries, associated companies, or any other entity corporate or otherwise, for cash or credit or otherwise, of every kind, name and nature, regardless of where or whether collected, as if the same had been sold for cash."
  
It goes on to state what may be excluded or deducted from the computation of gross sales, and the following deduction is the basis for this finding: 
  "Section 3.1.11.1 Any and all retail sales tax, and any related direct taxes upon the consumer and collected by the Concessionaire on such sales."
 
Based on the Texas Alcohol and Beverage Commission (TABC) website, the Mixed Beverage Tax (MBT) is described as follows: 
  " A gross receipts tax is imposed on the amount received from the sale or service of mixed beverages or from the sale, preparation, or service of ice or nonalcoholic beverages that are sold prepared or served for the purpose of being mixed with an alcoholic beverage and consumed on the premises of the mixed beverage permitee.  

The mixed beverage tax is imposed on the person or organization holding the mixed beverage permit and not the customer.  It may not be added to the selling price as a separate charge and may not be backed out from the amount received.  Any reimbursement you choose to collect from your customer must be clearly labeled as 'reimbursement.'  Reimbursements, however, become part of the tax base.  An amount labeled as a "tax" is fully due to the state, in addition to the mixed beverage tax."
 
TABC defines "Mixed Beverage Gross Receipts Tax" as:
"A 14% tax paid by the holder of a mixed beverage or private club permit.  The permit holder is responsible for the tax and pays it to the Comptroller’s Office.  The permit holder can charge the tax to the consumer and label it a 'reimbursement,' but they have to pay tax on the reimbursement they collect as well."		JDDA SSP should cease deducting the MBT from Gross Sales and remit the total amount to HAS.		JDDA SSP MANAGEMENT RESPONSE:
“…For the reasons summarized below, we also respectfully disagree with the Finding and Recommendation regarding the Mixed Beverage Gross Receipts Tax (“MBT”).
A. Interpretation by Performance
The MBT fits within the exclusion from “Gross Sales” described in Section 3.1.11.1 of the Agreement.  “Any and all retail sales taxes, and any related direct taxes upon the consumer and collected by the Concessionaire on such sales.”  When parties perform an agreement over a period of time with knowledge of the nature of the performance and without objection, that performance will control the meaning of the relevant provisions of the contract.  In the performance of the Agreement between the City and Concessionaire since 2007, the MBT has consistently been treated as a deduction from Gross Sales before calculation of Percentage Rent. These four years of consistent performance fully and accurately expressed the intent of the City and SSP with respect to the interpretation of Section 3.1.11.1.  This performance is also consistent with other airports in Texas. In these other Texas airports, sales taxes and MBT are treated the same – as exclusions from Gross Receipts. Even the Audit Report acknowledges that “…the deduction of MBT from Gross Sales has been common practice.” (Audit Report, page 7 footnote 6.) Yet, the Audit Report attempts to re-write years of past performance at the Airport with a retroactive and entirely new interpretation.
B. MBT Falls Within the Exclusion
The MBT is a form of sales tax, and thus fits within the first part of the exclusion from “Gross Sales” described in Section 3.1.11.1 of the Agreement (i.e., “Any and all retail sales taxes”).  The MBT and the sales tax defined in the Texas Limited Sales, Excise, and Use Tax Act, Section 151.051 et seq are both (1) imposed by law, (2) calculated in the same manner, (4) paid by Concessionaire at the same time each month, and (4) paid directly to the same state agency, the Office of the Texas Comptroller.  The only difference between the MBT and the Section 151.051 sales tax is the mandatory vs. nonmandatory charge to the customer. With sales tax, the retailer is required to add the tax to the sales price (Section 151.052). With MBT, the retailer elects whether or not to collect the tax from the customer. If the retailer does elect to collect the MBT from the customer, the retailer is required to label the MBT on the sales receipt as a “reimbursement.” Otherwise, the process and result of the two taxes are identical…”
HAS COMMENT:
“…HAS agrees that JDDA SSP should cease deducting the MBT from Gross Sales for the purpose of calculating percentage fees on alcoholic beverage sales. Notwithstanding, we may wish to consider the option of a compromise settlement of this issue, with material consideration from JDDA SSP		Actions Taken:  The MBT and franchise fee items are still being discussed with Director Diaz, Commercial Development, and City Legal and the concessionaire. (Via email from Randy Goodman, dated 12/5/12.


Date Completed/To Be Completed:


Supporting Documentation:		Actions Taken:  Currently under review by Sr. Management


Date Completed/To Be Completed:


Supporting Documentation:		Non-Responsive						Ongoing - On March 16, 2012, the Audit Division was provided a HAS demand letter (dated March 6, 2012) addressed to JDDA SSP with an invoice for $96,769.49 to recoup that amount related to the MBT finding.  That amount represents the approximate $68,000 identified by the audit plus an additional amount identified by HAS for an expanded time period.  The vendor has agreed to pay the amount identified in the demand letter once a new contract has been signed to allow MBT to be deducted from gross revenue.

On March 16, 2012, the Audit Division was provided a demand letter (dated January 23, 2012) from HAS to the President of Deleware North Companies Travel Hospitality Services with an invoice for $1,716,584.32 to recoup that amount related to Concessions of Houston also deducting MBT from gross revenue.   The vendor has agreed to pay the amount identified in the demand letter once a new contract has been signed to allow MBT to be deducted from gross revenue.		Ongoing

Although HAS issued a demand letter to recoup the funds related to this finding, payment has yet to be received.  The recovery of the amounts will be verified during future follow-up testing.		Adequate/High







